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Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the profitabiiity of technical trachg d e s  in Pacific- 

basin equity markets in the context of asset pricing models. Specincally, this thesis examines 

whether technicd d e  profits are consistent with time-varying expected rehims implied by 

equiiibrium asset pricing models in an international con- 

Another goal of this thesis is to investigaie the issue of market integration and segmentation 

by focusing on the relationship between the technical d e  retums and international market 

structure. This thesis examines three different types of market structure; complete 

integration, "mild segmentation" (Errunza and Losq l98S), and complete segmentation. 

The same set of technical des  as Brock et al. ( 1 992) are appiied to the Japanese, the US., 

Canadian, Indonesian, Mexicau, and Taiwanese equity indices. The redts h m  the standard 

tests indicate that the technicd d e s  have signiscant forecast power for al1 the countries, 

except for the U.S. However, the results from the bootstrap tests indicate that the profits for 

Japan, the recent sample of Canada, and Taiwan are consistent with some equilibrium asset 

pricing modeis (mainly, the asset pncing model under mild segmentation) when a 

conventional sigdicance level is used. None of the equilibrium models are consistent with 

the trading profits for hdonesia, Mexico, and the early 1980's of Canada The overall resuits 

indicate that taking into account time-varying expected retum is important to evaluate the 

profits of the trading des. In addition, it is demonstrateci thaî the bootstrap simulations using 

the technical des can provide additional information on the market structure characterizhg 

the equity markets which this thesis examines. 

Keywords: technical analysis, trading d e ,  Pacific-basin markets, the-v-g expected 

r e m ,  mild segmentation, GARCH-M model 
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Chapter 1 Lntrodaction 

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the profitability of technical trading rules in Pacinc- 

basin equity markets in the context of asset pricing models. Specincally, this thesis examines 

whether the technical rule profits are consistent with the tirne-v@ng expected retums 

implied by equilibrium asset pncing models. 

Another goal of this thesis is to investigate the issue of market integration and segmentation 

by focusing on the relationship between the techuicai d e  retums and international market 

structure. This thesis examines tbree different types of market structure with varying de- 

of segmentation; complete integration, "mild segmentation" (Emuiza and Losq 1985), and 

complete segmentation. 

Technical analysis attempts to detect a "hidden" trend in the movements of security prices 

by Iooking at the patterns of the past prices. Technicd d y s i s  has been popular among 

practitioners for severai decades. Among scholars, most early empirical studies on technicd 

analysis find that technical analysis does not lead to profitable strategies. These shidies 

include Alexander (1 96 1, 1964) and Fama and Blume (1966). In contrasi, recent snidies 

pmvide evidence that some simple technical trading d e s  have considerable forecast power 

and are profitable. Bmk, Lakonishok, and LeBaron (1992) find that some technical trading 

rules c m  predïct fimire tetunis on the Dow Jones hdustrid Average over the 90-year penod 

Their results h m  the tests based on the bootstrap methodologies indicate that none of the 

popular statistical models they examine (the randorn walk, the first-order autoregressive 

m a  aed two models incorporating the conditional heteroscedasticity) are consistent with 

the trading d e  profits. Bessembinder and Chan (1995) extend the study of Brock et al. 

(1 992) to Asian equity markets and find the significant forecast power of the trading d e s  

for these markets. 



niere are at least two interpretations for the finding that the technical trading d e s  can 

predict fuhirr r e m  on securities. The first interpretation is that capital markets are 

inefficient The second intexpretation is thaî markets an efficient and tbat the forecast power 

of the technid trading d e s  reflets the tirne-variation of expected rehvns which is driven 

by the shift of equilibrium due to new information. in Infacf many studies have presented 

evidence that expected retunis on stocks and other assets Vary over t h e  (Keim and 

Stambaugh 1986; Fama and French 1989; Harvey 199 1; Cambell and Hamao 1992; Ferson 

and Harvey 1993; Ferson, Foerster and Keim 1993). 

Despite the accumdated empirical evidence for tirne-varying expected retums, none of the 

studies examining technical trading d e s  for stock markets have directly tested a conjecture 

that the technicai trading d e s  capture the tirne-varying expected retunis on stocks implied 

by equilibrium asset pricing models. Brock et ai. (1992) examine purely statistical and 

univariate-type models and do not impose on the models any cross-sectional restrictions that 

are generally implied by asset pricing models. Bessembinder anc Chan (1 995) provide 

indirect evidence (a substantiai cross-market correlation in trading signais) for the hypothesis 

that the technicai trading mies capture the tirne-varying expected retums determined in the 

global capital market However, they do not test the trading d e s  against any specific asset 

pricing models. T'us, an important contribution of this thesis is to evaluate the profitability 

of technical txadhg d e s  for equity markets by using as a benchmark model the equiiibrium 

asset pncing models which allow for the tirne variation of expected rehinis. For currency 

futures markets, Kho (1996) applies the bootstrap methodologies used by Brock et al. (1992) 

to some versions of the conditional intemational capital asset pricing model. Following Kho 

(1996) and Brock et al. (1992), this thesis utilizes the bootstrap methodologies in assessing 

the trading d e  profits. Specificaily, the empiricaî distributions of the trading d e  retunis are 

computed under an equilibrium mode1 as a nul1 model. The profits obtained fiom the actual 

senes are compared with the empirical distributions of the trading d e  ~hims.  

Whether financial markets are iaternationally integrated is a controversial issue in the 



intemafionai finance literature ( S a  1995). This issue is important because the f o m  of 

pricing relation among assets is substantiaiiy different. Recent studies showing that 

international asset pricing models hold under integratïon include Harvey (1991), Chan, 

Karolyi, and Stulz (1 992), Ferson and Harvey (1 993, 1996). and Dumas and Solnik ( 1 995). 

On the other hand, studies showing market segmentation include Jorion and Schwartz 

(1986), Emuiza, Losq, and Padmanabhan (1992), and Bekaert and Harvey (1 995, 1997). 

Complete integration and wmplete segmentation are two extremes of possible international 

market structure. Altematively, E ~ n z a  and Losq (1985) examine asset pricing relation 

under a rniddle--und type of market structure characterized by an asymmetnc access to 

financial markets between two countries. The market structure which Errunza and Losq 

(1 985) examine is termed by ' W d  segmentatio~~" 

Since there has been no unequivocal agreement about the issue of market integration and 

segmentation in the past literaîure, this thesis uses three different types of asset pricing 

models corresponding to complete integration, mild segmentation, and complete 

segmentation to evaluate the trading d e  profits. To comect technicai analysis with the 

intemational asset pncing litetahire f o m  another important contribution of this thesis. 

Bessembinder and Chan (1995) has brought an intanational context to the technicai analysis 

literature; their empirical resuIts indicate the possible existence of country-specinc risk 

premiums correlated to local trading signals, which c m  be interpreted as an indication of 

segmentation. However, they do not explicitly take into account the effects of market 

segmentation on tirne-varying expected returns in testing the trading d e  profits. Thus, the 

use of asset pricing models wrresponding to various types of market structure substantially 

differenthîes this thesis fÎom Bessembinder and Chan (1 995). 

The conditionai mean-variance h e w o r k  is used to incorporate a set of asset pricing models 

into a single W e w o r k  Spenfically, complete integration assumes no investment barriers; 

under this assumption, the expected returns are determined by the world version of the 

Capitai Asset Pricing Mode1 (CAPM) developed by Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) and 



extended by Solnik (1974) and Stulz (198 Ia) in which o d y  the covariance with the world 

market portfolio is @ced Miid segmentation assumes one-way barriers against capital fïow 

h m  the foreign market into the domestic market, Ieading to the asset pricing mode1 in which 

the covariance with the domestic (regulated) market, as weU as the covariance with the world 

market portfolio, is priced for domestic securities (Eminza and Losq 1985). Finally, 

wmplete segmentation assumes two-way barciers, leading to the purely domestic CAPM in 

which only the covariance with the domestic market is priced for domestic seceties. 

The technical trading d e s  to be examuied in this thesis are the same set of mies as  Brock 

et al. (1992) examine, Le., two difEerent types of moving average d e s  and trading range 

break d e s .  The countries to which the technical trading d e s  are applied include Japan, 

U.S., and Canada among developed markets, and Indonesia, Mexico, and Taiwan among 

emerging markets. Daiiy data on equifl market indices for theses corntries are obtained fbm 

Datastream Intemationai. The sample period for the developed markets is 1 980- 1 996. For 

the emerging markets, data during the period rnainly h m  1988 to 1996 are used. Trading 

d e  retums an: computed for each index, and standard test statistics are applied to the 

retums. The results indicate that the trading d e s  exhibit statisticaily si@cant forecast 

power for ail countries, except for the U.S. The cross-sectional pattem of the d t s  indîcates 

that the technical trading ruies have stronger forecast power for the emerging markets than 

for the developed markets. For the buy-seli spread, the average valws across ail trading niles 

and t h e  emerging markets is 0.2302% per day or 77.8%on an annuai basis; the average 

acrou ail trading ruies and developed markets with sigdicant forecast power of the trading 

d e s  (i.e., the J a p p a  and Canada indices) is 0.1030% per &y or 29.4% on an annual basis. 

A simple adjustment for the spurious autocorrelations due to nonsy~lchronous trading does 

not complaely explain signifiaint forecast power of the trading ruies. The profitability of a 

specific trading strategy with transaction costs is also examined. 

The conditional asset pncing models corresponding to three different types of market 

structure are edmated by following an approach taken by Chan, Karolyi, and Stulz (1992), 



who relate the expected reRinis to the conditionai second moments that are to be estimated 

jointly with the expected returns, under a bivariate sethg of the domestic versus foreign 

markets. In the models, the second moments of returns are specified to Vary over time by 

using a bivariate generalized mtoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity mode1 (GARCH) 

of Engle and Kroner (1995). The models are estimated separateiy for each country. Using the 

bootstrap methodologies, the empirid disaibutions of trading d e  retums a~ constructeci, 

and the a c t d  returns are compared with them. The redts  are summarized as follows: the 

trachg d e  profits for Japan, the second halfperiod of Canada, and Taiwan are consistent 

vAth some asset pricing models (mainly the asset pricing mode1 under mild segmentation) 

at the 5 percent signifïcance level; none of the equiiibrium models are consistent with the 

actual profits for Indonesia, Mexico, and the nist halfperiod of Caoada; ai l  three models are 

consistent with the actual trading d e  returns for the U.S. market 

It is demonsûated that taking into account the tirne-varying expected renirns implied by 

equilibrium asset pricing models is important to evaluate the profitability of the technical 

trading d e s .  Aithough the standard tests which compare the trading d e  retunis with the 

unconditional mean return on the buy and hold h d  that the trading d e s  yieid signincant 

profits for five countnes (with the only exception of the US.), the bootstrap tests indicate 

that for Japa~, the recent sample of Canada, and Taiwan out of the five corntries, the actual 

trading rule profits are consistent with some equilibrium models at the conventional 

sipificance Level of 5 percent. In addition, it is demonstrateci that the results fiom the 

bootstrap simulations using the technid trading niles can provide additionai information on 
. . 

the market structure chanictenzmg the equity markets which this thesis examines. The actual 

trading d e  retums are consistent with the mild segmentation of Japaa, the recent sample of 

Canada, and Taiwan at the 5 percent significance Ievel. 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the relevant previous Merature. 

Chapter 3 explains the technical trading d e s  to be examined, the methodologies of standard 

tests, and how the effects of transaction costs on the profitability of the d e s  are examined 



Chapter 4 discusses the conditional asset pricing modek c~lztspomding to thnt Mirent 

typea of market stmctme- Chapter 5 expiains the testing proccduce ushg the bootstrap 

methodaiogies. Chaptex 6 descxibes the data Chapter 7 prtsents the empiricai d t s .  

C h e p t a 8 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ & ~ t h i s t h ~ ~ i ~ .  - 



Chapter 2 Revim of the Relevant Literahire 

2.1 Empincal studies on technical analysis 

Technical d y s i s  attempts to predÏct future returns on securities by looking at the patterns 

of past prices. Historicdy, technical analysis has k e n  used widely among practitioners. 

Among scholars, most early empiricai d e s  on technid analysis report evidence that the 

use of teciinid analysis is not a profitable stratea. Alexander (1 961) tests a number offilter 

d e s , '  using daily data on the Dow Jones and S&P's stock pnce indices. He h d s  that the 

d e s  which he examines are profitable relative to the buy-and-hold strategy before 

transaction costs. However, Alexander (1 964) re-examines his d t s  and concludes that the 

filter d e s  are not profitable if transaction costs are taken into account Fama and Blume 

(1 966) compare the profitability of various filter d e s  to the buy-and-hold strategy, using 

daiiy data on the individuai stocks of the Dow Jones Index. They find that after adjusting for 

tramadon costs, the filter d e s  are not profitable. Reviewing the results of both Alexander 

(1 96 1,1964) and Fama and Blume (1 966), Fama (1 970, 1976) subsequentfy concludes that 

capital markets are weak-fom efficient in the sense that a i i  information on past prices is 

already reflected in market prices. 

Despite the early empirical results, recent studies have shown that some simple technical 

trading d e s  can predict friture rehuns and are profitable. Such recent studies include those 

examining cmncy  markets a .  equity markets. Sweeney (1986) applies the filter d e  

techniques to daily foreign exchange rates and nnds that the techniques yield statisticdy 

signifïcant profits. Sweeney (1 988) replicates the study of Fama and Blume (1 966), using the 

Filter d e s  are one of the popular technid trading d e s .  The rules emit buy 
signals if the price rises by a prespecifïed percentage and sel1 signais if the pnce declines 
by the same percentage. 



ment  sample of the individual stocks in the Dow Jones index. He h d s  that the filter d e s  

make a profit exploitable to floor traders after controlhg transaction costs. Levich and 

Thomas (1  993) examine several technical trading d e s ,  using data on the daily prices of 

currency fûtures and find signincantiy large profits. 

Brock, Lakonishok and LeBamn (1992) (henceforth BLL) have reported evidence that the 

simplest and most popular technical trading niles have predictive power for the future price 

changes of daily Dow Jones Index over the period 1897-1986. The trading d e s  that they 

examine include moving average d e s  (buy when the short-term moving average of prices 

exceeds the long-term moving average and seU when the short-tenn moving average is Iess 

than the long-term moving average) and trading range break d e s  (buy when the pnce level 

moves above a local maximum and sell when it moves below a local minimum). Using 

standard test statistics, BLL show that the conditional mean buy r e m  are sigdicantly 

higher tban the conditional mean seli r e m  before transaction costs over the overall period 

and over nonsverlapping subperiods. 

BLL also examine the issue of whether popular and plausible statistical models of 

equilibrium returns can explain away the observed spread between the mean buy and sell 

rehims. In order to address this issue, BU. employ the bootstrap methodologies inspired by 

Efion (1 979, 1982) and extended by Freedrnan and Peters (1 984). The statisticai models 

which BLL test include the random walk with a drift, the M-order autoregressive mode1 

(AR(l)), the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity in-mean (GARCH-M) 

by Engie (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) aod the Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) by Nelson 

(1991). The AR(1) can account for the autocorrelation fiequently observed in the index 

r e m  (for example, Conrad and Kad (1989) and Lo and MacKiday (1990a)). The 

GARCH-M and EGARCH can account for changhg expected retums caused by changes in 

volaulity. The resdts fiom the bootstrap simulations indicate that none of the models can 

explain the spread between the mean buy and sell retums. 



Bessembinder and Chan (1995) test the same trading d e s  as  BLL, using data on the daiiy 

equity market indices of six Asian coutries (Hong Kong? Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Thailand 

and Taiwan) over the penod 1975-1 99 1. They h d  that the trading mies have predictive 

power for future price changes in the six markets with the strongest forecastability for the 

emerging markets of Malaysia, Thailand and Tai- Although they use the bootstrap 

simulations, the nuil model tested only includes the random walk with a drift 

Bessernbinder and Chan (1995) examine three possible conjectures for the predictive power 

of the trading d e s :  the positive autocorrelations induced by the nonsynchronous reporthg 

of prices in the index (Scholes and Williams 1977), the mispricings within tramaction costs, 

and the time-varying expected retums under the international asset pricing model. They show 

that the first and second conjectures can not explain the trading ruie results completely. For 

the third conjechire, they provide evidence for a substantial cross-market correlation in 

tradhg mie signais, which is considered to be consistent with the reasoning that the trading 

d e s  identlfy the common variation of equilibrium ex+ returns determineci in the global 

market. However, they also h d  that for the emerging markets, local sipals are still 

important after taking into account the common movements in signais, which cm be 

interpreted as an indication of market inefficiencies or country-specïfic risk premiums. 

Kho (1996) examines technical trading rules for currency futures markets and assesses the 

profits on the d e s  by using equilibrium asset pncing models for tirne-varying risk premia 

and volatility. He appiies the rnoving average d e s  to data on weekly futurrs prices over the 

p e n d  19804991 and fin& sigdicantly large spread between the conditionai mean buy and 

sel1 returns. Next, Kho (1996) estimates versions of the conditional internationai CAPM. 

Following BU, Kho (1996) simulates the empirid distributions of trading ruie rehims with 

the estimated models and residuals. The results indicate that the sirnuiated distributions are 

consistent with the actual profits. Thus he concludes that the technical d e  profits can be 

explained by the risk-retum relation suggested by the asset pricing theory. 



The use of the bootstrap methodologies appears to have become a common approach to the 

examinations of the technical trading des. By luiking the bootstrap methodologies with 

technicai analysis, BLL develop a technique to test the trading d e s  under various nuii 

models for the process of s e c m  renims. Bessembinder and Chan (1 995) and Kho (1 996) 

also follow BLL to examine the trading d e  profits. 

None of the shidies examining technical trading d e s  for stock markets have directly tested 

a conjecture that the technical trading d e s  capture the the-varying expected returns on 

stocks implied by equilibrium asset pricing rnodels. The models BLL examine are purely 

statistical and univariate-me and they do not impose on their models any cross-sectionai 

restrictions that are generally implied by the asset pricing models. Although Bessembinder 

and Chan (1995) use the bootstrap simulations, the simulated pvalues they report are based 

on the random waik with a d d t ,  which do not d o w  for any time variation of expected 

returns. Thus, an important contribution of this thesis is to evaluate the profitability of 

technical trading d e s  for equity markets by using the equilibrium asset pricing models 

which allow for the tirne variation of expected returns. For currency futures markets, Kho 

(1 996) applies the bootstrap methodologies used by Brock et al. (1 992) to some versions of 

the conditional asset pncing model. Following Kho (1996) and Brock et al. (1992), this 

thesis utilizes the bootstrap methodologies in assessing the trading d e  profits. 

Bessembinder and Chan (1 995) have brought an international context to the technical 

analysis Literatme. They provide indirect evidence (a substantial cross-market correlation in 

trading signals) for the technical trading d e s  capturing the tirne-varying expected retunis 

determined in the global market. Their results also indicate the importance of local signals 

and possibly the existence of country-specific nsk premiums, which are both related to the 

issue of market integration and segmentation. However, they do not test the traduig d e  

profits against any specific intemational asset pricing models nor do they explicitly consider 

the effects of capital market segmentation on the time-varying expected rehuns. This thesis 

makes another important contribution by examining the effects on the mding d e  profits of 



the market integration and dinerent degrees of segmentation. This contribution also 

substantidy ciifferentates this thesis fiom Kho's (1996) study. 

2.2 Conditional tests of internationai asset pricing models 

The-vaiying expected r e m  are a possible explanation for the technical trading d e  

profits. Many studies have shown that expected returns Vary over time in a way consistent 

with an asset pricing modei in a one-country sening. The evidence for the-varying expected 

renims has facilitated a conditional test of asset pricing models in an international setting. 

Ferson (1995) provides a comprehensive review of studies on theory and empirical tests of 

conditional asset pncing models which incorporate expected r e m  and nsk that Vary over 

time with economic information. Consumption-based asset pricing models by Breeden 

(1979) and Lucas (1978) d o w  expected r e m  to Vary over time and the tests of the 

consumption-based asset pncing models has incorporatecl this feature since the early 1980's 

(Hansenand Singleton (1 982,1984), Dunn and Singleton (1 986), Ferson and Constantinides 

(1 99 1), and Ferson and Harvey (1992) for major studies). However, studies showing that 

asset retums are predictabl e using some predetermined variables have considerably 

stimuiated tests of conditionai asset pricing models for beb-pricing models including the 

CAPM of Sharpe (1 964), Lintner (1 965), and Black (1 W2), Arbitrage Ricing Theory (APT) 

of Ross (1976), and muiti-beta models based on investor opthkition and equilibrium by 

Merton (1973), Breeden (1979), and Cox, hgersoll, and Ross (1985). 

Major studies reporthg the predictability of both short and long-term asset rehims include 

Keim and Stambaugh (1986), Campbeli (1987), Campbell and Shiller (1988), Fama and 

French (1988% 1988b, 1989), Lo and MacKinlay (1988), Fama (1990) and Conrad, Gultekin, 

and Kaui (1 99 1). Reviewing these studies, Fama (1 99 1) interprets common variation in 

predicted rehims across various assets as consistent with the rationai asset pricing theory. 



Hansen and Hodrick (1 983) and Gibbons and Ferson (1 985) have developed latent-variable- 

model tests of asset pricing rnodels by focusing on time-varying expected reninis. Harvey 

(1989), Fenon (1990) and Ferson, Foenter, and Keim (1993) M e r  extend tests of latent 

variable models. The general message h m  the tests of latent variable models is that only a 

few common factors are needed to explain the cross-section of expected rehims. Ferson and 

Harvey (1 99 1) and Ferson and Korajczyk (1 995) examine conditional multi-beta pncing 

models and provide evidence that the predictability of asset retums can be well explained by 

the conditional muiti-beta pricing models. The the-variation of the second moments are also 

incorporated into testing of conditionai asset pricing models. Generaiiy, asset pricing models 

impfy restrictions on the conditional first and second moments of retums. The autoregressive 

conditional heteroscedasticity in mean (ARCH-M) by Engle, Lilien, and Robbins (1987) and 

GARCH-M models have been used to test the restrictions. Major studies examining the 

ARCH-M type models of asset pricing include Bolienlev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1988), 

Engle, Ng, and Rothschild (1 992), and Buse, Korkie, and Tuale (1994). 

In an intemational setting, severai studies have examined the tirne-varying expected rehuns 

and conditionai asset pricing models. Harvey (1991) tests the conditional version of the 

Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) CAPM by using data on the monthiy equity indices for 17 

countries over the period 1970-1989. The instrumentai variables approximating the 

conditioning information include both common and local variables such as the lagged excess 

rehims, January dummy, the dividend yields, the tenn structure premia and the default risk 

premia The results indicate that the world CAPM can describe adequately the cross-sectional 

variation in r e m  across different countnes, except for Japan. He suggest the possibility 

that Japan is not M y  integrated with the world market. 

Chan, Karolyi, and Stulz (1992) (henceforth CKS) examine a conditional version of the 

world CAPM by using data on the daily U.S. and foreign equity market rehims over the 

period 19784989. Using the world CAPM and the definition of the covariance, CKS present 

the model in which the expected rehims on the U.S. equity market are afYected by the 



covariance with the foreign markets and its own variance. The second moments of the rehims 

are specined to Vary over time with a multivariate GARCH mode1 of Engle and Kroner 

(1995). They h d  that the U.S. equity market is significantiy inûuenced by the foreign 

market This result is robust to a number of alternative specifications and different 

meanirement intervals. They interpret the signincant influence of the foreign market on the 

U.S. market as consistent with the global integration of the U.S. market. Further, the 

restrictions implied by the world CAPM are not rejected. 

Fenon and Harvey (1993) examine conditional versions of single-beta and multi-beta pricing 

rnodels, using data on the monthly index r e m  for 18 countries over the period 1970-1 989. 

They hvestigate the issue of how the predictability of national equity market retums is 

related to the global economic n s k  The results indicate that the multi-beta pricing models 

can capture much of the predictability of national equity market rehims for many countries. 

Furthemore, they find that the major component of the predictability in retums is the time- 

varying global risk premia Ferson and Harvey (1996) also investigates the issue of whether 

predetermined atûibutes of stocks such as ratios of pnce-to-book-value, cash-flow, and 

eamings are related to exposures to economic risk factors by using data on monthiy national 

equity retums for 21 countnes. The level of analysis is an individual country, and their single 

and two-factor models allow the attributes at the country level to affect the expected national 

equity retums through the influences of the atîribute ori the risk exposures. The results 

indicate that the cross-sectional predictive power of the attributes is related to both risk and 

mispricing, but the influences of the attribute on the risk exposures are more important thm 

mispricing. 

Dumas and Solnik (1995) examine the conditional version of Adler and Dumas' (1983) 

international asset pricing model in which the exchange-rate risk, as weil as the covariance 

with the world market portfolio, is priced due to the deviations fÎom the purchasing power 

pari@. Their model is applied to data on the monthly equity indices for four countries, 

deposits for three cmncies, and proxy for the world market portfolio over the period 1970- 



1 99 1. The results indicate that the foreign-exchange risk premia are a sigmficant component 

of asset r e m  in the world financiai market. 

Campbell and Hamao (1 992) use a latent-variable-mode1 approach to investigate the long- 

terni integration of the U.S. and Japanese equity markets. Using data on the monthly US. and 

Japanese equity indices over the perïod 1971 - 1990, they examine a single-latent-factor mode1 

with constant betas, which implies the perfect correlation between the expected returns on 

the U.S. and Japanese markets under the integration. The results h m  the latent-variable tests 

indicate that a single factor mode1 is inconsistent with the data However, they provide 

evidence for the common movements of the expected retrrms between the U.S. and Japanese 

markets, which are consistent with the partial integration of both markets. 

The reviewed studies have shown that the behaviour of asset returns across countries is 

consistent with the tirne-varying expected retums implied by the internationai asset pricing 

models. Since most tests of the international asset pricing models are a joint test of an model 

and market integration, evidence for the international asset pricing models also supports 

integration. Empirid results in the reviewed d e s  appear to be somewhat more favourabie 

to a multi-factor model than a singe-factor model at least for monthly data- However, CKS 

(1992) do not reject the world CAPM for daily data, which is a single-factor model. 

Considering that the technical trading d e s  are applied to daiIy data, the model of CKS 

seems to be attractive to this thesis for a number of reasons. First, in their study, the 

conditional world CAPM is not rejected Second, CKS's model explicitiy takes into account 

a nonlinearity found in hi& frequency data, the conditional heteroscedasticity (B ollerslev, 

Chou, and Kroner 1992) by relating the expected r e m  to the tirne-varying second 

moments. Third, CKS's model implemented with daily data does not require macroeconomic 

variables as the conditioning information, unlike other studies. Most macroeconomic 

variables used in other studies (for example, Harvey (1991)) are not readily available on a 

daily basis. 



2.3 Evidence on market segmentation 

Shùz (1995) reviews studies which have developed theoretical models that explicitiy specify 

the impact of barriers to international investment on asset pncing. lnvestment barriers due 

to hi& transaction costs, government-imposed controls on foreign exchange and capital 

flow, differential taxes, and information costs may lead to segmented capital markets. Black 

(1974) is among the pioneers whose work is on the effects of intemational investment 

barriers on asset pncing. Stulz (198 1 b) examines the same issue in a more generalued 

h e w o r k .  Eminza and Losq (1 985) examine asset pricing relation under the assumption 

that securities fkom a country are not available to foreign investon, but investon fiom that 

country can invest abroad. They cal1 market segmentation caused by such one-way 

Uivestment barriers "miid segmentation." 

Evidence for segmentation has been provided by many studies. Stehle (1977) investigates 

the issue of market integration and segmentation by separating the national risk fiom the 

international nsk under the null hypotheses of both integration and segmentation. Jonon and 

Schwartz (1986) examine the issue of integration versus segmentation for the Canadian 

equity market over the period 1963- 1982. They provide evidence that the Canadian market 

is segmented relative to the U.S. market. Mittoo (1992) examine the integration of the 

Canadian and U.S. equity markets. She h d s  that the results are consistent with segmentation 

in the 1977-198 1 subperiod, but integration in the 1982-1986 subpenod. Karolyi (1995) 

examines transmissions of stock retums and volatility be-n the U.S. and Canada by using 

the bivariate GARCH mode1 with daily index data over the period 198 1-1 989. The observed 

transmission pattern is different between the stocks that are interlisted in both corntries and 

Iisted ody in Canada This result indicates that some investment barriers between both 

countries are effective. 

Cho, Eun, and Senbet (1 986) test the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) of Ross (1 976) which 

is extended to an international setting by Solnik (1983), with data on individual stocks in 



eleven countries over the penod the 1973- 1 983. Their results reject the joint hypothesis that 

the international markets are integrated and that the intemationai APT is valid. Gultekin, 

Guitekin, and Pemti (1989) examine the effects of Japan's liberalization of capital flow in 

1980 on the asset pricing relation in the Japanese and U.S. markets by using the APT as a 

benchmark model. Their resuits indicate that before the liberalization, the pnces of risk are 

di fferent between Japan and U.S., indicating segmentation before the liberalization. 

Errunza and Losq (1985) test implications of the asset pricing relation under miid 

segmentation, using data on monthiy stock r e m  in the US. and less developed countries 

over the period 1976-1980. Their empincal resutts are inconclusive. Errunza, Losq, and 

Padmanabhan (1992) test the complete integration, mild segmentation and complete 

segmentation hypotheses, using data on monthly stock returns in the U.S. and emerging 

markets over the penod 1975-1987.They find that the stock rehims in many emerging 

markets are consistent with the mild segmentation. Bae (1 995) tests a conditional version of 

Eminza and Losq's (1985) model for the Korean equity market by using data on weekly 

equity market index retums over the penod 19804990. He h d s  that the structure of the 

Korean equity market is consistent with the predictions of the mild segmentation hypothesis. 

Harvey (1995) examine risk and returns in emerging markets by using data on monthly 

retums of emerging markets over the period 1976-1 992. The results indicate that own- 

country standard deviation can explain the cross-section of unconditional retums better than 

a standard global asset pricing model, indicating the segmentation of emerging markets. 

Furthemore, the pattern in the predictability of retums on emerging markets are 

inconsistent with the conditional global asset pncing models. Bekaert and Harvey (1 995) 

investigate the issue of market integration and segmentation for emerging markets by 

extending the CKS (1992) model. They h d  that a number of emerging markets expenence 

time-varying integration. Bekaerî and Harvey (1997) examine the volatility of emerging 

markets by using the same model as Bekaert and Harvey (1995). They find that capital 

market reforms increase the correlation of emerging markets with the world market but do 



not increase the volatility of emerging markets. 

2.4 Asset pricing under miid segmentation 

Complete market inregration and complete segmentation are two extremes of possible 

intemational capital market structure. Altematively, Erninza and Losq (1 985) have proposed 

a middle-ground type of market structure as a more realistic international environment than 

those assumed in other studies. 

Emuiza and Losq (1985) examine international asset pricing under the specific form of 

imperfection in which a class of investors c m  not trade in a subset of securities, while the 

others can trade in aii the securities available. This kind of imperfection may become 

relevant when capital inflow restrictions are imposed by national goveniments. They name 

the international market structure caused by this type of imperfection "miid segmentation." 

In a two-country setting, Emuua and Losq (1985) assume that investors in country 1 

(restricted investors) can trade only in securities in country 1, while investors in country 2 

(uluestncted investors) can trade in ail securities available. Securities in country 1 are termed 

eligible securities. Ineligible securities can be held only by the investors in country 2. This 

assumption means that the capital i dow restrictions imposeci by the govemment of country 

2 prevent investoa in countxy 1 h m  holding c o m w  2 securities. Further, they assume that 

investors are mean-variance optimizers in ternis of the r d  r e m  and that the real r e m  on 

securities follow the multivariate normal distribution. Under these assumptions, the 

theoretical mode1 of Emuua and Losq (1  985) implies that the expected retums on ineligible 

securities (country 2 sectnities) are detemiined jointly by both i n t edona l  and national risk 

premiums, whiie the expected retunis on eligible securities (country 1 securities) are 

determineci only by the international risk premium in the same way as the world CAPM. The 

national nsk premium on the ineligible securities is interpreted as a "super risk premium" 
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commanded by investors in country 2 to absorb the nipply of the ineligible s e c d e s  which 

only they can hold Later, Ernxnza and Losq (1989) extend their theoretical model to a multi- 

country setting and examine implications of the model for economic welfare. 

Eariy studies find that technical analysis is not profitable. However, recent studies nich as  

BLL (1992) and Bessembinder and Chan (1995) have shown that some simple technical 

trading d e s  cm predict fiiture r e m  and possibly are profitable. 

Although tirne-varying expected retums are a possible explanation for the technical d e  

profits, none of the studies examining technicd trading d e s  for stock markets have directiy 

tested a conjecture that the trading d e s  capture tirne-varying expected rehims on stocks 

implied by equilibrium asset pricing models. Thus, an important contribution of this thesis 

is to evaluate technical trading d e s  for stock markets by using as a benchmark rnodel the 

equilibrium asset pncing models which d o w  for tirne-varying expected renims. For 

currency htures markets, Kho (1996) applies the bootstrap rnethodologies used by BLL 

(1992) to asset pricing rnodels. Following Kho (1 996) and BLL (1992). this thesis utilizes 

the bootstrap methodologies in assessing the trading nile profits. 

Bessembinder and Chan (1995) have brought an international context to the technical 

analysis fiterature by examinhg technical trading d e s  in several Asian equity markets. 

Although their results niggest a possible comection between the trading d e  profits and 

market segmentation, they do not examine this comection in light of the asset pricing 

relation affected by the segmentation. Thus, another important contribution of this thesis is 

to examine the effects on the trading d e  profits of market integration and segmentation by 

using asset pricing models corresponding to market integration and different degrees of 

market segmentation. 



In an international setting, many studies have indicated that expected r e m  on national 

equity markets vary over time in a way consistent with international w e t  pncing models 

under integration (CKS 1992; Ferson and Harvey 1993, 1996; Bekaert and Harvey 1995, 

1997). Among such studies, CKS's model seems to be attractive to this thesis for a number 

of reasons. Fim, in theK snidy, the conditional world CAPM is not rejected. Second, CKS's 

model incorporates the conditional heteroscedasticity fkequently observed in daily data 

(Bolierslev, Chou, and Kroner 1992). Third, their model impiemented with daily data does 

not require macroeconomic variables, most of which are not readily available on a daily 

basis. 

The literature has not unanimously agreed that the world financial market is integrated (Shilz 

1995). In fact, many studies have indicated that capital markets are somehow segmented- 

Eminza and Losq (1985) have examineci the asset pricing relation under a continuum of two 

extreme market structures, complete integration and complete segmentation. Their model is 

c d e d  the asset pncing model under " d d  segmentation." This thesis utilizes the intuition 

of their model as weii as the implications of cornpiete segmentation to examine the effects 

on the trading d e  profits of market segmentation. 

As a summary of the literature review, the schematic positioning this thesis among past 

midies is presented in Figure 1. The contribution of this thesis lies in an intersection of the 

fiterature on technical analysis (Alexander 196 1, 1964; Fama and Blume l966), interdoml 

financial markets (Sokiik (1974), StehIe (1973, Stulz (l98la) and Eminza and Losq (1985) 

for major studies), and the-varying expected retums (Keim and Stambaugh (1986), Lo and 

MacKinlay (1988). and Fama and French (1989) for major studies). Among the three s t e m  

of fiterature, the technicd analysis literature has been only separately linked with the other 

streams of Literature. Specifically, BLL (1 992) and Kho (1 996) connect technical analysis 

with the literature on tirne-varying expected reninis without taking into acwunt issues 

relevant to an international asset pricing context such as investment barriers and resulting 

market segmentation. On the other hanci, dthough Bessembinder and Chan (1995) extend 
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the examinations of technicd analysis to the international sample, their midy does not 

incorporate the growing Literatwe on international financiai markets and asset p i c h g  rhat 

explicitly takes into account time-varying expected returns Warvey 1991; CKS 1992; 

Campbell and Hamao 1992; Ferson and Harvey 1993, 1996; Bekaert and Harvey 1995, 

1997). Thus, this thesis is the nrst study that incorporates al1 three streams of literature. 



Chapter 3 Standard Tests of Technical Trading Rules 

This thesis applies standard test statistics to technical trachg rules in order to evaluate t 

profitability of the trading d e s  before turning to bootstrap tests. In addition, the effects of 

transaction costs on the trading d e  profits are examineci, since the earlier studies (Alexander 

1964; Fama and Blume 1966) conclude that technical d e s  are not profitable relative to the 

buy and hold d e n  transaction costs are taken into account This chapta explains the details 

of techicai trading des  to be examined, the methodologies of standard test to be use& and 

how to examine the effects of transaction costs. 

3.1 Technical trading d e s  

This thesis examines the same set of trading d e s  as BU, use. If this thesis uses new û d h g  

d e s  that are found "profitable" by this thesis, some serious concem may arise due to data- 

snooping biases. The data-snooping biases occur if test staîistics are affécted by the empirical 

relations uncovered in the vary same data that the test statistics are applied to (Lo and 

MacKiday l99Ob). The new trading rules may exhibit apparently signincant forecast power 

simply because the same data are used to test the new des. As BLL stress, in such a case, 

there is the great danger that researchers may mistakenly conclude signincant trading rule 

profits because of the data-mooping biases. 

ïhis thesis examines three different groups of technical trading d e s :  variable-length moWig 

average (VMA) d e s ,  fixed-length moving average (FMA) rules and trading range break 

(m) des. These technical trading d e s  should be considered to be forecasting d e s  which 

classify every &y into buy or sel1 ahead of time by using the information on the past pnces. 

Therefore, the technical trading d e s  c a .  lead to a specific trading strategy only when buy 

and seU sigais are wnneaed with specific trading behaviour. As BLL sugges the technical 



trading d e s  are often associated with a tracibg strategy where investors go long if buy 

signals are generated and short if sell signais an generated. 

The VMA d e s  generate signals by comparing a short-term moving average ofpnces to a 

long-tem moving average of prices. The use of moving averages attempts to smooth out the 

noise in the price series. The crossing of the two moving averages is considered to indicate 

the initiation of a trend in the price. Specincdy, buy (sell) signals are generated when the 

short-texm average exceeds (fds below) the long-term average by at l e s t  a prespecified 

band If the short-term average fds inside the upper and lower bands around the long-term 

average, no signal is generated, If the band of 0% is used, the VMA d e s  classify al1 days 

into either buy or sell days. The idea behind using a band is to avoid the emission of 

"spurious" signals when the short-tenn and long-tenn averages are close to each other. 

Following BU, this thesis evaluates the five variations of this d e ,  (1,50), (1,150), (5 , l  SO), 

(1,200) and (2,200), where the first number in the parentheses denotes the number of days 

for the short-term moving average and the second number denotes the number of days for 

the long-tem moving average. Fuaher, each d e  is evaluated with the bands of O and 1%, 

making for 10 individual d e s  in total. 

Similar to the VMA d e s ,  the FMA d e s  generate buy (sell) signais when the short-term 

moving average of prices exceeds (falls below) the long-term moving average of prices by 

at least a prespecified band If the short-tenn average falis inside the upper and lower bands 

around the long-term average, no signal is generated. The FMA d e s  implicitly assume that 

r e m  should be diEerent for a few days afler the short-term average crosses the long-terni 

average or the bands of the long-tem average. Thus, if signais are generated, the F M .  d e s  

require investoa to stay in the same position (Le., either buy or sell) for a fixed number of 

days, ten days in this thesis, by following BLL. Other signais generated during this t e n h y  

penod are ignored. When the ten-day penod passes, the FMA d e s  start to react to new 

signais. Foilowing BLL, this thesis evaluates the five variations of this de, (1, SO), (1, 150), 

(5, 1 SO), (1,200) and (2,200), where the fht number in the parentheses denotes the number 



of days for the short-terni moving average and the second number denotes the number of 

days for the long-term moving average. Further, each nile is evaluated with the bands of O 

and 1 %, making for 10 individual d e s  in total. 

The TRB d e s  generate signals by comparing the current price to the recent minimum and 

maximum of prices. The TRB d e s  generate buy s i g d s  when the current price exceeds the 

ment maximum (the resistance level) by at least a prespecified band. The rationale for this 

nile is that when the current price reaches the previous p& a great deai of selling pressure 

arises because many people would like to seli at the peak. Therefore, the previous peak of 

the prices tends to form the resistance level. However, if the price exceeds the previous peak, 

it is indicated that the resistance level has been broken out and that the upward trend in the 

price has k e n  initiateci. The purpose of using a band is to avoid the ernission of "spurious" 

signals. On the other han& the TRB d e s  generate seU signais when the current price Falls 

below the recent minirnum (the support level) by at least a prespecified band. The rational 

is that when the current price reaches the previous minimum, a great deal of buying pressure 

arises because rnany people would like to buy at the minimum pnce. Therefore, the previous 

minimum tends to form the support level. However, if the price f d s  below the previous 

minimum, it is indicated that the support level has k e n  penetrated and that the downward 

trend has been ioitiated Sunilar to the FMA rules, if new si@s are generated, the TRB 

d e s  require investors to stay in the same position (Le., either buy or sell) for a fixed number 

of days, ten days in this thesis, by following BU. Otha signals generated during this tenday 

period are ignored. When the ten-day period passes, the TRB d e s  start to react to new 

signals. This thesis evduates the TRB d e s  where recent maximums and minimums are 

defineci as the extrerne observations over the pnor 50, 150, and 200 days, respectively. 

Further, each rule is evaiuated with the bands of O and 1%, making for 6 d e s  in total. 

The VMA, FMA and TRB d e s  are applied to daily equity indices in various countries. AU 

trading rule signais are obtained, based on the closing pnces of the indices. Using the 

information on the past prices, each trading d e  classifies al1 days into buy, sell or neutrai 



(days wtien no sigaals a~ generated). The retum conditional on a specinc si@ is calculateci 

as follows. If a buy (sell) signai is generated at the close of &y t- 1, the next day, day t, is 

classineci as a buy (seil) day. The return on day t conditional on the buy (sell) signal which 

is observed at the close of day t-l is calculateci h m  the closing price of day t-1 to the closing 

price of &y t Dady retums are defined as ciifferences of logarithm of subsequent closing 

prkes. This method for calculating the conditional r e m  implicitly assumes that if a new 

signai is generated at the close of &y t-1, a hypothetid investor execldes trades immediatefy 

at the closing price of &y t-1. 

This thesis dso reports the conditionai tradingode retums which would be obtained if an 

investor kept a one-day lag between the initial emission of a signai and the subsequent trade. 

As Bessembinder and Chan (1 995) discuss, the spurious positive autocorrelation redting 

k m  the nonsynchnous trading of component securities in the equity index may cause the 

technical trading rules to appear profitable. The technical des tend to generate a buy or seiI 

signal initidy on a &y which experiences a large price movement Delay in refiecting such 

a large movement on the index value due to the nonsynchronous trading irnplies that the 

measured return on a next &y is likely to be biased in the same direction as the r e m  on the 

&y of a large price movement. Thus, signals emined by the technid d e s  may spuriously 

exhibit forecast power. In order to take into account the e f f i  of the nonsynchronous 

trading, this thesis simply computes the conditional buy and sell ~tums based on W e s  

executed with a one-day lag after the initial emissions of si@s.* If the trading d e  returns 

with a one-&y lag reduce the profits obtained with a zero-day lag considerably, it may be 

inferred that the technical d e  profits are attributable to the nonsynchronous trading. 

Bessembinder and Chan (1995) examine trading d e  profits with a one-day lag 
to take into account nonsynchronous aading. 



3.2 Methodologies for standard test statistics 

Three groups of technid trading d e s ,  VMA, FMA and TRB, are applied to daily equity 

market indices in this thesis. The conditional mean and standard deviation of trading d e  

returns are computed for individual trading rules. Based on the price information up to the 

close of &y t-1, the trading d e s  classe  each next &y, day t, as either buy (b), sell (s) or 

neutrd (n). The mean r e m  and standard deviation conditional on buy signals over the . 

sample of the total N days includhg buy, sell and neutrai days are defined as follows: 

The conditionai mean return: 

The conditionai standard deviation: 

where: Nb = number of buy days, which is by definition s N, 

R, = daily index return, and 
b 

1 ,  = indicator b c t i o n  taking a value equal to one for a buy signal observed on 

&y t- 1 and zero othenirise. 

That is, the mean r e m  conditional on buy signals or more simply the mean buy return is 

caiculated as the average daily r e m  over the sub-sample consisting of the days for which 

buy signals are generated. The mean retum, ps, and standard deviation, a,, conditional on 

sell signais are denned in a similar way. The difference between the mean buy and sell 



r e m ,  (pb-ps), is r e f d  to as the buy-sell spread in this thesis. 

Sipfxcance in the deviation of the conditional mean retum nom the unconditional mean 

return is evaluateci, using OLS regression test for timing ability, suggested by Cumby and 

Modest (1987). The Cumby-Modest regression test can take into account the 

hetemscedasticity in rehinis when cdculating test siatistics. Further, it d o w s  us to test the 

joint hypothesis that the trading d e s  have no forecast power across al l  individual d e s .  

For each trading d e ,  the following regression is nin: 

where R, is the equity index return on &y t and 4-, is the trading si@ obsenred on &y 

t- l. This thesis runs three variations of regression (3) corresponding to the buy si@, sel1 

signal and buy-seli spread to test whether each signal forecasts the next &y's retum 

correctly. For the regression which tests the forecast power of buy signals, a value of the 

indicator hction,  I ' , ,  is used for 4-, . That is, X,-, is e q d  to one if a buy signal is 

generated at &y t-1, and otherwise zero. The OLS is applied to regression (3), using the 

sample of the quity index rehinrs over a l i  N days including buy, seil and neutrai days. In this 

regression, a positive estimate of al indicates an average increase in daily retum due to 

correct buy signals. Therefore, testing for the ciifference between the conditional mean buy 

r e m  and the unconditional mean r e m  is equivaient to testing for the n d  hypothesis that 

a, =O. In order to test the nuii hypothesis, White's (1980) heteroscedasticityi:011~istent t- 

statistic is calculateci. 

For the regression which tests the forecast power of seIl s igds ,  a value of the indicator 

f'unction, IL,, is used for 4-, . That is, X, -, is equal to one if a seil signal is generated at day 

t-1, and otherwise zero. Again, the OLS is applied to tegression (3), uskg the sample of the 

equity index returns over di N days. A negative estimate of a, indicates an average decrease 

in daiiy returns due to correct seli signais. Therefore, testing for the ciifference between the 



conditional mean sell return and the unconditional mean r e m  is equivalent to testing for 

the null hypothesis that a, =O. White's (1980) heteroscedasticity-consistent t-statistic is used 

to test the nui1 hypothesis. 

For the regression which tests the average spread between the buy and sell returns, the 

difference between vaiues of the two indicator functio~, I:, -CI, is used for X,-, . Tbat is, X,-, 

is equal to one if a buy signai is generated at day t-1, minus one if a seii signal is generated, 

and zero if no signal is generated. Regression (3) is run, using the sarnple of the equity index 

retums over aii N days. Thus, a positive estimate of a, indicates an average increase of the 

buy renims over the seil r e m .  Therefore, testing for the difference between the conditional 

rnean buy and sell retunis is equivalent to testing for the nuil hypothesis that a, =O. White's 

( 1  980) heteroscedasticity-consistent t-statistic is used to test the n d  hypothesis. 

For each of the three trading d e  groups, this thesis calculates Wald test statistics testing 

whether d l  slope coefficients in regression (3) are jointly zero across individual d e s  in a 

way that takes account of cross-rule dependencies. For each trading d e  group, the joint test 

is applied separately to the buy signal, sell signal, and buy-seU spread. Specifically, 

regressions corresponding to individual rules are stacked to calculate a heteroscedasticity- 

consistent estimate of the covariance mûix of the system of equations. The usual xZ statistic 

for the joint hypothesis that aii vaiues for a, are zero across individual rules is calculated, 

with the degree of fkedom equal to the number of individual d e s  being stacked. For 

example, for the buy signals generated by the VMA d e s ,  the joint hypothesis that ali values 

for cl, are jointly zero across individual d e s  is tested as  follows: since the group of the VMA 

mies includes ten individual d e s ,  the ten regressions which regress the equity index returm 

on the indicator hctions of buy signals are stacked to form the system of the ten regression 

equations; using a set of residuals obtained f?om the ten regressions, the heteroscedasticity- 

consistent estimate of the covariance ma& for the estimates of the dope coefficients is 

calculated; a linear restriction irnpiied by the joint hypothesis is applied to the estimated 

covariance ma* and the calculated Wald test statistic is distributed as x2 with the degree 



of fixedom equal to ten. 

3.3 Examples for trading signals 

In this section, simple examples are explained to illustrate how each of the VMA, FMA and 

TRB generates signals. 

First, suppose that in order to obtain signals, an investor uses one of the VMA d e s ,  (1, 50, 

0.01), where the short-term moving average is 1 &y, the long-term moving average is 50 

days, and the band is 1%. At the close of every day, the closing pnce is considered to be the 

short-terni moWig average, and the investor calculates the 50-day average of the most ment 

closing prices as the long-term moving average. If the short-term moving average is 5 &ys 

as in VMA(5, 150,0.01), the investor calculates the M a y  average of the most recent closing 

pnces as the short-term mowig average. The use of a 1% band means that a buy (sell) signal 

is generated if the short-term average exceeds ( f d s  below) the long-term average by at least 

1 %. Therefore, at the close of every &y, the investor needs to calculate the upper band which 

is defineci as  the long-term average times i .O 1. Similady, the investor needs to calculate the 

lower band which is defhed as the long-term average times 0.99. Thus, under VMA(1, 50, 

0.01), if the current pnce exceeds the upper band at the close of the market, a buy signal is 

generated for the next day, and if the current closing pnce f d s  below the lower band at the 

close of the market, a seii signal is generated for the next day. If the current closing price falls 

inside the upper and lower bands at the close of the market, no signal is generated for the 

next &y.' 

Figure 2 depicts the movements of the closing price, upper band, and lower band over the 

If the baud is O%, the long-term average and the upper and lower bands are all 
the same. Consequently, new signals are generated whenever the short-term average 
crosses the long-term average, and all days are classified into either buy or seU days. 





3 1 

period nom day 1 to day 1 8, based on the VMA(I,50,0.0 1 ). The achiai data on the d d y  

Canadian equity index are used to draw this graph. At the close of day 1, the closing pnce 

fdls inside the upper and lower bands. Therefore, no signal is generated for the next day, &y 

2. At the close of &y 2, the closing price exceeds the upper band. Thus, a buy si@ is 

generated for the next &y, day 3. The return of &y 3 fiom the closing pnce of day 2 to the 

closing pnce of &y 3 is d e d  the retum on day 3 conditional on the buy signal observed at 

the close of &y 2. After day 3, this buy signal is effective until the closing price (i.e., short- 

tenn average) crosses the upper or lower band again. This occurs on &y 6. At the close of 

&y 6, the closing price f d s  inside the upper and lower bands for the fint M i e  d e r  &y 3. 

Thus, the buy signai generated at the close of day 2 is temiinated, and no signal is generated 

for the next day, day 7. In other words, day 7 is classified as "neutral." The next crossover 

occurs on day 1 1. At the close of day 1 1, the closing pnce f d s  below the lower band for the 

first time after day 7. T'us, a sel1 si@ is generated for the next &y, day 12. This seli si@ 

is effective unal the next crossover occurs, which corresponds to the close of &y 14 in this 

figure. At the close of day 14, the closing price fdls inside the upper and lower bands. 

Therefore, the seii signal is terminateci and the next day, day 15, is classified as "neutd." At 

the close of day 16, the closing pnce fds below the lower band again, and a new sell signal 

is generated for the next &y, day 17. Day 18 is also classified as  sell in this figure. During 

this 184ay penod, buy signals are generated for day 3 to &y 6; thus, the mean retum 

conditional on buy signds is calculated as  the average daily retum over this 4day subperiod. 

On the other han& seii signals are generated for &y 12 to day 14 and day 17 to day 1 8 (5 

days in total); thus the mean r e m  conditional on sell signals is calculated as the average 

daily r e m  over this 5-&y subperiod. The buy-sel1 spread is calculated as the mean retum 

conditional on buy si@ minus the mean r e m  conditional on seil signals. The conditionai 

standard deviation is calculated in a similar way. 

To illustrate how the FMA d e s  generate signals, Figure 2 is used again. Suppose that in 

order to obtain signals, an investor uses F m (  1, 50, 0.0 1). where the short-terni moving 

average is 1 day, the long-tenn moving average is 50 days, and the band is 1%. At the close 



of every &y, the upper and lower bands are cdcdated in the same way as VMA(1, 50,O.O 1 ). 

The clifference between the FMA and VMA d e s  is that the FMA d e s  require the investor 

to stay in the same position (either buy or sell) for the next 10 days d e r  a si@ is generated. 

Figure 1 indicates that at the close of &y 2, the closing price exceeds the upper band. nius, 

a buy signal is generated for the next &y, &y 3. This buy signai is effective for the next 10 

days, i.e., until the close of &y 12. This means that the two crossovers which occur at the 

closes of &y 6 and day 1 1 are ignored and that buy signais are kept untii the close of &y 12. 

At the close of day 12, FMA(l,50,0.01) starts to react to a new signal. Since the closing 

price is Iowa than the Iowa band on day 12, a sell signal is generated for the next day, &y 

13. This seil signal is effective for the next 10 &YS, Le., mtil day 22. Since the sarnple period 

in this example ends on &y 18, the seli signais are kept for the remaining 6 days (day 13 to 

day 18). In tbis example, FMA(I, 50,O.Ol) generates buy s igds  for &y 3 to day 12 (10 days 

in total); thus, the mean return conditional on buy signais is calculated as the average daiiy 

retum over this l O-day subperiod. On the other han& sell signais are generated for &y 13 

to day 18 (6 days in total); thus the mean return conditional on sel1 signals is calculated as 

the average daily return over this 6-day subpenod. The buy-seii spread is calculated as the 

mean retum conditionai on buy signals minus the mean return conditional on sel1 signals. 

The conditionai standard deviation is calculated in a similar way. 

The last example is provided for the TRB d e s .  Suppose that in order to obtain signals, the 

investor uses TRB(50,O.O l), where the recent maximum and minimum are defined as the 

extreme observations over the prior 150 days, and the band is 1%. At the close of every day, 

the investor compares the current closing pnce with the recent maximum and minimum over 

the prior 150 days. The 150-day penod does not include the current day on which 

cornparisons are made to generate a signal for the next day. The band of 1% is used as 

follows. If the cunent price exceeds the resistance level which is defined as the recent 

maximum times 1.01, a buy signal is generated for the next &y. On the other hanci, if the 

current pnce f d s  below the support level which is defined as the recent minimum times 

0.99, a seil signai is generated for the next day. If the current closing pnce falls inside the 



resistance and support levels, no signai is generated for the next &y. Similar to the FMA 

d e s ,  the TRB d e s  require the investor to stay in the same position (either buy or seU) for 

the next 10 days after a new signai is generated. Other signais generated during the 10-day 

period are ignored. When the 10-day period passes, the TRB d e s  start to react to new 

Figure 3 depicts the movements of the closing price, resistance level, and support level over 

the period fiom &y 1 to day 24, based on TRB(S0,O.O 1). At the close of day 1, the closing 

price f d s  inside the resistance and support levels. Therefore, no signai is generated for the 

next &y, &y 2. In other words, day 2 is classifïed as  "neutral." Since the closing price stays 

b i d e  the resistance and support levels until the close of &y 1 O, ai i  10 days fiom &y 2 to 

day 11 are classified as "neutrai." At the close of day 11, the closing price exceeds the 

resistance level for the fint tirne. Thus, a buy signal is generated for the next &y, &y 12. 

This buy signal is effective for the next 1 0 days, Le., until the close of day 2 1. Any signals 

generated during the period fkom &y 12 to day 2 1 are ignored. Since the closing pnce fdIs 

inside the resistance and support levels at the close of day 21, no signal is generated for the 

next day, day 22. The closing pnce stays inside the resistance and support levels untd the end 

of the sample period. Thus, day 22 to day 24 are classified as "neutral.' In this example, buy 

signals are generated for the IO-day subperiod from &y 12 to &y 2 1, and no sel1 signals are 

generated. The mean r e m  conditional on buy signals are calculated as the average daily 

return over the subperiod from &y 12 to day 21. 

3.4 Consideration of transaction costs 

Technicd trading d e s  can be profitable to the extent to which the profits are just eliminated 

by the transaction costs that the trading d e s  incur, under the version of market efficiency 

If the band of 0% is use& the resistance level is equal to the recent maximum, 
and the support level is equal to the recent minimum. 





which is re-stated by Fama (1991). In facf the earlier studies on technical analysis 

(Alexander 1964; Fama and Blume 1966) conclude that technical analysis is not profitable 

relative to the buy-and-hold strategy when transaction costs are taken into account. 

This thesis provides some information on the effects of transaction costs on the trading d e  

profitability by comparing retums on the "double-or-ouf' strategy with retums on the buy- 

and-hold strategy. There are several motivations for the use of this strategy. The double-or- 

out strategy does not require investors to go short when a seU signai is emitted. This feaîure 

may be important because short sales are severely restricted by national governments for 

some countries. In addition, since Bessembinder and Chan (1995) use the double-or-out 

mtegy to evaluate the trading mie profits, the use of the same trading strategy will faciltate 

cornparison between results in this thesis and their study. 

Specificaily, if a buy signal is emitted, the double-orsut strategy requires an investor to 

borrow additionai fund at an interest rate in order to increase a long position in the equity 

index by 100%. For example, an investor initially holding $100 will borrow $100 at the 

interest rate and invest the total $200 in the equity index if a buy signal is emitted. This 

resdts in a pre-transaction-cost trading d e  retum on a buy day of TR, = 2R, - r,, where R, 

is the equity index r e m  and r, is the daily interest rate. If a sel1 signal is emitted, the 

strategy requires an investor to Liquidate any equity position and invest in the interest bearing 

asset. This ksults in the trading ruie retums on a sell day of TR, = r,. On days classified as 

neutrai, the strategy simply holds a long position in the equity index, leading to the trading 

d e  r e m  of TR, = R,. The additional retwn, x, eamed by technical trading d e s  relative 

to the buy-and-hold strategy pnor to transaction costs is given as: 

x = ZTR, - ZR, . (4) 

This is equivalent to the additional terminal wealth over the buy-and-hold strategy, per 

currency unit initially invested, of using the doublesrsut strategy. 



in reality, the doubie-or-out saategy wodd incur transactions costs. This thesis calculates a 

break-even transaction cost by following Bessembiner and Chan (1995). Let C denote the 

percentage round-trip cost of buying and seiling the equity index. In this context, buying 

(selling) the index means buying (selling) a basket of individual stocks in the index. 

Therefore, the transaction cost C for the index is interpreted as the average transaction cost 

for trading a basket of stocks in the index. On days when a buy or sell signal is initiaily 

emined, the trading d e  return is reduced by C ' .  When the position is subsequently closed 

out, the trachg rule retmi is reduced by another CWO, leading to a toral transaction cost of 

C for each emission of initial signals. The break-even transaction cost which equates the 

r e m  on the double-or-out strategy with the return on the buy and hold is deked as: 

C ' = x/(nb + n,), (5) 

where n, and n, are the number of days on which buy and sell signais are initiaily emitted, 

and their sum is the total number of the round-trip transactions that result h m  implementing 

the trading mie. The accumulated profit on the double-or-out strategy over the buy and hoId 

at a prespecified level of transaction cost can be also obtained as x - C(n, + n,) . 

Using data on equity indices and local interest rates in various wuntries, this thesis calculates 

the break-even transaction costs and the accumulated profits at various hypothetical levels 

of transaction costs for the technical trading d e s  to be examioed Redts  should shed some 

light on the econornic significance of the trading d e  profits under the existence of 

transaction costs. 



Chapter 4 &set Pricing Models and International Capital Market Structure 

This thesis evaiuates the profits on technicd trading d e s ,  using the conditional asset pricing 

models which ailow for the time variation of the expected returns. The trading d e s  may be 

able to predict futrne retunis to the extent to which signais emitted by the d e s  are correlated 

with the tirne-varying expected reRirns. In such a case, however, the apparent profits on the 

trading d e s  are not an indication of market inefficiencies but simpiy a fair compensation 

for the riskiness of the d e s .  

In an international asset pricing context, whether financial markets are integtated or 

segmented is an important issue because the fonn of pricing relation among assets will be 

nibstantidy different (Stulz 1 995). As the literature review in Chapter 2 suggests, there has 

been no unequivocal agreement about the issue of whether financial markets are integrated. 

Therefore, this thesis uses three different types of conditionai asset pricing models 

comsponding to compiete integration, "mild segmentation" by Eminza and Losq (1 985), and 

complete segmentation to evaluate the technicai d e s .  

This thesis incorporates the conditional asset pricing models under complete integration, 

mild segmentation and complete segmentation into a single conditional mean-variance 

framework This k e w o r k  can Unplies a set of the asset pricing models to be exarnined 

simpiy by changing an assumption about investment baniers, while generating M c i e n t  

implications to differentiate the asset pricing models. Specificaily, complete integration 

assumes no investment barriers; under this assumption, expected retums on all secunties and 

portfolios are determinecl by the world CAPM in which only the covariance with the world 

market portfolio is priced. Mild segmentation assumes one-way barriers against capital 

inflow nom foreign countries, leading to the asset pricing mode1 in which the covariance 

with the domestic (regulated) market, as well as the covariance with the world market 

portfolio, is priced for domestic securities (Eminza and Losq 1985). Finally, complete 



segmentation assumes two-way barriers, leading to the purely domestic CAPM in which only 

the covariance with the domestic market is priced for domestic securities. For the empirical 

implementation of the models, this thesis follows an appmach taken by the CKS study which 

relates the expected reRinis to the conditional second moments that are to tie estimated 

jointiy with the expected retums, under a bivariate setting of the domestic versus foreign 

markets. 

The use of the equilibrium asset pricing models under various capital market structures 

substantially Merentiates this thesis fiom the snidy of B U ,  who do not examine 

equilibrium models, and the studies of Kho (1996) and Bessembinda and Chan (1995), who 

do not explicitly consider the effects of market segmentation on the technicd d e  profits. It 

is worthwhile, however, to note that the purpose of this thesis is by no means a test of these 

asset pricing models; raîher, under the conditional mean-variance ~ e w o r k ,  the asset 

pncing models correspondhg to different market structures are used as a benchmark model 

whose simulated renims are compared with the actual rehvns on the trading des .  

4.1 Assumptions and s e h g  

The conditional asset pncing models are estimated in a bivariate setting of the domestic 

versus foreign markets. The domestic market corresponds to the equity market in a country 

of interest, and the fomign market is de- as the equity market coosisting of the rest of the 

world The bivariate setting of the domestic versus foreign markets is applied sepamtely to 

each of the corntries which this thesis examines. For example, fïrst, country A is defined as 

the domestic market; then the mode1 is estimated using data on country A and foreign market 

r e m ,  where the foreign market retums are deked as the ~nmis on the portfolio consisting 

of aii counaies in the world except for country A. Next, country B is defined as the domestic 

market, and the model is estimated using data on comtry B and foreign market rehims, 

where the foreign market retums are defined as the rehuns on the portfolio consishg of al1 



countries in the world except for country B. The same procedure applies to each country to 

be exarnined. This approach makes it possible to conduct a country-by-country analysis. 

Aithough the cost of this approach is that cross-sectional restrictions are applied to ody  two 

markets at a tirne, it wouid be difEcult to estimate the system of aii counties to be exarnined 

because of an ununially large number of parameten. 

This thesis makes the following common assumptions: 

(A 1) Investors are period-by-period mean-variance optimizers. 

(A2) Investors's decisions are indifferent to the selection of the currency which is used to 

denominate their podolio returns. 

Assumption (Al) sirnply declares that this thesis foilows a conditional meamvariance 

fkmework. Assumption (A21 implies that there is no exchange rate risk. The importance of 

exchange rate nsk in international asset pncing has been discussed by Solnik (1974) and 

Stulz (1 98 1 a, 1983). As Adler and Dumas (1 983) discuss, the issue of exchange rate risk can 

be simplified away if the purchasing power parity is assumed to hold or if ail investon are 

assumed to have a logarithmic utility function. Although both assumptions are open to 

question, the absence of exchange rate risk is assumed for the tractability Ui this thesis. The 

focus of this thesis is on the effects of different market structures on trading d e  profits 

rather than on the exchange rate risk that the trading d e s  would incur. Specificaüy, this 

thesis takes local investors' perspective, and ail r e m  are denominated by the cunency of 

the country which is defined as  the domestic market. For example, when examining the 

Canadian equity market index as the domestic market, both the domestic and foreign retums 

are denominated by Canadian dollars; when examining the Japanese equity market index as 

the domestic market, aU retums are denomlliated by yen. R e m  are defined as differences 

of the 1ogarit)ims of closing prices. An interest rate in the country which is defined as the 

domestic market is used as the riskiess rate, and the excess returns for both domestic and 

foreign markets are defined as the raw returns minus the riskless rate. 



The following assumptions correspond to three types of market structure, complete 

integration, mild segmentation and complete segmentation: 

(fi) Complete integration: 

There are no investment barriers. Al1 securitïes traded in any markets are 

avaiIable to di investors. 

(A4) Mild segmentation: 

There are one-way investment barriers. W e  securities traded in the foreign 

markets are available to ail investors, securities traded in the domestic market 

are available only to domestic investors. 

(A5) Complete segmentation: 

There are two-way barriers. There is no capital flow between the domestic 

and fmign markets. 

Assumptions (A3), (A4) and (AS) lead to the world CAPM, the asset pncing mode1 under 

mild segmentation and domestic CAPM, respectively. 

4.2 Complete integration 

Under the assumption of complete integrdon (assumption (M)), the conditional version of 

the world CAPM holds. This thesis follows the empirical mode1 of the world CAPM which 

C K S  (1 992) examine in their study. 

CKS assumes that the aggregate relative risk aversion is constant over t h e .  This assumption, 

as  well as the common assumptions and assumption (A3), implies 

E&,IQt-J = ~ c ~ v @ ~  r J&) 3 (6) 

where: 



= retuni on the domestic market portfolio in the excess of the nskless rate, 

= return on the world market podolio in the excess of the riskiess rate, 

% I  
= information set available to investors at t-1, 

A = the aggregate relative risk aversion, 

E( 1 ) = conditional expectation operator, and 

cov( 1 ) = conditional covariance. 

The excess return on the world market poafolio c m  be written as 

- rm - O*-,'& + (1 -fJ)&-Jrp r 

where : 

a, = fiaction of the domestic market portfolio relative to the world wealth, and 

rp = return on the foreip market pordolio in the excess of the nskless rate. 

Equation (8) is the theoretical relation that CKS focus on. In order to implement the mode1 

empiri~ally~ they propose the bivariate system 



and ep = 

conditional variance of the domestic market portfolio, 

conditional variance of the foreign market portfolio, 

conditiod covariance of the domestic market portfolio with the 

foreign market portfolio, 

k t i o n  of the domestic market podolio relative to the world wealîb, 

fraction of the foreign market portfolio relative to the world weaith, 

2 x 2 conditional covariance ma&, 

2x2 upper tnangular mat* of parameters to be estimated, 

2x2 matrices of parameters to be estimated, 

disturbance terms, and 

a's, pls, els md Qf = parameters to be estirnated. 

Ln this system of equations, the world CAPM impiies the restriction that 

P, = Ph = Pb = P/c (1 1) 

Ifthe world CAPM holds, the constrained value of p's is an estimate of the aggregate relative 

risk aversion. The dynamics of the conditional covariance-variance ma& is specified to 

foUow the bivariate GARCH of Engle and Kroner (1 995). As CKS discuss, this specification 

dows  for d c i e n t  genedity, while the number of parameters to be estimated is within a 

feasible range. In particdar, this specincation captures weil the spiilovers of volatility across 

nationai markets, d e d  by Hamao, M d ,  and Ng (1 WO), Lin, Engle, and Ito (1 994), and 

Bae and Karolyi (1994). Furthemore, this specification guarantees that the covariance 



matrices are positive definite. 

The conditional expected r e m  are allowed to depend on two lagged disturbances to 

incorporate the effect of infiequent trading on the index retums (Stol1 and WhaIey 1990b). 

CKS also aiiow the foreign retunis to depend on the lagged disturbance of the domestic 

reninis (U.S. market renims) through @f to take into account nonsynchronism in trading 

hours. Specifically, the U.S. market closes d e r  most of foreign markets close on the sarne 

calendar &y. Therefore, to the extent to which the contemporaneous retunis on both markets 

are correlated, ioday's U.S. r e m  can be used to improve the forecast of the next &y's 

foreign r e m .  This effect is relevant becaw CKS assume that investors form their 

expectations at the close of the US. market. 

In this thesis, the econometrïc specincation of the world CAPM follows that of CKS except 

that equations (9a) and (9b) are replaced as follows: 



The system of equatiom (12a) and (12b) does not include the own lagged disturbance t e m  

which are used to capture the effects of the nonsynchronous trading of component secunties 

in the index in the CKS study. Since the technicai trading d e s  tend to take advantage of 

positive autocomlation in the index returns7 then is the possibility that the modeis with own 

lagged disturbance tmns could explain away the technid d e  profits sirnply because of the 

specifïcation having lagged disturbances. In other words, it would be mistakenly concluded 

that the equilibrium model could explain the technicai d e  profits even if the tirne-varying 

expected return irnplied by the equilibrium model did not play any major role. In order to 

avoid this problem, the system of equations (12a) and (12b) does not include own lagged 

disturbances; rather7 the effects of the nonsynchronous trachg on technicai d e  profits are 

considered by applying the standard test statistics to trading d e  rehims with a one-day lag. 

System (12) also drops a cross-market disturbance term which is used to adjust for the 

nonsynchronous îrading hours between the U.S. and foreign markets in the CKS study. The 

cross-market disturbance is included in the CKS study because they assume that hvestors 

form expectaîions at the close of the U.S. market However, this thesis takes local investon' 

perspective and assumes that investoa fonn their expectations at the close of the local 

market because trading rule signals are emitted at the close of the local market. Therefore, 

in a bivariate setting of the domestic market (which is not the US. market in this thesis) 

vernis the fo re ip  markets of which the major part is the U.S. marke~  the domestic (local) 

investors can not observe the U.S. or foreign market r e m  at the close of the domestic 

market. Thus, a cross-market disturbance terms is not included in system (12). 

The parameters of the model are estimated, using the maximum likelihood. Numerical 
. . 

m a d o n  algorithm foliowing Bemdt, Haii, Hall and Hausnan (1 974) yields asymptotic 

standard errors and associated t statistics. This thesis also reports t statistics based on the 

standard errors that are robust to departure fiom normality suggested by Bollerslev and 

Wooldridge (1992). The world CAPM implies the restriction that 8, = P, = P/, = P/, . 
This thesis provides some information on the validity of the world CAPM by conducting the 



Lkelihood ratio test for the restriction. The test statistic is distributed as x2 with the degree 

of freedom equal to three. 

4.3 Mild segmentation 

A s d g  that the domestic market is mildly sepented in a two-country setting of the 

domestic versus foreign markets (assumption (A4)), returns on securities in the domestic 

market are determineci both by the local and intendonal risk premiums (Errunza and Losq 

1985). This thesis uses the empirical model incorporating this implication as a benchmark 

mode1 corresponding to miid segmentation. Some background rrlating the mode1 of Emiripi 

and Losq (1 985) to the ernpirical model to be used in this thesis is discussed below. 

Eminza and Losq (1985) show that if the domestic market is mildly segmente4 the 

following relation holds unconditionally for the retum on the domestic market: 

with A-'  = (A,' + A;'), 

- where: rd - 
- 

' m  - 
A4 = 

Md = 

- 
Ad - 

- 
- 

A = 

P = 

excess return on the domestic market poafolio, 

excess rehun on the world market portfolio, 

market value of the world market pordolio, 

market value of the domestic market poafolio, 

aggregate absolute risk aversion of domestic investors, 

aggregate absolute risk aversion of  foreign investors, 

absolute risk aversion for the aggregate population, and 

multiple comlation coefficient between rd and the retunis on securities 

in the foreign market. 



By definition, r, can be expressed as foUows: 

where Mf is the market value of the foreign market porcfolio (Le., M = Md + My), and rf 

is the excess r e m  on the foreign market porâolio. hserting equation (15) into equation 

(14), equation (14) can be re-written as: 

with: Id = [A+(Ad-A)(l -p)]M, and A/ = AM, 

where: a, = fraction of the domestic market relative to the world wealth, and 

oJ 
= k t i o n  of the foreign market relative to the world wedth. 

This thesis interprets A, and Aï as the pnces of domestic and foreign risks, respectively. The 

asset pricing relation expressed in equation (1 6) can be easily converted into its conditional 

form by replacing the unconditional operators of expectation (E), variance (var)  and 

covariance (cov) with their conditional operators. It is assumed, for the empirical 

implementation of the model, that the pnces of domestic and foreign nsks are constant over 

tirne. Although this assumption certainly makes this thesis depart h m  the theoreticai mode1 

of Emirua and Losq (1985). this thesis focuses on their model's intuition that the expected 

retum on the mildly segmented market contains both domestic and international risk 



where: 

ed and ep = 

a's and pis = 

return on the domestic market podolio in the excess of the riskless 

rate, 

r e m  on the foreign market portfolio in the excess of the riskless 

rate, 

conditional variance of the domestic market portfolio, 

conditionai variance of the foreign market portfolio, 

conditionai covariance of the domestic market podoiio with the 

foreign market portfolio, 

M o n  of the domestic market portfolio relative to the world weaith, 

fiaction of the foreign market poafolio relative to the wodd wealth7 

2x2 conditional covariance m a h ,  

2 x 2  upper eianguiar matrix of parameters to be estimated, 

2 x 2  matrices of parameters to be estimated, 

disturbance tenns, and 

parameters to be estimated. 
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Two parameters7 p,, and p,, corresponding to the prices of domestic and foreign risks are 

Eeely estimated under this specification. The dynamics of the conditional covariance- 

variance ma& is specined to follow the bivariate GARCH of Engle and Kroner (1995). 

The parameters of the mdei  are e s h a k d ,  using the maximum likelihood estimation. This 

thesis reports both standard t Statistics and alternative t statistics robust to departue nom 

normality suggested by Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1 992). 

The restriction that pfi = p,, assumes that the foreign market is internally integrated and that 

the world CAPM relation holds for the foreign market, as Emxnza and Losq (1 985) asnime. 

Certai.111~~ the foreign market might have more complicated structure than they are integratd 

For example, the foreign market might con& of many mutually integrated markets and a 

few segmenteci markets. However, aggregaîing pricing implications h m  such complicated 

market structure is a difncult task and beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, this 

thesis provides some information on the validity of this assumption by reporting the 

likelihood-ratio-test statistic for the restriction = pfi. The test statistic is diseibuted as x2 
with the degree of fkedom qua1 to one. 

4.4 Complete segmentation 

Under the cornpiete segmentation (assumption (AS)), there is no capital flow between the 

domestic and foreign markets. Therefore, the expected returns on securities in both markets 

are determined indepemdently. For the domestic market, the conditional version of the purely 

domestic CAPM holds Assrmiing the constant aggregate relative risk aversion, the following 

relation holds for the expected r e m  on the domestic market portfolio: 

E@@,-,) = ApM@t*l) 9 (19) 

where: r, = excess return on the domestic market poafolio, 

nt-, = information set available to investors at t- 1, and 

A, = the aggregate relative risk aversion of domestic investors. 



The econometric specification of the domestic CAPM uses a bivariate setting of the domestic 

versus foreign markets. The assumption that both domestic and foreign markets are 

segmented fkom each other does not imply both markets are uncorrdated. It is assumeci again 

that the foreign market is intemaily intepted. Thus, securities in the foreign market are 

priced according to the conditional CAPM with the foreign market portfolio being a factor. 

If the domestic (foreign) market is segmente4 the covariance with the foreign (domestic) 

market should not be priced. This notion is used to ver@ the validity of the model. The 

empincal model correspondhg to the complete integration is given as: 

where: 

= excess retum on the domestic market portfolio, 

= excess return on the foreign market portfolio, 

= conditional variance of the domestic market portfolio, 

= conditionai variance of the foreign market poafolio, 

= conditional covariance of the domestic market portfolio with the 



foreign market pordolio, 

4 = 2x2 conditionai covariance maîrk, 
C = 2 x 2  upper triangular matrix of parameters to be estirnateci, 

A and G = 2x2 matrices of parameters to be estimated, 

and ep = dimirbance tems, and 

& and pis = parameters to be estimated. 

The asset pricing relations for both domestic and foreign markets are expressed without 

market value weights. The dynamics of the conditional covariance-variance matrix is 

specified to foliow the bivariate GARCH of Engle and Kroner (1995). The parameters of the 

model are estimated, using the maximum Iikelihood. Both standard t statistics and alternative 

t statistics robust to depamtre fiam normality suggested by Bollerslev and Wooldridge 

(1992) are reporteci. This thesis provides some information on the validity of the model by 

computing the likelihood-ratio-test statistic for the restriction Pdt = P/, = O. The test 

statistic is distributed as x2 with the degree of freedom qua1 to two. 



Chapter 5 Bootstrap Tests 

The standard tests of trading niles which are explained in Chapter 3 compare the conditional 

mean r e m  on the trading d e  strategy with the unconditional mean r e m  on the index 

which is equivalent to the mean reîum on the buy-and-hold strategy. However, if the nsk of 

the buy and hold is different h m  diat of the trading d e s  and if expected retums Vary over 

tirne, the use of the unconditional mean return as a benchmark could be inappropriate. 

uistead, employing the bootstrap methodologies with equilibrium asset pricing models for 

tirne-varying expected retums, this thesis constructs the empuical distributions of the trachg 

d e  returns which can be considered to reflect the risk-rem relation implied by the 

equilibrium models. The trading niles are evaluated by comparing the empirical distribution 

of trading d e  profits with the actual profits. 

As Enon (1979) and B U  (1992) point ouf there are several benefits f?om using the 

bootstrap methodologies in examining the trading d e s .  First, the bootstrap methodologies 

make it possible to conduct a joint test across the dinerent trading d e s  which are dependent 

on each other in a complex man.net. Traditional tests statistics are difficult to apply when 

such complex dependencies exist among the trachg d e s .  Second, standard test statistics 

fkequentiy assume independen& stationary and asymptoticdly normal distributions. However, 

daily rehinis are likely to exhibit several deviations fiom the assumptions, such a s  

autocorrelaîion, conditional heteroscedasticity, skewness and excess kurtosis. ï h e  bootstrap 

methodologies can take into account such deviations by using empirical error distributions 

obtained fkom a null model that incorporates some of the deviations. 

5.1 Hypotheses 

In this thesis, three different types of conditional asset pricing models corresponding to 



complete integmtion, mild segmentation and complete segmentation are used for the 

boa- tests. In testing &adhg d e  profits with these conditional asset pncing models, at 

least the foliowing hypotheses are implicitly added: equity markets of interest are efficient; 

the conditional mean-variance fhmework is correct; and retunis are measured with 

reasonably srna11 enors.' in other words, ail null hypotheses have a joint-hypothesis nature 

typical in the empincai literatrire of finance (Fama 1991). in order to clarify the focus of this 

thesis, however, nul1 hypotheses to be tested are surnmarized as follows: 

Hypothesis 1 : 

Trading mie profits are consistent with the complete integration. 

(Alternative hypothesis: not consistent with the complete integration.) 

Hypothesis 2: 

Trading nile profits are consistent with the mild segmentation. 

(Alternative hypothesis: not consistent with the mild segmentation.) 

Hypothesis 3: 

Trading d e  profits are consistent with the complete htegration. 

(Alternative hypothesis: not consistent with the complete integration.) 

A rejection of a particular hypothesis indicates that a given nuil model relaîing to the 

hypothesis cari not explain away the trading d e  profits. A failure to reject any of the three 

hypotheses indicates that the trading d e  profits are consistent with the r isk-rem relation 

implied by the nuil model of an iinrejected hypothesis. If d n d  hypotheses are rejected, the 

joint-hypothesis problem arises (Fama 1991). That is, the rejection of the null hypotheses 

may be due to market inefficiency, inappropnate kmework for asset pncing models, 

Major causes of measurement erron in daily r e m ,  which are pointed out in 
the literature, hclude nonsynchronous trading (Stol1 and Whdey 1990b) and bid-ask 
bounce (Roll 1984). 



measurement erron in r e m ,  or any combination among them. In addition to the three 

equilibrium models, the random waik with a drift is used for the bootstrap tests in order to 

examine whether allowing for tirne-variation of expected returns makes any ciifference, 

compared to the model with the constant expected retum, which is implied by the random 

walk with a drift. 

5.2 Bootstrap methodologies 

This thesis follows the parametIic bootstrap methodologies of Freedman and Peten (1 984), 

BLL (1992), Kho (1 996), and Karolyi and Kho (1996). ï h e  theoretical distribution of an 

unobservable error t e m  is approximated by the empiricd distribution of observable 

residuals. First, a nuil model is estimatecl by using the actuai retum series to obtain estimated 

parameters and residuals. Probability mass 1/N is put on each residuai to approximate the 

theoretical distribution, where N is the number of observations. Residuals are drawn with 

replacement at the assigned probability to form a scrambled residual senes which is then 

used with the estimated parameters to generate a new representative r e m  series for the 

given null model. The simulated reninis are exponentiated back to a simulated price senes 

with an initial value for the price in the sarnple. The trading d e s  are applied to the simulated 

series, and the empirical distributions of the trading d e  retums are obtained by repeating 

this procedure 500 times. The hction of the 500 replications, which generates a value 

greater than that fiom the achial senes, is interpreted as a simdated p-value. 

This  thesis posits as a null model vatious forms of equilibrium asset pricing models. 

Therefore, if the simulated distributions can reproduce the achüil profits reasonably well, 

such results irnply that the actuai profits are consistent with the risk-return relation implied 

by the equilibrium models. The profit measures for which the empincal distributions are 

constmcted include the mean r e m  conditional on buy si@s, the mean retum conditionai 

on sell signais, and the difference between the conditional mean buy and seil rehirns (buy-seil 



spread). The nuil hypothesis is rejected at the a precent signifïcance levei if the retums 

obtained the actual senes f d  in the a precent critical region of the simulated 

distributions under the d model. In the bootstrap simulations, what is an appropriate Ievel 

for a is not ciear. Although this thesis follows conventional cut-off levels, al1 simulated p- 

values are reported in subsequent tables so that readers c m  judge significance of results by 

themselves, 

For the randorn waik with a drift, the actuai retum senes are randomly drawn with 

replacement to fonn a new return series. The three equiiibrium models are bivariate GARCH 

models; foiiowing Kho (1996) and BLL, this thesis standardizes a vector of estimated 
-lJ2 residuals by it=q-mÊt, where ê, is a vector of residuais, Ht is the inverse of the 

Cheloskey factor of the estimated variance-covariance matrix and f, is a vector of the 

resulting standardized residuals. With initial values for the elements of Hl, the 

standardized residuals are drawn with replacement. and unobservable errors are obtained 
a ln.,. recursively by Ê' =Ht z, , where * denotes simulateci vahies. 

The worid CAPM and the asset pricing model under the mild segmentation use the weights 

of domestic and foreign market values. It is assumed that the market values move together 

with the equiv market index level. Thus, for each simulation, the market values of both 

markets are computed by using the simulated retums and the initial market values in the 

sample. 



Chapter 6 Data 

6.1 Selection of countries 

The countries to which this thesis applies the technical trading d e s  include Japan, US. and 

Canada fiom among developed markets and Indonesia, Mexico and Taiwan fkom among 

emerging markets. Deveioped markets do not impose any severe restrictions on capital flow 

and can be expected to be more integrated with the world than segmented. in contrast, 

according to a widely accepted view, emerging markets are more iikely to be segmented fiom 

the rest of the world than developed markets due to the governmentsy restrictions on capital 

fiow. The examinations of both advanced and emerging markets may increase the ex-ante 

probability of obtaining resuits consistent with the existence of different international market 

structures. Motivations for selecting the individual countries and some background about 

the markets are briefly explained below. 

Japan is included because the Japanese equity market is the second Iargest in the world at the 

time of this thesis. While Harvey's (1991) results indicate that Japan is not Mly integrated 

with the rest of the world, evidence for the integration of Japan has been provided by 

Gultekin, Gultekin and Penati (1989), CKS (1992) and Ferson and Harvey (1993). 

Bessernbinder and Chan (1 995) apply the technical trading d e s  to data on the Japanese 

equity market index and fmd weak evidence for the forecast power of the technical d e s .  

Although these studies use data prior to 1990, this thesis includes a more recent sample 

during the 1990's corresponding to the pst-"bubble" period. 

(b) us. 
BLL (1992) have found that simple technical trading d e s  cari predict fiiture rehims on the 

Dow Jones Index by using data over the ninety-year penod. Since their data end in 1 986, it 



wiU be of interest to examine whether the trading d e s  continue to hold forecast power for 

the ment sample. 

(c) Canada 

Whether Canada is integrated with other markets, particuiarly the U.S., has been a 

controversid issue. While Jonon and Schwarts (1986), Foerster and Karolyi (1993), and 

Karolyi (1 995) provide evidence that Canada is segmented relative to the US. market, 

Mittoo (1992), Errunza, Losq, and Padmanabhan (1992) and Alexander, Eun, and 

lanakiramanan (1988) provide evidence for the integration with the U.S. market. This thesis 

will contribute to this debate by providing additionai evidence. 

(d) hdonesia 

The Indonesian equity market is relatively new to academics and practitiones. Roll ( 1995) 

conducts an empirical survey of this new market and reports evidence of imperfect 

adjustment to new information for some individual stocks in the market. Such imperfect 

adjusmient may provide a profitable opportunity for the use of the technical trading d e s .  In 

the 1 9801s, the govemment's various restrictions including control on the operations of 

exchanges and limits on foreign ovmership prevented the development of the stock markets. 

However, foreign porâolio demand for Indonesian stocks serged in 198% 1990; subsequently, 

the government starteci to let the stock markets develop by relaxhg their direct controls. The 

number of companies listed increased fkom only 24 in 1988 to 2 16 at the end of 1994 (Cole 

and Slade 1996). The foreign ownership restriction up to 49% was still effective in 1994. 

(e) Mexico 

Mexico is included in a North Amencan context because the Mexican equity market 

historically received much attention from U.S. investors. The liberalkation of the Mexican 

equity market is relatively ment. Restrictions of foreign investments were abolished in 1 989. 

Thus, Mexican stocks were made 100 percent investable. Subsequently, the dual exchange 
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rate system was unified in 199 1. Bekaert and Harvey (1 995) provide evidence that Mexico 

is more segmented than integrated in most of the 1980's and early 1990's. 

(f) Taiwan 

Taiwan is one of the most growing emerging markets. However, it is also known as one of 

the most restrictive emerging markets. ui 1991, foreign institutional investors who met 

certain highly restrictive requirements were aiiowed to ùivest in the market directiy. in 1993, 

the maximum foreign secunties holdings limit was furiher increased. Bakaert and Harvey 

(1 995) provide evidence for the global integration of Taiwan in most of 1985- 1992. 

Bessembinder and Chan (1 995) report the large profits on the technicd trading d e s  for 

Taiwan during 1975-1 989. This thesis examines trading d e  retums and the issue of 

integration and segmentation for Taiwan, using more ment data 

6.2 Description of data 

Data on daily closing level of national equity market indices are obtained fiom Datastream 

International. The Datastream indices consist of a representative sample of stocks covering 

a wide variety of industry secton in each country. The suitability of inclusion of individual 

stocks is primarily determined by market value and availability of data; the Iargest value 

stocks for each country, which cover at least 75 to 80 percent of the total market value, are 

included. The liquidity of individual stocks is not explicitly taken into account as an 

inclusion niterion. Thus, the Datastream indices could include more stocks with relatively 

low liquidity than the indices the constituents of which concentrate on large, highly liquid 

stocks, such as the S&P 500 index in the U.S. However, an inclusion of illiquid stocks may 

not be very senous because the capitalization size is often related to liquidity of individual 

stocks (StoU and W e y  1983). The number of stocks for each index varies, depending on 

the size of the market The approximate numbea of stocks included in 1996 are 1000 for the 

Japan index, 1000 for the U.S. index, 250 for the Canada index, 50 for the Indonesia index, 



90 for the Mexico index, and 70 for the Taiwan index. 

Datastream indices exclude the foiiowing securities: fixed interest stocks, unit tnists, mutual 

fun&, investment fun&, warrants. foreign listings including Amencan Depositary Receipts 

(ADRs), and foreign board stocks. There is no speciaf account for cross-holdings of stocks, 

typically observed in Japan ( h n c h  and Poterba 1991). The Datastmm indices are adjusted 

to dividends. 

The period of available data varies, depending on the country. For the developed markets, 

the penod of sample is fiom January 1, 1980 to December 3 1, 1996. The starting year of 

1 980 was selected because international capital flows among developed markets became 

evident in the 1980's. For the emerging markets, the period of the sample is relatively short 

due to limited availability of data; April 2, 1990 - December 3 1, 1996 for the Indonesia 

index, January 4, 1988 - December 3 1, 1996 for the Mexico index, and January 26, 1988 - 
December 3 1, 1996 for the Taiwan index. As discussed earlier, however, the development 

and Iiberalization of the emerging markets to be examined started in the late 1980's. 

Therefore, the sample in these periods may not be contaminated seriously by the struchual 

changes due to regime shifts. For the U.S., the Dow Jones index (DJIA) is dso examined 

because BLL use this index. AU these indices are denominated by a local currency. Daily 

returns on the national equity market index are calculateci as ciifferences of the Iogarithms of 

closing pnces. 

In order to estimate a GARCH mode1 under the bivariate setting of the domestic and foreign 

markets, it is necessary to obtain the rehvns on the foreign market for each of the corntries 

to be exarnined as  a domestic market. For each country, the retunis on the DataStream world 

index converteci into the currency of the country are used with a market value for the country 

to cornpute the renims on the foreign market. The Datastream world index is a value- 

weighted equity market index with dividends, consisting of a wide variety of cornmes 

including advanced and emerging markets as of 1994. Foreign market returns corresponding 
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to each of the countnes to be examined as a domestic market are continuousiy compounded 

and are denominated by a currency of the country defined as a domestic market. Data on 

market vaiues for individual countries and world index were also available fÏom Datastream 

Internationai. 

In addition to the national equity market indices, this thesis uses data on daily closing prices 

of the Nikkei index fritures contracts traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) as  

a proxy for the Japanese equity market. There are several motivations for the use of the 

Nikkei index fûtures contracts. First, Craig, Dravid and Richardson (1995) h d  that the 

Nikkei index futures traded in the US. provide complete information about the 

contemporaneous ovemight retums on the Nikkei index traded in Japan. The Nikkei index 

is based on the arithmetic average of stock prices across 225 large firms and have been a 

popular meanire for the market-wide performance. Second, futures contracts are not subject 

to problems related to the nonsynchronous trading of cornponent securities in the index. 

Third, in this thesis's context, problems due to nonsynchronous trading hours across 

countries can be avoided if the U.S.-ûaded Nikkei index futures are used with the S&P 500 

index, another U.S.-traded index, being a proxy for the foreign market. Finally, the effects 

of transaction costs are minimal for futures contracts. 

The Nikkei index futures were introduced in the CME in September 1990. Delivery months 

for the Nikkei index fiitures are March, June, September and December. Successive daily 

closing prices fiom a contract closest to expiration are used, with the exception of the last 

day of trading; on this &y, the next-maturity contract is used. The period of the sample for 

the Nikkei index fiitures is December 14, 1990 - December 12,1996. Data on the first three 

month were exctuded to avoid an instable start-up penod. Although the pnces of the Nikkei 

index futures contracts are denominated by US. dollars, the level of the htures contxact price 



is considered to be a proxy for yen-value of the Nikkei index traded in Japan (Hui1 1 993).6 

Therefore, the S&P 500 index, which is used as a proxy for the foreign market, is converted 

into yen by using the exchange rate prevaiiing at the close of the U.S. market Daily returns 

on the Nikkei index futures and the S&P 500 index are calcuiated as differences of the 

logarithms of closing pnces. Data on the Nikkei index fbtures, S&P 500 index, and exchange 

rates are obtained fiom Datastream International. 

ïhe  excess r e m  is defined as the raw retum on a podolio minus the local interest rate in 

a country of the currency which denominiites the porifoiio r e m :  the Japanese interbank c d  

rates are used for yendenominated excess retunis; the three-month U.S. Tre- bill rates 

for U.S.-dollar-denominated excess r e m ;  the one-month Canadian Treasury bill rates for 

CaoadiandoUar-denominated excess retums; the Indonesian interbank cal1 rates for nipiah- 

denominated excess r e m ;  the Taiwanese interbank swap ovemight rates for Taiwan- 

dollar-denominated excess returns. For Mexico-pesodenorninateci retunis, only monthly data 

on the one-month Treasury bill yields fiom international Financial Statistics are available. 

Therefore, the monthly Treasury bill yields are use& assuming thai the yields do not change 

over a month.' Data on the Japanese interbank call rate were obtained fkom Nikkei Inc; data 

on the U.S. Treasury bill rates were fkom Citibank. Data on the other interest rates were 

O btained frorn Datastream International. 

-- - -  - - - 

Studies on the stock index arbitrage (Stol1 and Whaley 1987, 1990b; Brenner, 
Subrahmanyam, and Uno 1990; Lim 1990; Miller, Muthuswamy, and Whaley 1994; 
Karolyi 1996) examine deviation of the index futures contract fiom the underlying stock 
index. Whether the Nikkei index fiitures contract is a proxy for the Japanese equity 
market will be discussed Iater by relating the issue to the empiricai resuits in this thesis. 

' French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1 987) calculate daily excess returns using data 
on daily equity index rehims and monthly yields of treasury-bill bonds under the same 
assumption as this thesis. 



Chapter 7 Resuits and AnnlysU 

7.1 Summary statistics 

Summary statistics for M y  national and foreign equity market returns are reported in Table 

1 for the developed markets and Table 2 for the emerging markets. 

The Datasaeam equity market indices are used to cornpute the national equity market retums. 

For each country, the foreign market retums (denoted by Non-Japan, Non-U.S., Non-Canada, 

Non-hdonesia, Non-Mexico and Non-Taiwan) are caiculated using rehims on the 

Datastream world index converted into the currency of the country and market values for the 

country. In addition, the Nikkei index fiitures and Dow Jones index are included as proxies 

for the Japanese and U.S. equity markeq respectively. Returns on the SLP 500 index 

converted into yen are used as a proxy for the foreign market corresponding to the Nikkei 

index futures. AU returns are continuously compounded. The periods of the sample Vary, 

depending on the country. The periods of the sample for the developed markets cover 

January 1980- December 1996, except for the Nikkei index futures; the periods of the sample 

for the emerging markets are relatively short, covering the penods d e r  the worldwide 

market crash which occurred in October 1987. For the developed markets, statistics 

corresponding to two subperiods without October 1987, the month of worldwide market 

crash, are reported. 

Panel A in Table 1 and 2 shows severai distributionai statistics. The sample for Japan 

inciudes the period during which the Japanese equity market performed poorly; the mean 

retum on the DataStream Japan index for the second subperiod and the mean return on the 

Nikkei index futures are both negative. The three emerging markets exhibit high volatility, 

compared- with the developed markets. In particular, the standard deviation of Taiwan is 

alrnost three times as large as that of the Datastream U.S. index for the second subpenod. 
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Table 3 
Summa y statisties for market capitalization (percent) 

1 Max. 1 48.413 1 57.692 1 3.839 1 0.444 1 1.345 1 2.636 1 

SEatistia 

OvcraU paid 

Mean 

Std. dtv. 

Min 

ja~an 

80.1-%. 12 

28.788 

8.303 

17227 

US. 

80.1-%. 12 

40242 

9.143 

25.714 

2964 

0.4 10 

L070 

3.122 

3.839 

48.685 

5.939 

31.333 

49.960 

57.692 

Man 

S t d  dev. 

Min. 

Maiian 

Max. 

1 I 

, 

24.372 

5.867 

17227 

22828 

42.479 

0.097 

1.906 

2.175 

2.459 

St& dev. 

Min. 
Median 

Max. 

Canada 

80.1-96.12 

2-54 1 

0.481 

1.906 

1 

1 

8232 

18.013 

30318 

48.413 

Indonesia 

90.4%. 12 

0209 

0.111 

0.085 

3.804 

25.714 

33.288 

40.390 

Mexico 

88.1-%. 12 

0.523 

0.366 

0.03 1 

T'aiwan 
1 

88-1-96.12 

1.157 

0.426 
1 

0.354 



The high mean return for Mexico reflects a high inflation rate in this country. Al1 r e m  

series exhibit the skewness and kurtosis which are significantiy different from those of a 

normal distribution. Kolmogorov D statistics M e r  confirm statistically signincant 

departure fkom nomiality for ail r e m  senes. 

The autocorrelations of raw and squared r e m  are shown in Panel B in Table 1 and 2. In 

general, signiscant autocorrelations with the order of one or two are exhibited for raw 

returns, except for the S&P 500 index, Dow Jones index, and Non-Taiwan. The signincant 

positive and declining autocorrelations for the squared retums are also observe& except for 

the S&P 500 index. The GARCH mode1 that this thesis estimates later can capture this type 

of nonlinear dependence. 

Table 3 reports sumrnary statistics for market capitalkation as faction of the total market 

value of the Datast~am world index. The market values of U.S. and Japan are far larger than 

the other countries. The combineci value of both countries averages about 69 percent during 

January 1980 - December 1996, and about 66 percent for the second subperiod during which 

many emerging markets developed rapidly. The market values of the emerging markets are 

small, less t h .  two percent of the total market value of the Datastream world index. 

7.2 Profits on the technical trading d e s  and standard test results 

Standard test statistics are applied to the three different groups of technical trading d e s ;  

variable-length moving average (VMA) d e s ,  fixed-length moving average (FMA) d e s  and 

trading range break (TRB) d e s  for various country-based indices. The effects of transaction 

costs on the trading d e  returns are also exarnined. 

The results are shown in Table 4 to 1 1. The format of presentation is the same across the 

tables. Panel A, B and C report results about the VMA, FMA and TRB des, respectively. 



The column labelleci Buy (Seli) under Nobs. reports the number of the days which generate 

buy (sell) signais. Similady, the column labelled Buy (Seli) under Std. dev. (Yo) reports the 

standard deviation of daily retums in percent conditional on buy (seii) signais. The coiumn 

labelled Buy (Seil) under Mean return (%) reports the mean daily r e m  in percent 

conditional on buy (seli) signals. The column labelled Buy-SeU under Mean r e m  (%) 

reports the ciiflierence between the mean buy and seil returns, i.e., the mean retum conditional 

on buy signais minus the mean rehun conditional on seli signals. This thesis refen to this 

statistic as the buy-seli spread. T-statistics correspondhg to individual d e s  test the 

difference between the mean buy and unconditional mean rehims, the diffkence between the 

mean seli and unconditional mean retums, and the difference between the mean buy and seli 

retum (the buy-seli spread). These t statistics are obtained fiom the Cumby-Modest (1 987) 

regression tests and are based on the heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors (White 

1980). The columns 1abeiIed Buy, Seli, and Buy-Seil under t statistic in the tables report the 

t statistics. Adj. R2 in the last colurnn is for the regressions of the equity index rehuns on 

both buy and sell sigaals. The rows labelled x2:@-value) report p-values for the Wald test 

statistics testing the hypothesis that the conditional mean returns are equal to the 

unconditional mean returns across individual d e s .  

For the overd1 period, the returns on individual d e s  as weii as the averages across 

individual d e s  for eadi of the VMA, FMA and TRI3 d e s  are reported. itt addition, for the 

overall period, the averages across individual d e s  for trades with a 1 &y lag are reported 

in order to adjust for nonsyncbronous trading. For two subperiods without the month of the 

market crash, October 1987, the average rehuns across individual d e s  executed with a O-day 

lag are reporteci for each of the VMA, FMA, and TRI3 d e s .  For the VMA and FMA d e s ,  

individual d e s  are identifid as (short, long, band) where short and long are the short and 

long moving averages respectively, and band is the percent difference that is needed to 

generate a signal. For the TRB d e s ,  individual d e s  are identifieci as (window. band) w h e ~  

window is the Iength of prior period in recording ment minimum and maximum prices, and 

band is the percent ciifference that is needed to generate a signal. The results for each country 





Table 4 (continued) 

' For ihc variable-lcngh rnoving avcragc (VMA) and fid-lcngth movfflg avcragc (FMA) niles, individual tules arc idcntitïcd as (short, long, band) whtrc short and long are thc short and long rnoving 
avcragcs respcctivcly, and band is the percent diffcrcnce Ut is nccdcd (O gcncrate a signal. For the trading range break (TM) dcs, individual mlts arc idcniificd as (window, band) whcrc window is ihc 
Icngth of  prior pctiod in rcwrding rcccnt minimum and maximum p h .  For the FMA and TRB rules, lhc fwcd IOaay holding pcriods afkr signnls arc nssumcd. Rctum aie for iradcs cxccutcd with i 0- 
day or Lday lag. T statistics for îhc diffcrcnce of thc buy, scll, and buy-scll means fiom the uncondiiional m m  arc bascd on thc hctcroskcdasticiiy-~~~~~istcnt standard crrors from Ihc Cumby-Madcst 
timing ability ngrcssion tests, and thc significancc for thc t statistics is dcnoicd by *, ** and @ * *  nt the 10 percent, 5 pcrccni and 1 percent Icvcls, rcspectivcly. Adj. Rz is for ihc rcgrcssion of  the quity 
indcx rciums on boh buy and seIl signals. Thc rom hbclcâ Average rcpon avcmgts across il1 individd rulcs. The rows k l e d  ~',,:(pvaluc) report gvalucs for Wald test statistics icsiing ihc hypolhcsis 
that rhc condiiional mean rcnims an qua1 IO thc unconditional mwr rctums across al1 individual N~CS. 

'Among 6 individd niles, (150,0.01) and (200,O.OI) do no1 gcncralc MY scll signals, and avcragcs arc calculaicd across ihc rulcs ihai gcntralc signals. Consqucntly, avcragc for buy-scll is ncgaiivc and 
ii not qua1 IO buy average minus scll avcragc. P-vduc for ihc Wald staiistic is calculatcd wing dl 6 nilcs, whciher rules gcncraie scll signal. 

Pancl C: Rtsults for TRB mlcs 

R t m  wilh a Oday lag 

Trading m l t  

(50,O) 
(50,O.O 1) 
(150,O) 
(150,O.Ol) 
(200,o) 

Sid. dcv. (%) 
Buy 

0.9161 
0.8977 
0.7318 
0.8929 
0.7265 
0.8904 
0.8426 

0.85% 

0.8012 

0.8412 

Nobs. 
Scll 

1.5447 
1.7798 
2.0247 
2.1 140 
1.9203 
2,9032 
1.8978 

1.8297 

1.0433 

1.9029 

Mean rctum (%) 

Rcaimr wiih a lday h g  

Subpcnod 
Subpcriod 87.1 1-96.12 

Bu y 
1350 
510 
IO00 
360 
950 
360 

755.0 

755.0 

498.3 

231.7 

?cni%c Y -cl 
A;qc 
k . ( p ~ l u e ~  
 venge 
rzl:(pvaluc) 
Avcmgc 
xz~:(~value) 

Adj. Ra 

0.0016 
0.0004 
0.014 
0.0007 

0.0003 
0.0025 

Scll 
579 
435 
275 
235 
220 
188 

322.0 

321.2 

67.5 

255.3 

Buy-Scll 
0.1 175 
0.0970 
0.1304 
0.1425 
0.2023 
0.1782 
0.1446 

2:; 
0.007 

-0.0143b 
<o,OOl 
0.1490 
0.270 

Buy 
0.0983 
0.1516 
0.1095 
0.1660 
0.1263 
0,1641 
0.1360 

zg: 
0.1748 
4.00 I 
0.0777 
0.008 

1 statistic 
Stll 

-0.0192 
0.0546 
-0.0209 
0.0235 
-0.0760 
-0,0141 
4.0087 

00fo"S 
0.999 
0.1670 
0.826 

-0.0713 
0.920 

Buy 
3.0951 
3,1730 *@* 
3.4072 '** 
2.9604 *** 
4.0469 * O *  

1 LL* 

Scll 
-0.8798 
0.3060 

-0,4516 
-0.0564 
-0.8670 
4 3214 

Buy-Scll 
2.2890 
1.1990 
2.0805 ** 
1.3544 

1,7155 
2.9017 @** 



Table 5 
Test results for the technical trading rules applied to the Nikkei index futures (1990.12-1996.12)' 

Panel A: Rcsulis for VMA i - - .  . 

Tnding ml0 Nobs. Std. dcv. (Yo) 1 Mean rti 
Buy I Sell BUY 1 Scll 1 Buy 1 Sc 

Rctums with a M a y  lae ( 1.50.0) 627 1 737 1.2949 1 1.53% 1 0.00o5 1 4.0 

lm (%) 1 t siaiistic , Adj. Ra 
1 Buy-Sell Buy SeIl Buy-Scll 
151 0.0516 0.6728 0.6728 0.6728 4.0004 
!71 0.0181 0.2554 -0.1320 0.2014 4.0007 
147 0.0300 0.3962 -0.3962 0.3962 -0.000a 

- - - - - -  

~ ~ ~ ~ : ( n - v a f u e ~  0.996 0.9 
R e m  with a 1-diiy la8 Avcngc 575.0 725.4 1.1645 1.6335 0.0093 -0.0 

~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ v a l u c )  0.798 0.9 

Rciurns with a M y  Iag 

(1, 150,O) 
(1, 150,0.01) 
(5, I50,O) 
(5, 150,0.01) 
(1,2001 0) 
(1,200,0.01) 
(2,2Oo,O) 

Average L 
r',,:(~yalucl 

Rciurns wih a lday lag Avcngc 599.0 
rl,,:(p-value) 





are briefly explained below. 

(a) Japan 

Table 4 reports d t s  for the Datastmm Japan index. Ali three groups of the trading ruies, 

the VMA, FMA and TRB des ,  seem to be able to predict fiiture r e m  on the Datastream 

Japan index. For the VMA and FMA rules, the averages across individual rules of the buy 

returns, sell rehuns and buy-sel1 spreads are significantly different nom the unconditional 

values at the 1 percent level. When trades are executed with a May lag, the averages across 

individual rules slightly decline, but are still signincantly di fferent from their unconditional 

values at the 1 percent level. Thus, the nonsynchronous trading is uniikely to explain away 

the forecast power of the VMA and FMA for the Datastream Japan index. However, the 

results are not robust across subperiods; the forecast power of the VMA and FMA only relies 

on the second subperiod For the TRB des,  the averages across individual d e s  of the buy 

rehÿns and buy-sell spreads are significantly dinerent fiom zero at the I percent level, except 

for the buy-sel1 spreads of the second subpenod. However, the results on the sel1 r e m s  

indicate that seli signals Wtually have no forecast power. These results are in contrast of the 

evidence of Bessembinder and Chan (1 993, which indicates much weaker forecast power 

of the trading ruies for Japan. The difference may be attributable to the difference in the 

sample period between two studies; while their sample cover the period 1975 - 1989, this 

thesis uses the sample nom more recent period, 1980- 1996. 

Table 5 reports the results for the Nikkei index futures traded in the U.S. There are severai 

motivations for examining the Nikkei index fiitures. First, fiitures contracts are not subject 

to problems related to the nonsynchronous trading of component securities in the index. 

Second, the effects of transaction costs are minimal for fbtures contracl. Third, the use of 

the US. traded instruments as  a proxy for the Japanese market can avoid problems related 

to nonsynchronous trading hours across couneies when the S&P 500 index, another U.S. 

traded instruments, is used as a proxy for the foreign market. The sample period is December 

1990 - December 1996, which approximately corresponds to the second subperiod for the 



Datastream Japan index. 

InteRstingly, neither individuai d e s  nor averages across individual rules exhibit statistically 

significant forecast power for the Nikkei index &tues. This result appears to indicate that 

the retum on the Nikkei index futures follows different process fiom that of the Datastream 

Japan index. Many studies examine the deviation of the value of the stock index fûtures 

contract fiom the value of the underlying stock index (Stoll and Whaley 1986, 1990b; 

MacKinlay and Ramaswamy 198 8; Lim 1990; Miller, Muthuswamy, and Whaley 1994) and 

the impact of the resulting arbitrage behaviour on the index returns (Stoll and Whaley 1987, 

1 99Oa, 1 99 1 ; Merrick 1 989; Bremer, Subrahmanyam, and Uno 1 9 89, 1 990; Karolyi 1 996). 

Among hem, Miiier, Muthuswamy, and Whaley (1994) show that infiequent trading of 

cornponent stocks in the index and random bid-ask bouncing of htures contract prices cm 

cause the measured retums on the stock index and fiitures contract to appear to follow 

dif5erent process without resortuig to the distorthg pnce impact of stock index arbitragers. 

in the context of this thesis, the result that the trading des exhibit signifiant forecast power 

for the Datastream Japan index but not for the Nikkei index fiitures may be attributable to 

the measurement errors that Miller, Muthuswamy, and Whaley (1 994) emphasize. In fact, 

summary statistics in Table 1 indicate the significant positive autocorrelation for the 

Datastmm Japan index and signincant negative autocorrelation for the Nikkei index fûiures; 

the former is consistent with the positive autocorrelation induced by W q u e n t  trading (Stoll 

and Whaley 1990b), and the latter is consistent with the negative autocorrelation induced by 

bid-ask bounce of the Nikkei index fiitures prices (Roll 1984). 

Although the measurement errors rnay produce the difference in results between the 

Datastream Japan index and Nikkei index fiihires as  a statistical illusion , hfkquent trading 

itself can not completely explain the significant forecast power of the trading d e s  for the 

Datastream Japan index; a simple adjustment using trades with a May lag has still led to 

staîistically signifiant forecast power for the Datastream Japan index. However, the time- 

varying expected returns c m  be consistent with the trading d e s '  forecast power. Whether 



the observed profits are consistent witb the rime-varying expected rehims implied by an asset 

pricing mode1 is investigated later by using the bootstrap methodologies. 

(b) U.S. 

Table 6 reports the d t s  for the Datastream U.S. index. Although BLL b d  that the same 

trading d e s  have signincant forecast power for the Dow Jones index, the resdts for the 

Datasiram U.S. index indicate that neither individuai d e s  nor averages across individual 

d e s  exhibit statistically signincant forecast power in a correct direction. Ln particuiar, as 

Panel C indicates, sel1 signals fiom the TRB d e s  predict future rehims in an opposite 

direction; the mean sel1 retums based on the TRI3 d e s  are significantly higher than the 

unconditional mean r e m .  

Since the results may be attributable to the use of a different index, the trading d e s  are 

applied to the Dow Jones index during the period Januacy 1980 - December 1996. Table 7 

indicates that overall resuits are insensitive to selection of indices. For the overall period, the 

trading d e s  do not exhibit any significant forecast power in a comct direction. Although 

significant fore- power appears for the first subperiod for the VMA and FMA des, it 

does not continue till the second subpenod. What is problematic is that the TRB rules tend 

to predict lower rehuns when buy signals are emitted and higher retums when sel1 signais 

are emitted; this is exactly opposite to what the trading d e s  are assumed to predict. Thus, 

investors wodd fail to forecast rehims systematically, using the very wne trading mies that 

were successfid in the pst .  Froot and Perold (1995) provide evidence that the positive first 

autocorrelation of the daily U.S. stock index retums such the Dow Jones and S&P 500 

indices has considerably declined in the 1980's. Their empiricai results support the 

hypothesis that such decline of the positive autocorrelation is consistent with recent 

technological and institutional improvements in the processing of rnarket-wide information. 

Insigdicant forecast power of the teclmical trading des  for the U.S. indices observed over 

the recent period in this thesis may be due to improved dissemination of market-wide 

information as the results of Froot and Perold (1995) indicate. Bessembinder and Chan 
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Table 7 
Test results for the technical trading rules applied to Dow Jones index (1980.1-1996.12)' 

tctums wiih a O-day lag 

Lctums with a lday lag 

hbpcriod 80.1-87.9 

iubpcriod 87.1 1-96.12 

( 1 8  50, 0) 
(1,50,0.01) 
( ' 8  150, 0) 
(1, 150,O.OI) 
(58 1508 0) 
(5, 1SO,0.01) 
(1, 200.0) 
(1,200,0.01) 
(2,20010) 
O 
Avtngc 

1 .  I C I  
Xv&"BP 
~ v a l u c )  
Avcngc 
U a v a l u e I  
Avcngc 
~',,:(p.valuc) 

Panel A: Rcsults for VMA nila 
Nobs. Std. dev. (%) M m  rcnini (%) t stntis~ic Adj. R' 

Buy Stll Buy Scll Buy Scll Buy-Scll Buy Sell Buv-Sell 
2832 1403 0.8345 1.2598 0.0399 0.0552 -0.0153 -0.4122 0.4122 -0.4 122 
2300 

-0.0002 
942 0.8602 1.4290 0.0417 0.0457 -0.0040 -0.2272 0.0205 -0.1272 -0.0002 

3175 1060 0.8331 1.3720 0.0539 0.0180 0.0359 0.8049 -0.8049 0.8049 
2986 

0.0000 
874 0.8351 1.4672 0.0526 0.0168 0.0358 0.6493 -0.6870 0.6839 0.0000 

3189 1046 0.8332 1.3778 0.0481 0.0353 0,0128 0.2833 -0.2833 0.2833 -0.0002 
3005 864 0.8334 1.4684 0.0418 0.0223 0.0195 -0.2658 -0.5480 0.1477 -0.0002 
3279 956 0.8273 1.4297 0.0553 0.0096 0.0456 0.9426 -0.9426 0.9426 0.000 1 
3 126 827 0.8285 1.5076 0.0525 -0.0019 0.0544 0.6655 - 1.0724 0.8852 0.000 1 
3284 951 0.8288 1.4294 0.0513 0.0232 0.0281 0.5787 -0.5787 0.5787 -0.000 1 

4 5 0.0491 #% 0.0260 74 0.7671 
0,8302 
0.8344 

1.4994 
1.4240 

0.0537 -0.8862 0.8427 1 

0.960 0.902 0.942 
3029.4 974.5 0.8491 1.3345 0.0435 0.0428 0.0007 

0.973 0.977 0.975 
1283.1 461.3 0.9276 0.8904 0.0695 0.0007 0.0688 

0.041 0.003 0.013 
1673.4 372.5 0.7249 0.9427 0.0434 0.0843 -0.0409 

0.785 0.82 1 0.80 1 
Panel B: Rcsul 

1.0538 
1.0146 



Table 7 (continued) 
- 

I P~UICI C: ~esults for TRB m~cs I 

' For chc variable-lcngth moving avtragc (VMA) and fd- lcngth moving average (FMA) niles, individual niles are idcniificd as (shori, Ion& band) whttc short and long arc the short and long moving 
average rcspcctivcly, and bend is the percent difierence ihst is nocded to gcncratc a signal. For the trading range break (TRB) rules, individual nila uc identifiai as (window, band) whcrc window is the 
kngth of  pnor pcriod in m r d i n g  rcctnt minimum and maximum pria. For ihc FMA and TRB niles, the fucd lOasy holding pcriob au s i p a l s  am assumcd. Rsturns uc for oadcs cxccuisd with a O= 
&y or Iday Iag. T statisiics for iht diffcrencc o f  thc buy, scll, and buy-scll mcans fiom ihc unconditional means nrt baed on the hctemskcdarticiiy-~~ll~isunt sunâard mors h m  the Cumby-Modcsi 
timing ability rcgrcssion tests, and îhc signifimcc for thc t swistics is dcnotcd by *, +* and @++ at ihc 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent Icvcb, rcspcctivcty. Adj. Ra is for h o  rcgression o f  the quity 
index rcturns on boh buy md scU signals. Thc rows labtlcd Avcragc report avcmgcs across al1 individual nilcs. Thc rows labcltd xZ,,:(pvaluc) rcport p-valucs for Wald test sratistics tcsting thc hypothesis 
that the condilional mtan rtturns arc cqwl to the uncondilional mean rctums across a11 individual niles. 

- 

Rctums wilb a M a y  

Tnding nile 

(50,O) 
(50.0.01) 
(150, 0) 
(150,O.Ol) 
(200, 0) 

80 
210.0 

Nobs. 

450 

Bw 
1502 
580 
1272 
460 
1232 

A,vcnge 
Y 

i. 

SCII 

490 
220 
200 
90 
180 

-0.2527 
-0.1762 
0.004 

Mean rchun (%) 

O 8653 - - -  
0.8532 

0.7969 

- - - - - - .  
916.0 

-0.0911 
O 075 

-0.0576 
0.003 

-0.061 1 
0.065 

A& Ra 

0.0009 
0.0001 
0.0026 
4.0002 
0.0017 

BUY-SCN 
-0.0800 
0.1024 
-0.2866 
-0.2419 
0.2986 

BUY 
0,8561 
0.8687 
0.8285 
0.8751 
0.8257 

2.0452 
1.8331 

t statistic 

I 

Rttums with a lday Iag 

Subpcriod 80.1-87.9 

subpcriod 87.11-96.12 

1.8232 

0.9594 

0.9057 

BUY 
-2.6720 ++* 

0.7502 
-2.2317 ' 
0.8142 
-1.8713 ' 

-0.3254 

se11 
1.6287 
2.2552 
1.5350 
1.9468 
1.5877 

0.0762 
0.0365 
0.008 

Aymgc Y I'(b.value\ 
A V ~ B C  

Aymgt  
r n:(pvatucl 

-4 - 

0.2128 
O 026 

0.0302 
O. 147 
0,0349 
0 013 
0.0389 
0.065 

SCII 
0.4257 
-0.5307 
2.2971 '+ 

1.3672 
2.2674 +' 

0.1214 
0.239 

0.0925 
0.219 
0.0999 
0.069 - 

BUY 
-0.0068 
0.0707 
-0.0023 
0.0769 
0.0046 

BUV-se11 
-1.7520 
0.77 l 8 
-2.8760 ' 
-0.3701 
-2.6061 

915.5 

413.3 

1727.4 

SCII 

0.0732 
-0.0317 
0.2842 
0.3 188 
0.3032 

210.0 

125.0 

405.0 

0.8578 

0.9970 

0.7315 



(1996) provide evidence that the trading d e s  which BLL examine do not work well for the 

Dow Jones index during the recent period 1976 - 1991. This thesis supplements their resdts 

by using the additional data in the 199û's and an alternative index for the U.S. equity market, 

(c) Canada 

Table 8 reports the resdts for the Datastream Canada index. All three groups of the VMA, 

FMA and TRB d e s  have signtncant forecast power for the Canada index; for trades with 

a O-day lag for the overd m o d ,  the averages across individuai d e s  of the buy retums, seil 

retunis and buy-seii spreacis are significantly different fkom the unconditional values at the 

5 percent level. When trades are assumed to be executed with a lday lag, the forecast power 

of the FMA mies become insignincant as Panel B indicates. For the VMA and TRB rules, 

however, the averages across individual d e s  of the buy-sel1 spreads remain sigrifkant at 

the 5 percent level. Thus, at Least the results for the VMA and TRB are unlikely to be 

explained away by the nonsynchronous trading. The r e d t s  fiom subperiods CO& the 

robustness of the results for the VMA and TRB d e s ;  the averages across individual d e s  

of the buy-sel1 spreads still remain signiscant at the 5 percent level across two subperiods 

for the VMA and TRB des.  In contras& for the FMA d e s ,  the d e s '  for- power for the 

overall p&od only relies on that of the first subperiod The VMA d e s '  signincant forecast 

power for the Canadian market is consistent with evidence provided by Ito (1996)' who h d s  

large ciifferences between the mean buy and sel1 retums when the moving average d e s  are 

applied to the Toronto Stock Exchange 300 index. 

The results for Canada are in a sharp contrast to those of the U.S. Fama (1991) emphasizes 

that if the predictability of returns arises due to time-varying expected retrinis, there exist 

common variations in the expected returns across assets and markets. Based on this intuition, 

Bessembinder and Chan (1995) argue that if the time-varying expected retums are 

responsible for the forecast power of the trading rules, the d e s  which c m  predict future 

retunis for one market should bave forecast power for another market to the extent to which 





Table 8 (continued) 

1 Pancl C: Results for TRB mles 1 

' For ihc variable-lcagth moving average (VMA) and fucd-lcngth moving avcmge (FMA) mks, individual mlcs arc idcatificd ns (short, long, band) whete short and long an ihe shon and long moving 
avcragcs respecuvcly, and band is thc percent diffcrcncc thai is nœdcd to gcncmtc a signal. For tbc trading range break (TRB) rulcs, individuai mla orc idcntified as (window, band) whcrc window is thc 
Icngih of prior pcriod in m r d i n g  ment minimum and maximum pricc. For the FMA and TRB mlcs, the fixcd 1-y holding pcriods afî« signais are assumcd. Rctums arc for tndcs cxccutcd with a O- 
&y or lday lag. T statistics for thc diffwcncc of U I ~  buy, scll, and buy-scll mcans fiom the unconditionai rnans arc bascd on the hcteroskedasticityconsis~nt standsrd e m n  from the Cumby-Moâcst 
timing ability rcgrcssion tesis, and iht significanct for the t statistics is dcnotcd by *, ** and * *O  et the 10 pcrccnt, 5 percent and 1 percent levcls, rcspcclively. Adj. Rais foi thc regrcssion of the quity 
index rctums on both buy and sel1 signals. Thc rows labelcd Avemgc report avcragcs across al1 individual rulcs. nie rows labelcd ~',,:(pvaJuc) report pvaluw for Wald i t s t  siatisucs tcsiing the hypothcsis 
that the conditional mean r e m  arc quai io the unconditionai mcan tctwns across ail individual rules. 

R e t m  with a May lag 

ïraüing nilc 

(50, O) 
(50,O.Ol) 
(150, 0) 
(150,O.Ol) 
(2W 0) 

Avenge 

Rciunis wirh a 1-day lag 

Subpuiod 80.1-87.9 Avengo 

Subpuiod 87.1 1-96.12 A v u i p  
y?:(pvalue) 

N O ~ S .  
Buy 
1250 
340 
980 
260 
940 
250 

670.0 

670.0 

335.0 

325.0 

Sell 
540 
240 
2 10 
110 
180 
LM 

U0.0 

230.0 

117.8 

95.0 

std. dcv. (YO) 

Buy 
0,7154 
0.9503 
0.7345 
1.0165 
0.7373 
0.9960 
0.8583 

0.8510 

1.0246 

0.5082 

Sell 
1.1293 
1.4618 
1,6095 
1.7806 
1.4185 
1.7253 
1.5208 

1.3983 

1.0480 

0.6663 

MUUI rcNm (YO) A&. Ra 

0.0041 
0.0041 
0.0044 
0,OOOI 
0.0032 

Buy-Scll 
0.1612 
0.2609 
0.2839 
0.1471 
0.2267 
0.0619 
0.1903 

4.001 
0.1126 
0.017 
0.1611 
0.00 1 
0.1427 
4.001 

Buy 
0.0928 
0.1575 
0.0948 
0.1249 
0.0967 
0.0940 
0.1101 

4.001 
0.0676 
O, 109 
0.1345 
0,003 
0.0675 
0.009 

0.9413 

t statistic 
Sel1 
-0.0684 
-0.1033 
-0,1892 
-0.0221 
-0.1299 
0,Om 

-0.0802 
0,014 

4.0951 
O. 147 

-0.0267 
0.095 

-0.0752 
0.012 

-0.0322 

Buy 
3.2476 * 
2.4797 " 

2.8023 ' 
1.4597 
2.8135 ' 

Scll 
-2.4417 0 
-1.5752 
-2.1428 " 

-0.3610 
-1.6494 

Buy-Scll 
3.3718 
2.5936 
3.0589 "' 
1,1755 
2.8806 ' 











Table 11 
Test results for the technical trading niles applied to Datastream Taiwanese eqquity market index (1988.1-1996.12)' 

s for - 
h - 
k 
136 
i29 
i39 
i70 
'09 
i 74 
'1 1 
i87 
,90 
76 
09 
180 
L 

1s. 

Stll 
1079 
973 
1035 
993 
1034 
996 
IO3 1 
993 
102.0 
996 
1015.4 

1015.4 

t siritisiic 
Buy 1 Stll 

2.1852 '* I -2.1852 ** 

Panel B: Rwults for 
Retums with a Oday i a ~  

Rthims with a lday 

TE-  ' 

IO50 
1094 
1090 
1094 
1040 
1113 
1070 
1193 
1 1074.5 

1073.5 



Table I l  (continued) 

I ranci C: ~ c s u ~ î s  for TRB niles 1 

' For the vrrinbk-length moving average (VMA) and fucd-length rnoving average (FMA) ~ l c s ,  individwl nilcs are idcniificd as (shon, long band) where short and long arc the shon and long moving 
avmgcs rcspcctively, and band i s  the percent diffetcncc ha1 is nœdd to gentrate a signal. For Lha ûading rangc brtak (TRB) ~ l c s ,  individual nilcs are idcntificâ as (window, band) whcrt window is the 
kngth of prior penod in rtcording m n t  minimum and mwimurn price. For the FMA and TKB ruks, the ficû 1Oday holding periods afùr signals art sssumcd. R c t m  art for traâcs cxccutcd with a 0- 
&y or [&y hg. T siitistics for rbe d i f f i  of the buy, scll, lrnd buy-sel1 means from the unconditional menns am bascd on the hetcroskcdasticity-consis(ent standard mon  bom the Cumby-Modcst 
timing ability rcgrtssion tcsis, and the significancc for Lhe t siitistics is denotcd by *, O* and *** nt the 10 percent, 5 pcrccni and 1 pcrccnt levcls, rcspcctivcly. Adj. Ra is for h a  regrcssion of the quiiy 
index rcnuns on both buy and seIl signals. The rows labcld Average report nvcragcs across d l  individual i les. The rows laklcd ~',,:(pvaluc) rcpori pvaluts for Wald m i  sutistics tcsiing the hypoihcsis 
that ihc conditional mean rcrunis arc cqual to the unconditional mcan rcturns across al1 individual rules. 

I~sturns witb a O-driy lag 

Trading nilc 

(50, 0) 
(50,O.Ol) 
(1 WO) 
(150,O.Ol) 
(200,O) 

Avcra6c 
+&y&) 

kcm wilh a lday yly A,vcngt 
Y .:(pwlue) 

Nobs. 
Buy 
490 
340 
260 
190 
220 
170 

278.3 

278.3 

Scll 
440 
380 
220 
190 
200 

. 170 
266.7 

266.7 

Sid. dtv. (%) 1 Mcan rcturn (%) Adj. Ra 

0.0015 
0.0025 
0.001 1 
0.0025 
0.0004 

Buy-Sell 
0.2913 
0.4307 
0.3783 
0.5698 
0.3149 
0.4357 
0.4034 
0.006 
0.3445 
O 032 

Buy 
2.1764 
2.3929 
2.3421 
2.3031 
2.2114 

2 
2.27ï5 

2.2990 

t sktistic 

0.001 1 

Buy 
2.0200 ** 
3.0655 * *  
0.7644 
2.1873 " 
0.0332 
S.SSQS 

Scll 
-0.1101 
4.0655 
-0.2690 
-0.2170 
-0.3040 
0.2849 
-0.2084 

O. 158 
4.1836 
0.278 

Scll 
-1.0698 
-0.5712 - 1.5429 
-1.0968 - 1.601 3 
1.2941 

Stll 
2.6770 
2.8248 
2.8678 
3.0157 
2.9528 
3.1355 
2.9123 

2.9447 
. 

Buy-Scll 
1,8448 
2.1239 O* 

1.5338 
2,0146 
1.1856 
1.478 1 

Buy 
0.1811 
0.3652 
0.1093 
0.3528 
0.0109 
0,1508 
0.1950 
0,003 
0.1610 
0.027 



both markets are integrated Thus, the resdts for the Canada index can be interpreted as 

indirect evidence for the segmentation of the Canadian market fkom the U.S. market. 

Altematively, market inefficiencies could have caused the forecast power of the trading d e s  

for the Canada index. Later, this thesis wiil address whether the equilibrium asset pricing 

models under various market structures can explain the obsemed forecast power of the 

techaical niles by using the bootstrap methodologies. 

(d) lndonesia 

Table 9 reports results for the Datastream Indonesia index. AU three groups of the trading 

d e s  seem to have substantial forecast power for the Indonesia index. For al1 three groups 

of trading d e s  and trades with a O-day lag, the averages across individual d e s  of the buy 

rehuns, seil retums and buy-seli spreads are significantly different fkom the unconditional 

values at the I percent level. When trades are executed with a 1-&y lag to adjust for 

nonsynchronous trading, the averages across individual d e s  of the buy retums, sel1 retums 

and buy-sel1 spreads remain significantly different from the unconditional values at the 1 

percent level. 

(e) Mexico 

Table 10 reports the results for the Datastream Mexico index. The VMA d e s  seem to have 

forecast power for the Mexico index. For trades with a Oday lag, the averages across 

individual d e s  in the VMA d e s  are significantly different from the unconditional values 

at the 1 percent level. However, when ûades are executed with a 1-&y lag, the average 

across individual d e s  of the buy-sell spreads is signincantly different fiom zero only at the 

10 percent level. The result that the VMA des' forecast power becomes weaker indicates 

the possibility that the VMA d e s  simply capture the spurious autocorrelations due to 

nonsynchronous trading. The FMA d e s  do not have significant forecast power for the 

Mexico index as Panel B indicates. The TRB d e s  exhibit significant forecast power for the 

Mexico index. When M e s  are executed with a 1 day lag, the average acrou inchidual d e s  

of the buy-sel1 spreads remaius significantly di fferent fiom zero at the 1 percent level. 



(f) Taiwan 

Table 1 1 reports the results for the Datastream Taiwan index. Both VMA and TRI3 d e s  

have significant forecast power for the Taiwan index; the averages across individual d e s  

of the buy-sel1 spreads are significantiy different fiom zero at the 5 percent level. When 

trades are executed with a 1-day lag, the averages across individual d e s  of the buy-sel1 

spreads remain significantly different fiom zero at the 5 percent level. The forecast power 

of the FMA d e s  seem to be weaker than the VMA and TRB d e s ;  The average across 

individual d e s  of the buy-seil spreads is significantly Merent fkom zero only at the 10 

percent level for the FMA d e s .  Surprisingly, however, the average across individual d e s  

of the buy-sell spreads becornes significantly different h m  zero at the 5 percent level, when 

trades are executed with a 1-day lag. The overail results are consistent with Bessembinder 

and Chan (1995), who find the trading d e s '  signincant forecast power for Taiwan. 

In summary, the techical trading d e s  which BLL examine have considerable forecast 

power for fbture retums for the Datastream Japan, Canada, indonesia, Mexico and Taiwan 

indices. However, the trading d e s  do not exhibit any significant forecast power for the 

Nikkei index fiinires traded in the U.S., the Datastream U.S. index or the Dow Jones index. 

In particular, the results for the Dow Jones index are in contrast of those of BLL who find 

a large spread between buy and sel1 returns for the Dow Jones index, using the data up to 

1986. The cross-sectional pattern of the results seems to indicate that the technical trading 

d e s  have stronger forecast power for the emerging markets than for the developed markets. 

For the buy-seii spread, the average values across al1 trading d e s  and three emerging 

markets is 0.2302% per day or 77.8%on an annual basis; the averages across dl trading d e s  

and the Japan and Canada indices is 0.1030% per day or 29.4% on an annual basis. if the 

buy-sel1 spreads for the U.S. indices are included, the averages for the developed markets 

wiil be much lower. The resuits fiom trades with a 1-day lag after initial emissions of signals 

stiU indicate significant forecast power for the indices for which the trading d e s  c m  predict 

friture r e m s .  Thus, the spurious autocorrelations due to nonsynchronous trading are 

unlikely to explain the technical d e s '  observed forecast power completeiy. 



This thesis provides some information on the eEects of transaction costs on the trading nile 

returns by comparing retums on the "double-or-out' strategy with retum on the buy-and- 

hold strategy. The doubledr-out strategy is denned a s  follows: if a buy signal is emined, the 

strategy requires an investor to borrow additionai fund at an intetest rate in order to increase 

a long position in the equity index by 100 percent; if a sel1 signal is emitted, the strategy 

requires an investor to liquidate any equity position and invest in the interest bearing assets; 

on days classifïed as neutmi, the strategy simply holds a long position in the equity index. 

There are several motivations for the use of the doublesr-out strategy. First, this strategy 

does not require short sales, which are not feasible because of govemments' restrictions in 

some countries. Second, since Bessembinder and Chan (1995) use this strategy to evaluate 

economic significance of the trading rules, the use of the same strategy will facilitate 

cornparisons between the resdts in this thesis and thein. 

Table 12 reports the numbers of trades implied by the trading rules and the break-even 

(round-trip) transaction costs which equate the cumulative retms on the double-or-out 

strategy with those of the buy-and-hold strategy. The break-even transaction costs are 

expressed as a percentage relative to the amount invested. 

The mean break-even transaction costs for the emerging markets are much higher than those 

for the developed markets. For the VMA d e s ,  the mean break-even transaction cost for 

trades with a l-day lag for Indonesia is the lowest among the emerging markets, 2.8 1 percent, 

which is still higher than those of the developed markets. Similady, for the TRB rules, the 

lowest break-even cost among the emerging markets (1.99 percent for trades with a lday Iag 

for Taiwan) is still higher tban those of the developed markets. For the FMA d e s ,  although 

the break-even transaction costs for the Datastream Japan index are comparable to those of 

the emerging markets, those of Mexico and Taiwan are in an impressive range of more thau 

5 percent. 

The grand averages of the break-even transaction costs across the three trading rule groups 





summarize the detded resuits well. The averages of the three ernerging markets are very 

high, compared with those of the developed markets; they range from 3.27% to 4.64% for 

O-day lag trades and fiom 2.53% to 4.02% for 1-day lag trades. Among the developed 

markets, those of the Da- Japan index are the highest, 2.24% and 2.20% for O-day and 

1 &y lag tdes ,  respectively. For Canada, the grand averages of the break-even costs are of 

moderate size, 1.6% and 1.2% for O-day and l-day lag trades, respectively. For the 

Datastream U.S. index, they are lower than those of 5 other counhes (except for the Nikkei 

index futures), 1.06% and 0.79% for O-day and l&y lag trades, respectively. Those of the 

Dow Jones index are even lower than the Datastream U.S. index, 0.65% and 0.48%, 

respectively. Findy, the grand averages of the break-even costs for the Nikkei index fiitures 

are 0.73% and 0.90% for Oday and lday Iag trades, respectively. 

The mean break-even transaction costs for Taiwan calculated in this thesis are higher than 

those calculated in Bessembinder and Chan (1 995). They report 2.3 9,0.74 and 1.5 1 percents 

for the VMA, FMA and TRB d e s  (for O-day lag trades), respectively; in this thesis, the 

corresponding break-even transaction costs are 2.89,5.06, and 2.3 1 percents, respectively. 

Similady, the mean b d - e v e n  transaction costs for Japan calculateci in this thesis are higher 

than those calculated in Bessembinder and Chan (1995). They report 1.37. -0.02 and 0.41 

percents for the VMA, FMA and TRB d e s  (for O-day lag trades), respectively; in this thesis, 

the corresponding transaction costs are 2.22, 3.49, and 1.01 percents, respectively. The 

difference between the two studies may be attributable to the difference in the sample pend; 

this thesis uses a more recent sample. 

if these break-even transaction costs are compared with reasonable estimates of achial 

transaction costs on a country-by-country basis, usefbl information on the post-transaction 

cost profitability of the trading d e s  can be obtained. Hill (1993) reports the round-trip 

transaction costs of 1.20%, 0.1 1%, and 0.69% for Japan, the Nikkei index futures, and the 

U.S., which are estimated by Goldman Sachs. These transaction costs consist of 

commissions, market impact costs, and taxes and are estimated for large-scale institutional 



investors who invest 25 million U.S. dollars in indexed portfolios. The Nikkei index and 

S&P 500 index are used as the local indices to calculate transaction costs for trading a basket 

of stocks in each index. Elkios/McSherry Co., Inc. (199'7) provides the estimates of 

transaction costs for various countries. They report 0.94%, 2.21%, 1.59%, and 2.05% for 

Japan, Indonesia, Mexico, and Taiwan, respectively (as of June 30,1995).' These transaction 

costs consist of commissions, fees, and market impact costs and are estimated based on the 

transaction records of their customers including over 40 large U.S. pension h d s ,  investment 

managers, banks, and bmkers. 

The estimates of transaction costs are listed in the 1s t  two rows of Table 12.9 For Japan, the 

ciifference in transaction costs between HU (1993) and Ellcins/McSherry (1997) reflects the 

fact that the former includes taxes but the latter does not Hamao and Hasbrouck (1995) 

describes institutional details on the Tokyo Stock Exchange and examines the behavior of 

intraday trades and quotes for individuai stocks. They report the average bid-ask spreads of 

0.66% and 0.83% for two stocks with high transaction volume, which are comparable to the 

estimated transaction costs in Hill (1993) and EikidMcSherry (1997). However, the stocks 

of the nmi ranked as the 4 13rd out of the 1200 fimis listed in the Tokyo Stock Exchange (1 st 

section) in terms of volume had the average bid-ask spread of 1.00%, which seems to be 

high, compared with the estimates of transaction costs in Hill (1993) and ElkindMcSherry 

(1 997). When constnicting Datastream indices, selection of individual stocks is based on the 

capitalkation size (at least 75% of the total market value), and liquidity of individual stocks 

is not explicitly taken into account. This may indicate the possibility that the Datastream 

indices include relatively many stocks with low liquidity and consequently, trading a basket 

of stocks in the DataStream indices may be more expensive due to large bid-ask spreads of 

illiquid stocks than the estimated transaction costs in Hill (1993) and Eikins/McSherry 

(1 997) would imply. 

ElkhMcSherry reports one-way transaction costs on a country-by-country 
basis. This thesis doubles them to obtain round-trip transaction costs. 

9 No estimates of transaction costs for Canada were available to this thesis. 



For the DataStream Japan index, the bretkeven transaction costs for both O&y and l&y 

lag trades (2.24% and 2.20%, respectively) are considerably higher tban both estimates. 

Thus, the double-or-out strategy using the technical trading niles appears to be profitable 

relative to the buy-and-hold strategy at least for large-scale investon. For the Datastream 

U. S. index, the break-even transaction cost for O-day lag trades, 1.06%, is higher than the 

estimate of 0.69% in Hill (1 993). However, when d e s  are executed with a 1 &y 1% the 

break-even cost of 0.79% is close to the estimate. Considering the possible bias due to more 

small stocks in the Datastream U.S. index, the double-orsut strategy based on the trading 

d e s  may not be profitable relative to the buy and hold der the nonsynchronous trading and 

transaction costs are taken into account. The results for the Dow Jones index m e r  confïrm 

this conjecture. Since the Dow Jones index consists of highly liquid stocks, the estimate 

reported in Hill (1993) is directiy applicable to the index. The break-even costs for both O- 

day and 1-day hg trades (0.65% and 0.48%) are lower than the estimate of 0.69%. Thus, for 

the Dow Jones index, the doublesr-out strategy using the technical d e s  is not profitable 

relative to the buy and hold d e r  transaction costs. For the Nikkei index fritures, the break- 

even costs for both Oday and 1 &y lag trades (0.73% and 0.90%, respectively) are higher 

than the estimate of 0.1 1%. This is somewhat surprising because the standard test results 

have not detected any significant forecast power for the Nikkei index fuhires. This result may 

indicate that dthough the fore- power of the trading d e s  is not statistically significant 

for the Nikkei index fûtures, the d e s  can produce economically signincant profits relative 

to the buy and hold. Elkins/McSherry (1 997) report estimates of transaction costs for the 

three emerging markets. The break-even transaction costs are much higher than the estimates 

for al1 emerging markets. Thus, the double-or-out strategy seems to be profitable relative to 

the buy-and-hold strategy for these emerging markets; in particular, the Merence between 

the break-even cost and estimate for the Mexico index is the largest (more than 2.4% even 

for trades with a 1-day lag) among the three markets. 

As an additional experiment, this thesis calculates excess returns on the doublesr-out 

strategy over the buy-and-hold strategy at various levels of transaction costs. Table 13 



Table 13 
Annuaüzed excess returns (in percent) for the double-or-out strategy relative to the buy-and-hold strategy at different levels of 
transaction costs (in percent) ' 
Rule 

VMA 

F M  

TRU 

average 

Broups 

lday hi badcs 

M a y  la8 mdcs 

lday lag t d c s  

O-day Iag tradcs 

lday lag Rade3 

, TCULSICU~Q Jiw U.S. 

80.1 -96.12 80.1-96.12 
0.5 8.37 3.87 
1 .O 5.37 0.57 
1.5 2.45 -2.62 
0.5 7.57 0.4 1 

, 1.0 4.59 -2.78 

Dow joncs 
indcx 

80.1-96.12 
1.94 
-1.65 

lndoncsia 1 Mcxico Taiwan i'ransaciion Nikkei index 

'Thc doublci>rat strattgy is dcfmcd as follows: on buy signals, borrow at the risk-frte rate (proxicd by owncountry's intcrcsï rate) IO hold 200 %of long position in ihc cquity indcx; on scll signals, 
liquidatc any quity holdings and invesi 100 % of moncy in the risk-frcc assci; whcn no signals arc gcncralcd, simply invcst 100% in the quity indcx. Thc nican annudizcd cxccss rctums across dl  
individual rules for cach of the VMA, FMA, and TRB as wcll as the grand avcragcs acrass tbc 3 mlc groups arc rcportcd. Rctums arc for tradcs cxccutcd with a May or l d a y  h g .  Annualhtion is barcd 
on 250 days pcr ycar. 



presents annuaiized excess retums on the double-orsut stnitegy over the buy-and-hold 

strategy at the transaction costs of OS%, 1 .O% and 1.5% for the equity market indices and 

at the transaction costs of 0.1%, O-2%, and 0.3% for the Nikkei index fûtures. The average 

values across individual des  for each of the three trading d e  groups as well as the grand 

averages across the three d e  p u p s  are reported. Again, the excess rehuns for the emerging 

markets are considerably large, compared with those for the developed markets. The results 

for the grand averages indicate that even for l & y  lag trades and at the transaction cost of 

1.5%. the average annualized excess retums range fiom the lowest of 4.83% to the highest 

of 8.45% for the emerging markets. That is, the double-or-strategy wouid earn the annual 

excess profit of 4.83% over the buy and hold for the Indonesia index and 8.45% for the 

Taiwan-index. Among the developed markets, annualized excess rehims for the Datastream 

Jâpan index are positive and the Iargest at al1 transaction cost levels for the grand averages. 

For the Canada index, the grand averages of excess r e m  are positive at the transaction cost 

of 1 .O%, however, they are almost zero or negative at the transaction cost of 1.5%. For the 

two U.S. indices, annualized excess returns are negative for most transaction cost levels. 

FinaUy, the ~ s u l t s  for the Nikkei index fritures c o n h  economic signincance of the trading 

d e s ;  at the transaction cost of 0.2%, which almost doubles the estirnate (0.1 1%) reported 

in Hill (1 993), the double-or-out m e g y  leads to the a n n m  excess profits of 2.18% and 

3.47% for Oday and 1-day lag trades, respectively. 

This analysis suggests that if investoa could achieve transaction costs lower than the break- 

even transaction costs reporteci in Table 12, they would acquire excess profits over the buy- 

and-hold strategy, using the double-or-out stmtegy based on the technical trading d e s .  When 

comparing the rehrnis on the double-or-out strategy with the rehinis on the buy-and-hold 

strategy, it is implicitiy assumeci that both strategies incur the same risk. However, the degree 

of the risk caa be different between the buy-and-hold and double-or-out strategies, and the 

apparent excess profits, if any, may be a fair compensation for the higher risk that the double- 

or-out strategy would incur. Later, the relative riskiness of the technicd trading rules is 

controlled in evaluating the profitability of the trading d e s  by using the bootstrap 



methodo logies. 

7.3 Estimation of the conditionai asset pricïng models 

This thesis evaiuates the technid trading rules by using asset pncing models with the time- 

varying expected rehims. This thesis estimates three different types of asset pricing models 

corresponding to complete integration, mild segmentation and complete segmentation under 

a conditional mean-variance h e w o r k .  

Under complete integration, the world CAPM holds. Under mild segmentation, the asset 

pricing mcdel of Enunza and Losq (1985) holds, which is referred to as the mild 

segmentation APM (asset pricing model) in this chapter. Under complete segmentation, the 

purely domestic CAPM holds. Detailed specifications of the empirical models are already 

explained in Chapter 4. The results for each country are bnefly explained below. 

(a) J a w  

Table 14 reports the pararneter estimates of various models for the Japanese and foreign 

expected excess retums and the results h m  the likelihood ratio tests for a set of restrictions. 

The two systems of equations for the models are presented above Panel A. Details of 

notation are the sarne as ones given in Chapter 4. The world CAPM and rnild segmentation 

APM are nested in unrestricted mode1 1. Thus, the restriction implied by the world CAPM 

( P B  = Pdc = Pfi = &) and the restriction implied by the mild segmentation APM 

(Pf, = pfc) can be tested against unrestricted mode1 1 by using the likelihood ratio tests. 

Unrestricted model 2 is estimated to conduct the likelihood ratio test for the restriction 

implied by the domestic C APM ( P, = P/, = O ). The main ciiffierence between unrestricted 

rnodel 1 and 2 is that while the former contains market-value weights, the latter does not. 

Since retums on both the Japanese and foreign markets exhibit unusual behaviour on the 

days of the worldwide market crash in October 1987, dummy variables correspondhg to 



Table 14 
Parameter estimates for the conditional equilibrium models of the daily expected excess returns for the Japanese und foreign 
equity markets ' 

U n r c < i ~ o d  moPd 2 U ~ a i o d d I  

. - 
C, , cl, c,, Al , A~ , A~~ A~ Gl , a,, G,, G, 

Unrcstrictcd modcl 1 Estimak 0.0013 0.0004 0.0012 0.3578 0.0279 0.0254 0.1870 0.9279 -0.0068 -0.0100 0.9716 
Sînndard 1-stat 20.99*+ 2.52.' 13.27** 42.68** 2.79'. 3.43" 18.55.' 302. 190° -1 .80' 

12 94.' + 0 8 39*. 23 81b. 
-3.59" 319.51'' 

2 7551 2 5 7 ~  13 5511 149.29'. -m* -2 63'' 2 ~ 5 7 1  6. 

Pancl A: Pcriod during 1980.1-1996.12 
Conditional cxpcctcd cxctss rctums 
Modcl 
Unrcsrrictcd mode1 1 

World CAPM 

MiIJ scgmcntatlon APM 

Unrcsirictçd rnodcl2 

Domcsiic CAPM 

Conditional covariance dvnarnics 

Est i m t c  
Sianderd t-siat 
Robust i-siat 
Es timaic 
Standard i-siai 
Robusi t-stat 
Estimatc 
Standard t-siai 
Robusi t-stat 
Estirnaic 
Standard t-siai 
Robust t-siai 
Est h i c  
Standard t-srai 
Robust t-stat 

a4 
0.0003 
1.97'' 
2.20" 
0.0004 
3 .Me* 
3.08" 
0.0003 
2.11'' 
2.67" 
0.0002 

1 A0 
1.37 

0.0002 
1.55 

1.89. 

on, 

16.2628 
2.58" 
3.34" 
4.9528 

1.22 
1.30 

15.8583 
2.56" 
3.17'. 
5.6390 
2.61.' 
2.67" 
4.7991 
2.52'' 
3.23" 

IL 
-8.0060 
-0.64 
-0.84 

4.9528 
1.22 
1 30 

-1 1 .O409 
-0.88 
- 1  .O9 

-3.464 8 
-0.42 
-0.42 

a, 
0.0010 
2.65.' 
2.86'' 
0.0002 
0.94 
0.95 

0.0007 
2.36" 
2.37.. 
o.MW19 
2.61" 
2.61** 
0.0008 
2.37" 
2.24.. 

on 
-12.1256 

-1.55 - 1.67' 
4.9528 

1.22 
1 .30 

-5.6249 
-0.95 
-0.98 

-8.6588 
-1.57 
-1.65' 

4.7783 
-0.97 
-0.95 

flk 

18.7266 
1 .O2 
1.28 

4.9528 
1.22 
1.30 

-5.6249 
-0.95 
-0 98 

10.0289 
1.54 
1.48 

Log-likclihmd ' 
30101.555 

Ral a 8.09% 
Ra, = 6.03% 
30097.583 

Ral a 7.77% 
Ra. = 6.07% 
30100.722 

Ra, = 8.08% 
R', = 6.00% 
30102.274 

R', = 8.14% 
Ra, = 6.05% 
30100.845 

R', 8.09% 
Ra, = 6.01% 



Table 14 (continued) 

World CAPM 

Mild segmentation APM 

Domestic CAPM 

World CAPM 

Mild scgrncniation APM 

Domestic CAPM 

EstUnitc 
Srndnrd 1-stat 
Robust i-sîaî 
Est Unnit 
Strtodnrd 1-stat 
Robust t-siai 
J3tVnrtc 
Siandard i-stat 
Robust t-stat 
Estimatc 
Standard bsut 
Robust i-stai 
Esthic 
Standard 1-siat 

Estimait 
Suuidsrd 1-SUU 
Robust t-stat - 1.78. 
Esturwiic 
Standard t-siai 
Robust t-stat 1 -1.28 
Estimace 1 -0.0004 

Robust 1-stat 1 - 1.67. 
EstinKile 1 -0.0003 
Smdard t-siai -1.05 
Robusi t-stat -1 .O8 
Es timatc 
Stuidard i-siai 
Robust t-stat 

Pancl D: L l c l i h d  raiio t a  

2.88'. 1 1 0.89 1 -0.12 1 1 Ra, 1.62~4% 
Panel C: Pcriod during 1987.1 1-1996.12 
28.242 1 1 -16.3990 1 0.0013 1 -21.2989 1 1 15976.3% 29.93 1 1 

2.01** 4.71 1.47 -0.70 0.95 R'I = 0.0% 
5.9176 0.0006 0.1487 1 5906.6 18 
2.27" 1.25 0.02 Ra, = 0.51% 
1.81. 0.90 . 0.0 1 R1, 2 . 4 0 ~ 4 %  

5 for Ihe World CAPM. mild scmcntation APM and domestic CAPM rcsirictions 

' Maximum likclitiood cst ir~tcs for rhc various condiiional modcls are obtaincd, using ihc diily Japancsc and forcign quity markci exccss rcturns, r, and r,,. All cxccss rciurns are dcnominaicd by ycn and 
an compuied nct of  the lepancsc cliH nite. Thc markcf valuc-wcighis for lapancsc and fonign cquity markcls on day 1 arc dcnoicd by w, ad un, rcspcciivcly. b i s  a vcctor of paramcttrs and d is a vccior of 
the dumrny variables which correspond IO the deys of markci crash, Octobcr 16 19,20 and 21 in 1987. Ral and Ra, denotc the miio of the cxplaincd IO iota1 variation Ui thc cxccss rclwns associaicd w i h  
the Japancst and forcign qui@ markcts. Robusi i sulistics arc compukd wiih quasi-maximum-likclihood mclhods. Significancc for i staiistics is dcnotcd by . and .* ai thc 10 pcrccnt and 5 percent levcis. \o 

00 

7 - 
Rtstrict ions 

World CAPM 
Mild Segmcnfaiion APM 

APM 

1980.1-19%. 12 
X' 

7.943 
1.664 
2.856 

1980.1- 1987.9 1987.11-1996.12 
d f 
3 
1 
2 

P-value 
0.013 
0.010 
0,014 

x1 
8.948 
2.194 
2.282 

X' 
10.825 
6.672 
5.996 

P-value 
0.047 
0.197 
0.240 

d P 
3 
1 
2 

d f 
3 
1 
2 

P-valut 
0.030 
O. 139 
O 320 
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October i 6, 19, 20 and 2 1 in 1987 are included in both conditional-expected-rem 

equations, following the CKS (1 992) study. 

Panel A reports the results for the overall period January 1980 - December 1996. The 

parameter estimates for the conditional covariance dynamics are reported only for 

unrestricted mode1 1 to save the space. Panel B and C report the parameter estirnates of the 

conditional-expected-retum equations for two subperiods. January 1 980 - September 1 987, 

and November 1987 - December 1996. Since October 1987, the month of the market crash, 

is excluded fiom estimations for subperiods, dummy variables for the days of the market 

crash are not included in the models. In Panel B and C, parameter estimates for the 

conditional covariance dynamics are not reported to save the space. Finally, Panei D reports 

the results fiom the likelihood ratio tests for the restrictions implied by the world CAPM, 

rnild segmentation APM and domestic CAPM. 

The Datastream Japan index is used to compute retums on the Japanese equity market. 

Returns on the foreign market are computed by using data on the Datastream world index 

and the market-value weights for the Japan index. Ail excess retrirns are denominated by yen 

and are computed net of the Japanese interbank cal1 rate. 

Panel A shows the results for the overall period. The conditionai variance of the Japanese 

market returns has a significant positive effect on Japanese conditional expected returns 

across ail models that do not impose any restrictions on a coefficient for the conditional 

variance. in con- the conditional covariance of the Japanese market with the foreign 

market has no effect Panel B and C indicate that similar results hold across subpenods. 

These results are consistent with those of CKS; they find a significant positive effect of the 

variance of the Japanese returns on the Japanese expected retunis in a bivariate setting of the 

U.S. versus Japanese markets. The significant variance eEect and insignificant covariance 

effect seem to be favourable to the mild segmentation APM and domestic CAPM and against 

the world CAPM. Panel D shows the results from the likelihood ratio tests. The world 



CAPM is rejected at the 5 percent level for the overall period a d  both subperiods. While 

both the d d  segmentation APM and domestic CAPM are rejected at the 5 percent level for 

the first subperiod, neither of the two models is rejected for the overail period and second 

subperiod This analysis seems to suggest that Japan is not completely integrated over the 

sample period in this thesis. This result is consistent with that of Harvey (1 99 1); the joint 

hypothesis of the integration and world CAPM is rejected for Japan in his study. 

Table 15 reports the parameter estimates for the various models with the U.S.-traded Nikkei 

index futures as a proxy for the Japanese market and the S&P 500 as a proxy for the foreign 

market. Since the sample penod is December 1990 - December 1996, dummy variables for 

the days of the market crash are not included in the system of equations. Al1 excess r e m  

are denorninateci by yen and are computed net of the Japanese interbank cal1 rate. The resdts 

in Panel A indicate that the variance of the Japanese market does not have a significant 

positive effect on the Japanese expected r e m ,  except for the domestic CAPM, while the 

covariance has a sipnincant positive effect on the Japanese expected returns for unrestricted 

mode1 1 and the mild segmentation APM at the 10 percent level, when robust t statistics are 

used. When standard t statistics are used, none of the coefficients for the variance and 

covariance in the Japanese conditional-expected-retum equation are significantly different 

fiom zero. ïhe  results from the likelihood ratio tests in Panel C indicate the Lack of power 

in the test statistics; none of the three models are rejected at a conventional level. 

(b) U.S. 

Table 16 reports the parameter estirnates of various models for the U.S. and foreign expected 

retums and the results fiom likelihood ratio tests for a set of restrictions. The Datastream 

U.S. index is used to compute r e m  on the U.S. equity market. Rehims on the foreign 

market are computed, using data on the Datastream world index and the market-value 

weights for the U.S. index. Ail excess r e m  are denominated by U.S. dollars and are 

computed net of the U.S. Treasury bill rate. 



Table 15 
Purameter estimates for the conditional equilibrium models of the daily expected excess returns for the Nikkei index futures 
and S&P 500 (1990.12-1996.12)" 

Mode1 1 1 a, 
Unnsrrictcd modcl 1 1 Estimate -0.0023 

1 Robust t-ski 1 -2.000. 
World CAPM I -0.0009 

Mild segmentniion APM 

Unrcsvictcd modcl2 

Domcstic CAPM 

Siandard t-stat 
Robust t-stat 
E s t h t e  
Standard 1-sut 
Robusi i-skt 
Est UMic 
Stuidaid i-stat 
Robusi i-siat 
Est i rn i t  
Siandard 1-ski 
Robusi t-sut 

Pancl A: Condilional cx~cclcd cxccss rctums 

I I I 1 
- 

1.970. -39.08.. 40.55.. 1 ÜJ; = 0.59% 
Panel 8: Condit ional covariance dynamics 

I 0.201 I 1 I 0.654 
0.745 2 0.689 

' Maximum likclibood cstimaics for rhe various conditional models arc obtained, using ihc daily Japamsc (Niiùcci index funircs) and farcign (S&P) cquity markci cxccss retums, J and r,. Al! exccss 
rcaims a n  dcmminnttd by ycn and arc compuud net o f  ihc Japancst cal1 nic. Thc markct valuc-wcights for Japaaesc and forcign cquiry markets on day I ar t  dcnoied by ~ n n û  w,, rcspcctivcly. R', 
Pnd R1, dcmtc thc ratio of thc explaincd to tomi variation in thc cxccss remnu associaicd wiih ibe Japaacx and forcign cquity rnarkcts. Robust t stausucs arc compuicd with quasi-maximum- 

rr 
liktlihood mcthods. Significancc for t sintistics is dcmi td  by and +* at the I O  percent and 5 pcrccai Icvcls. O 

L 

Unrcseictcd modcl 1 

Pmel C: Likclihood d o  tests for ihc World CAPM, mild scgmcntation APM and domcstic CAPM restrictions 
Rcsuiciions 1 x1 I Degrte o f  freedom # P-valuc 
World CAPM 1 4,438 1 3 1 0.218 

Estimatc 
Standard i-srnt 
Robust 1-siai 

C 
Cl, 

0.0019 
5.06** 
4.13" 

A 
Cl, 

0.0008 
0.95 
0.40 

G 
Cl, 

-0.0009 
-1.04 
-0.78 

A Il 
0.0636 
4.21 *@ 
2.24.. 

Al 
0.2654 
15.56.. 
6.55.. 

Cil , 
0.9575 

209.76** 
58.160. 

A, 1 

-0.0817 
-2.37'. 
-1.47 

Gl , 
-0.0031 
-0.91 
-1.06 

G, , 
0.0014 
0.06 
0.03 

Al,  
0.0156 

1.44 
1.18 

G,, 
0,9906 

146.01L* 
88.61'. 





Table 16 (continued) 

Standud t-sui 
Robust t-siet 

World CAPM Est Lnnic 
Standard t-sut 
R O ~ U S ~  t-stat 

Mild segmcatation APM Es t h t e  
Standard t-stat 
Robust t-stnt 

U~tstricted modtl2 Eshate 
Standard tslat 
Robusi t-siet 0.08 

Domestic CAPM Escimarc -0.0003 
Stnndard i-siat -0.47 

Pnncl B: Pcriod during 1980.1-1987.9 
p..& 1 PJ. 1 a, 1 0, 1 pk [ Log-likclihood 

2.5716 58.1063 0.001 1 -16.6802 24.4803 1 13733.388 

0.15 1.56 1.88' -0.30 4.30 Ra, = 0.27% 
O. 19 1.79' 1.96'' -0.33 -0.33 R', 0.01% 

0.1751 32.4001 0.0018 -26.6039 39.5532 13734.938 

1 ~obus t  t-stat 1 -0.55 1 1.68. 1 1 2.2 1.' 1 -1.05 1 1 Ra; =0.07% 
Pancl C: Period during 1987,l 1-1 996.12 

Unrcstrictcû modcl 1 Estimate 0.0003 19.2480 16834.134 I 7.7489 I 25.722 1 I -0.0002 I 12.3427 I SMdard Mât  0.69 0.32 1.66' -0.85 1-64 0.36 Ra, a 0.21% 
Robust 4-stai 0.70 0.33 1.15 -0.98 1.780 0.33 R'; a 0.48% 

World CAPM Est Unrite 0.0002 13.2884 13.2844 -0.0002 13.2884 13.2884 16833.852 
Siandard t-siet 1.39 2.58" 2.58" -0.97 2.58" 2.58'' Ral a O. 10% 
Robust t-stat 1.36 2.84" 2.84'' -1 .O4 2.84" 2,84** Ra, a 0.50% 

Mild scgrncniaiion APM Estimatc 0.0003 7.8217 25.374 1 -0.0002 12.9298 12.9298 16834.127 
Standard t-sut 0.65 0.3 1 1.28 -1.06 2.89" 2.890' $1 0.20% 
Robust t-stai 0.70 0.33 1.66* 4.87 2.44'* 2.44" R , = 0.48% 

Unrcsuicted mode12 Est imaic 0.0003 2.1300 17.5868 -0.0002 10.0732 0.3292 16834.458 
Standard i-sroi 0.83 0.3 1 1.68, -0.99 1.93' 0.02 Ra, - 0.20% 
Robust t-siat 0.95 0.34 1.55 -1.13 1.96.. 0.02 RI; = 0.51% 

Domestic CAPM Est imate 0.0002 6.3 1 16 -0.0002 8.8260 16833.414 
Standard 1-su1 0.74 1 .O9 -0.84 2.34'. R', 0.07% 
Robust t-stat 0.7 1 0.92 -0.90 2.38.' Ra, 0.37% 

Panel D: Likclihood ratio icsu for the World CAPM, mild segmentation APM and domcstic CAPM restrictions 
Rcsmctions 1980.1-1996.12 1980.1-1987.9 1987.11-1996.12 

X' d f P-value XI d f P-value X' d f P-value 
World CAPM 4.629 3 0.201 4.391 3 0.222 0.563 3 0.905 
Mild Scgmcntation APM 0.487 1 0.485 0.254 I 0.614 0.014 I 0.907 

M 7.867 4.193 2 2 0.352 

@ Maximum liltlihood cstimaus for the various modcls are o b i a i d ,  using the daily U.S. and forcign tquity market cxccss rctums. & and r,. AU cxcess rcturns are dcnominaud by U.S. dollars and 
arc cornpilui net of the O.S. [-bill rau. Thc markct value-wcighls for U.S. and fortign markcls on day t art dcnoiul by and w,, respccavcly. b is a vcctor of parameurs and d is a vcctor of ibc 
durnmy variables which correspond to ihc days of markct crash, Octobcr 16 19.20 and 21 in 1987. RI and Ra, d c ~ r t  the ratio of ihc t x p l a M  io iotai variaiion h ihc cxccss rcnirns associalcd with 
the U.S. anâ foreign equity markets. Robust t statistics arc computtd wirh quasi-maximum-likclihooû mcthods. Significaafc for i: staùstics is denotai by + aad " ai rhc 10 ptrccni and 5 ptrccnt 
Ievcls. 



The results in Panel A indicate that for the overall period, the conditional covariance of the 

U.S. returns with the foreign market retums has a significant positive effect on the U.S. 

conditional expected retums across aii models that do not Unpose any restrictions on a 

coefficient for the conditional covariance. This result is consistent with that of CKS; they 

find a significant positive effect of the covariance on the U.S. expected rehims for a variety 

of specifications. The results in Panel B and C indicate that the similar result holds across 

subperiods. Panel D reports the results from the likelihood ratio tests. The world CAPM is 

not rejected for the overall period and both subperiods. The mild segmentation APM is not 

rejected for the overall period and both subperiods. While the domestic CAPM is not rejected 

for two subperiods, it is rejected at the 5 percent level for the overall period. Since the world 

CAPM and mild segmentation APM are nested in westncted mode1 1 with a stronger 

restriction on the world CAPM, a failure to reject the world CAPM is likely to lead to a 

failure to reject the mild segmentation APM. Thus, overall results are consistent with the 

global integration of the US. market reported by CKS. 

(c) Canada 

Table 17 reports the parameter estimates of various models for the Canadian and foreign 

expected returns and the results fiom likelihood ratio tests for a set of restrictions. The 

Datastream C m &  index is used to compte returns on the Canadian equity market. Rehuiis 

on the foreign market are computed, using data on the DataStream world index and the 

market-value weights for the Canada index. AU excess rehims are denominated by Canadian 

dollars and are computed net of the Canadian Treasury bill rate. 

Results in Panel A indicate that rnost estimates of coefficients for the conditional variance 

and covariance in the Canadian conditiod-expected-rem equation lack signincance; only 

in unrestricted mode1 2, the effect of the variance is sigmfkantly positive, and the effect of 

the covariance is significantly negative with standard t statistics. For both subperiods, the 

estimates for 'the coefficients still lack significance, as Panel B and C indicate. Panel D 

reports the results from the likelihood ratio tests. The world CAPM is rejected at the 5 



Table 17 
Parameter estimates for the conditional equilibrium models of the daily expected excess returns for the Canadian and foreign 
equity markets ' 

Panel A: Period during I98O.l-1996.l2 
Condiiional cxptcicd cxccss rcturns 
ModcI 
Umtrictcd modcl 1 

World CAPM 

Mild scgrncniaiion M M  

Unrcstrictcd modcl2 

Domcsdc CAPM 

ad Pdir IL a, Ph Ph Log-likclihood 
Esthate 0.0003 5 1,6709 -6.992 9 0.0001 8.0237 79.9795 32889.559 
Standsrd i-sbt 2.12" 0.34 -0.79 0.30 1.50 0.36 Ra, = 9.98% 
Robust t-stat 1.90. 0.45 -0.90 0.27 1.26 0.36 Ra, = 7.89% 
Estimate 0.000 1 5.8273 5.8273 0.0002 5.8273 5.8273 32865.08 1 
S~andard t-stat 0.87 1.33 1.33 1 .O5 1.33 1.33 Ra, - 9.95% 
Robust t-siet 0.96 1.59 1.59 1.25 1.59 1.59 Ra, 7.77% 
Estimate 0.0003 38.7993 -7.3087 8.9900 8.9900 32889.559 0.000 1 
Sliuidrird 1-siai 2.52.. 0.28 -0.83 0.29 1.91' 1.91' Ra, a 9.99% 
Robust M a i  1.53 0.35 6.75 0.28 1-64. 1.840 Ra, = 7 88% 
Estimale 0.0003 5.8842 -16.0504 0.000 1 10.8768 -3.5778 32890.917 
Sliuidard 1-stet 2.13'' 1.19 - 1  .7Se 0.28 2.0Oe* -0.58 Ra 10.08% 
Robust m a l  2.03.. 1.72' -1.90' 0.31 2.0O0* -0.62 R! = 7.86% 
Estimatc 0.0002 1,2023 -0.0001 11.96'71 32889.179 
Standard t-siai 1 .48 0.49 -0.32 3.04** Ra, - 9.97% 
Robusl i-siai 1.27 0.37 -0.4 1 3.87'. Ra, 7.99% 

Conditional covariance dvnamics 
- 

Unrcslricted modcl I 

m . - 
E 

Gl 
0.9279 

t93.960e 
Estimate 
Standard 1-slai 

Cl, 
0.0012 
18.38** 
3 615. 34 39" 1.29 9 9 2  - 6û.6\@* 

G, 1 

0.0108 
2.49" 

Cl, 
0.0004 
4. I l  
1.92. 

Gll 
4.0002 
4.04 

Cl, 
0.0008 
13.74'9 
3 11eo 

Gl, 
0.9649 

29û.20ee 

A,, 
0.3291 
28.29'. 
6 030, 

AZl 
4.0282 
-2.58** 

1.39 -0.02 , 138 e~ 

Atl 
4.0007 
4.06 

An 
0.2282 

21.05.e 





percent level for the overall period and at the 10 percent level for the second subperiod. 

Neither the mild segmentation APM nor the domestic CAPM is rejected at a conventional 

level for the overall period and for both subperiods. Whether the Canadian market is 

integrated with other markets is a controversial issue. The results fiom the likefihood ratio 

tests in this thesis seem to support the mild or complete segmentation of the Canadian market 

fiom the rest of the world. 

(d) Indonesia 

Table 18 reports the parameter estimates of various rnodels for the Indonesian and foreign 

expected retums and the results £kom likelihood ratio tests for a set of restrictions. The 

Datastream Indonesia index is used to compute retums on the Indonesian equity market. 

Rehinis on the foreiga market are computed, using data on the Datastream world index and 

the market-value weights for the lndonesia index. Ail excess r e m  are denominated by 

rupiahs and are computed net of the Indonesian interbank cal1 rate. 

When using standard t statistics, the covariance of the Indonesian market with the foreign 

market hasa significant positive effect on the Indonesian conditional expected r e m ,  while 

the variance of the Indonesian market has no effect Ln contrast, when using robust t statistics, 

the variance has a significant positive effect on the Indonesian expected retums, while the 

covariance has no effect. Panel C reports the results from the likelihood ratio tests. Both the 

world CAPM and rnild segmentation M M  are rejected at the 5 percent level. However, the 

domestic CAPM is not rejected at the 10 percent level. These results suggest that the 

Indonesian equity market is completely segmented. 

(e) Mexico 

Table 19 reports the parameter estimates of various models for the Mexican and foreign 

expected retums and the results fkom likelihood ratio tests for a set of restrictions. The 

DataStream Mexico index is used to compute renims on the Mexican equity market Returns 

on the foreign market are computed, using data on the Datastream world index and the 



Table 18 
Parameter estimates for the conditional equilibrium models of the daily expected excess returns for the Indonesian and foreign 
equity markets (1 990.4-1 996.12)' 

U n r w e d  modd 1 UartMctod mOdd 2 

Mode1 
Unitstrictcd rnodel 1 

World CAPM 

Mild scgmtntation APM 

Unrestrictcd modcl2 

Domcsiic CAPM 

Mild Scgmcntaiion APM 1 4.234 1 1 1 0.040 1 

' Maximum likslihood esthaus for rhe various condilional rnodels arc obtaincd, using rht daly Moacsian and fonign cquity markci cxccss rcuirns. & and r,. All excess rcnim art Jcnominaiui by 
rupiahs pnd arc cornputcd net of hc  Indoncsian cal1 rate. The markci value-wcights for inûonesian pad forcign cquicy markets on day t arc denotai by and on, rcspectivcly. dl and RI, denote Lbc 
ntio of thc cxplaincd to total variation in the txccss rcnirns associaml with thc Indanesian a d  forcigo cquity mnrlcts. Robusi r stausiics arc cornputcd wilh quasi-maxhum-likclihood mcthods. + 
Significancc for i statistics is denotcd by + ad ** ai thc 10 perceni and 5 perceru Icvcls. O 

00 

Pancl B: Conditional covariance dynamics 
i C I A I G 

Yancl A: Condilional cxpcctcd cxcess rctums 

Umtrictad rnodtll 

Estimatc 
Standard t-stat 
Robust i-stat 
Est imatc 
Standard t-stat 
Robust t-siat 
Estimatc 
Standard 1-stai 
Robust t-stat 
Estimacc 
Standard 1-stat 
Robust t-stat 
Estimatc 
Standard t-sut 
Robust t-sini 

Estimate 
Standard 1-sut 
Robust 1-stat 

L - 

Psncl C: Likclihood ratio tcsu for thc World CAPM. mild segmentation APM and domcstic CAPM rcstriciions 

a4 
-0.0008 
-2.51'' 
-2.44" 
4.0004 - 1.66' - 1.63 
-0.0007 
-2.5 1" 
4.08*' 
-0.0005 
- 1.67' 
- 1.47 
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-1.54 
-1.25 

Rosiriciions 
World CAPM 

Cl, 
0.0000 
0.00 

-4.00'' 

Cl, 
0.0051 
24 .2P  
6.50" 

--  

la 1 Degrcc of fitcdom 1 P-valut 
8.233 3 0.04 1 

Ph 

1815.6211 
1.35 

2.1P0 
4.9603 

1.24 
1.25 

1641.0611 
1.34 

2.65" 
0.9299 
0.38 
0.39 

1.0914 
O S  1 
0.4 1 
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2.770. 

AI, I 41 
0.6627 1 
27.06" 
12.34'' 

G,, 
0,6377 
26.79" 
7.8 10' 

A,, 
-0.0055 
-0.46 
4.47 

G,, 
4.0161 
-1.17 
-1 .O6 

G,, 
-0.0045 
-0.52 
-0.48 

L 
21.4531 

1.66. 
0.70 

4.9603 
1.24 
1.25 

23.1617 
1.81' 
0.99 

26.1556 
2.06'' 

1 .O6 

A,, 
0.1915 
20.7 1" 
7.66.. 

G,, 
0.9802 

529.53'. 
202.68" 

a, 
-0.0002 
-0.87 
-0.82 

0.0000 
4 .22  
-0.23 

0.0000 
0.10 
O. 10 

-0.000 1 
-0.43 
-0.64 

0.0000 
-0.0 1 
-0.02 

ph 
5.1247 

1.29 
1.27 

4.9603 
1.24 
1 .25 

3,2868-- 
0.82 
0.79 

4.2506 
1 .O8 

1 .70e 
3.8553 
0.99 
1.50 

IL 
8248.9044 

2.61" 
1 .56 

4.9603 
1.24 
1.25 

3.2868 
0.82 
0.79 

12.5700 
1.59 
1.63 

Log-likolihood 

Ral 11819.145 -0.61% 
RA, = O .  19% 
11815.028 

RI, 0.0 1% 
Ra, a 0.12% 
11817.027 

RaI = 0.5 1% 
Ra, a 0.05% 

11816.783 
RA = 0.30% 
R'. -0 . lPh  
lI814.7Tl 

Ral = 0.05% 
Rai a 0.07% 



Table 19 
Parameter estimates for the conditional equiiibrium models of the daily expected exeess returns for the Mexican and foreign 
equity markets (1988.1-1996.12)' 

I 5.263 I 1 I 0.022 
2 7 1 

' Maximum likelihood estimates for UIC various conditional models in obtninad. using the daily Mcxicao d forcign cquity market excess rcaims, 6 d r,,. Afl exccss rcaim arc denominatd by 
Mexican pesos anâ arc compulEd XE( of the Mcxican 1-bill rote. Tbe market value-wcights for Mcxican and forcign cquiy morkels on dry t arc demted by w ud o,, rcspcctively. R', and RI, 
denote thc nao of thc cxploincd to totd variation in the cxccss rcnirns wociatai wiih the Mcxicaa ami forcign q i t y  markets. Robust t stausrics arc compuud with quasi-maniinum~likclihood 
mcthods. Significancc for t sutistics is  dcmud by l ond ** ai tbc 10 pcrceai and 5 ptrccnt Itvels. 

Pancl A: Conditional cxpcctcd cxcws rctums 
~ o c i c ~  
Umtrictcd model I 

World CAPM 

Mild segmentation APM 

U~cstricltd mode12 

Domestic CAPM 

Estimate 
Standard I-stal 
Robust t-slai 
ErtimatC 
Slandard i-siat 
Robust t-slat 
Estimait 
Standard t-stat 
Robust t-stat 
Estimate 
S(andard i-siat 
Robust t-stat 
Est imatc 
Standard bsut 
Robust t-siai 

Panel B: Conditional covariance dynamics 

ad 
0.0008 
2.22'' 
2.53*' 
O.oOo9 
3.63** 
4.52** 
0.0009 
2.29'' 
2.65.. 
0,0000 

0.09 
0.08 

0.000 1 
0.36 
0.30 

Unrcstricicd modcl t 

Ph 
160.6618 

0.42 
0.46 

-5.0632 
-4.63" 

-0.88 
1 1.2670 

0.03 
0.03 

6.4795 
2.62" 
2.34,. 
4.5354 
2.06.e 

1.49 

Pancl C: Likclihood ratio tests for Lhc World CAPM. mild scgmcntation APM and domutic CAPM restrictions 
Restrictions I X' 1 f P-value Dtgm of ûuùom 
World CAPM 5.482 3 O. 140 

Esiimaie 
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Robust 1-sut 

C 
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-4.6966 
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16.9987 
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2.75** 

Al, 
4.1158 
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0.8474 ' 

1 1  1.85" 
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-6.80'. 
4.16** , 

Log-likclihood 
14693.692 

Ra, a O. 12% 
Ra, ~14.15% 
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RI, = 5.39% 
14691 .MO 

$; a 0.05% 
a 5.82Ya 

14697.240 
R1 a 0.89% 
R!-4.74% , 
14692.297 

Ral = 0.38% 
Ra, 5.38% 

G,, 
0.0412 
6.90** 
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market-value weights for the Mexico index. AU excess retums are denominated by Mexican 

pesos and are computed net of the Mexican Treasury bill yield. 

Results in Panei A indicate that most estimates of coefficients for the conditional variance 

and covariance in the Mexican conditional-expected-rem equation lack significance; the 

variance has a sigrifkant positive effect only in umstricted mode1 2 with both standard and 

robust t statistics and in the domestic CAPM with standard t statistics, Panel C indicates that 

while the world CAPM is not rejected at the 10 percent level, both the mild segmentation 

APM and domestic CAPM are rejected at the 5 percent level. Thus, it is suggested that 

Mexico is integrated. However, the estimate for the constrained parameters or aggregate 

relative risk aversion is sigmfïcantly negative with standard t statistics. This result is 

inconsistent with the CAPM. 

(f) Taiwan 

Table 20 reports the parameter estimates of various models for the Taiwanese and foreign 

expected retum and the resuits fiom likelihood ratio tests for a set of restrictions. The 

Datastream Taiwan index is used to compute retums on the Taiwanese equity market 

Retums on the foreign market are computed, using data on the Datastream world index and 

the market-value weights for the Taiwan index. Al1 excess retums are denominated by 

Taiwan dollars and are computed net of the Taiwanese interba.uk swap ovemight rate. 

For both standard and robust t statistics, the covariance of the Taiwanese market with the 

foreign market has a sigdicant positive effect on the Taiwanese conditional expected 

r e m ,  but the variance of the Taiwanese market has no effect. The results fiom the 

likelihood ratio tests in Panel C indicate that none of the three rnodels are rejected at the 10 

percent level; however, pvaiue for the domestic CAPM is close to 10 percent. Bekaert and 

Harvey (1995) provide evidence that Taiwan is more integrated than segmented. Certainly, 

the s i w c a n t  covariance effêct and a failure to reject the world CAPM are consistent with 

their result, 
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The results nom the likelihood ratio tests for the world CAPM, the mild segmentation APM 

and domestic CAPM are summarized as follows: 

Japan (Datastream index): 

For the overall penod, only the world CAPM is rejected. For the first 

subperiod, ail three models are rejected. For the second subpenod, only the 

world CAPM is rejected. 

Nikkei index fritures: 

None of the three modefs are rejected. 

U.S.: 

For the overall period, only the domestic CAPM is rejected. For both 

subpenods, none of the three models are rejected. 

Canada. 

For - the overall penod, only the world CAPM is rejected. For the first 

subperiod, none of the three models are rejected. For the second subpenod, 

ody the world CAPM is rejected. 

Indonesia: 

Both the world CAPM and mild segmentation APM are rejected. 

Mexico: 

Both the mild segmentation APM and domestic CAPM are rejected. 

Taiwan: 

None of the three models are rejected. 



How the tirne-varying expected retums captured by the bivariate GARCH mode1 are related 

to trading d e  signais may be of interest. This thesis takes as an example Japan among the 

developed markets and Taiwan among the emerging markets to plot expected retums and 

trading signais. The d d  segmentation APM is used to extract expected r e m ,  which does 

not constrain parameter estimates for the conditional variance and covariance in the 

conditionai-expected-return equation of the domestic market. VMA(1, 1 5 0, 0) is used to 

generate signais, which seems to be appropriate for graphical presentation because of the 

moderate number of generated signals. 

Figure 4 plots expected retums implied by the mild segmentation APM and buy signais 

generated by VMA (1, 150, 0) for Japan and Taiwan. Both expected returns exhibit 

considerable variation over tirne. Although no clear relationship between expected retirms 

and trading signais can be observed in the graphs, it appears to be shown that sel1 signals 

tend to be generated when expected retums are instable. For Japan, such penods may 

correspond to the late 1987, the early 1990, and 1992. For Taiwan, such penods may 

correspond to the early 1990 and throughout 1992. Of course, this is just a casual 

interpretation of graphs and a more rigorous analysis is needed to make any conjecture about 

the relationship between expected retums and trading signais. This thesis uses the bootstrap 

methodologies in order to examine whether trading signais are related to tirne-varying 

expected retums in a setting of statistical testing,. 

Diagnostic statistics for standardized residuals are reported in Table 21. The standardized 

residuals are obtained by scaling the raw residuals by the Cholesky factor of the estimated 

conditional covariance matrices. AU mean standardized residuals are insigdïcantly different 

from zero, except for the DataStream Japm index. For the Japan index, the standardized 

residuals for the overall period and the second subperiod are signincantly negative. This 

result rnay reflect a long-term negative drift in the Japanese market following 1989. For most 

of the residuals, Kolmogorov D statistics indicate significant non-nonnality. Thus, this 

thesis's use of robust t statistics is warranted. Autocorrelations of squared residuals indicate 



Figure 4 
Expected returns implied by the mild segmentation APM and buy signals generated 
by VMA(1,150,0) for Japan and ~aiwan'  

Expec:ted rrhPn for Japan (% per & 

Exoected rctum for Taiwan (% ba 

' Solid lines indicatc the cxpcctcd rrtunis irnplkl by the mild segmentation APM. Shaded regions indicatc the paiods for which buy 
si@ arc gcnciated by VMA(1, 150, O). 



Table 21 
Residual diagnostics for unrestricted mode1 1' 

-- - - 

PanrrdA:DcvtIopedmukct, 

P a :  1987.1 1-1996.12 
Nob. 2392 2392 23 92 2392 2392 2392 

M m  4.0632' -0.019 1 -0.0216 0.0372 -0.0197 -0.0274 

Std. dm. 0.9901 1.0 t 19 0.9998 1 -0085 0.9990 1.0072 

K o ~ o m v  D 0.0427. 0.0424e 0.0664* 0.0366. 0.0508* 0.0279 

Ptriod: 1980.1-1987.9 

Swistic Japan vs Fomign 
J a p m  1 Foreign 

Nikkei Fuairrs vs S&P 
Nikkei 1 S&P 

Period: 1980.1-19%.12 

Series: è. 

202 1 
-0.0005 

1.0106 
0.0307 

No&. 
Mean 
Std. dm. 
Kolmogorov D 

US. vs Forci- 
U.S. 1 Foreign 

N d .  
Maii 

Std dev. 
Kolmogorov D 

2021 

-0.0273 
0.9919 

0.0574. 

202 1 
0.0 186 
1.0121 

0.0302 

202 1 
-0.0227 
0.9974 

0.0383. 

Canada vs Foreign 

Canad. 1 Foreign 

4435 

4.0535. 

0.9897 

0.0480° 

202 1 

4.0121 

1.0038 
0.0212 

Seriex t, 

202 1 

0.0 10 1 
0.9883 
0.0440. 

4435 

-0.01 15 

1 .O085 
0.0356. 

PI 

Pz 

Pi 

1 564 
-0.0342 

1 .O005 

0.0381 

0.1433. 

0.04U* 

0.0097 

-0.0743. 

0.0 16 1 
0.0245 

0.0897. 

0.0073 

0.002% 

1564 1 4435 4435 

0.0223 

1.0086 

0.0122 

1.0069 

4.0171 

0.01 18 

6.0545 

4.023 1 
0.9917 

4435 

4.0054 

0.9902 
O.W34* 

0.100ln 

0.0170 

O.il237 

4435 

4.0199 

1 .O099 

0-MSO* 0.04%* 1 0.0255. 0.0291. 

0.06%. 

0.0382 

0.0 160 

0.0667. 1 0.2482. 
0.0527. 

0.0131 

0.05%. 

0.0394 



Table 21 (continued) 

Panacl B: Emcrging marlcw 

Staristic 

Nob. 

S i d  dtv. 
Kolmogorov D 

Diagnostics are bascd on îhc standardid rcsiduals which arc obtaincd by scaling raw residuals by the Cholesky factor of  the cstimated 
conditional cowiancc mûk nit Kolmogorov ktaEistic tests the nuU hypodicsis of nod i ty .  ' *" denotu significana at the 1 % 
Ievtl. 
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0.9942 
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that the nonlinear dependencies observed in the squared raw r e m  of Table 1 and 2 are 

mostly absorbed by the bivariate GARCH model. 

For most of the residuals, signincant positive autocorrelations of order one or two remain. 

One possibility is that the spurious autocorrelations due to nonsynchronous trading are lei? 

unexplained by the model. If this conjecture is me, an ùIclusion of lagged error tems in 

conditional-expected-retum equations could remove the problem, as the model of CKS 

include lagged error tems. This thesis, however, does not take this approach. Since the 

technical trading rules tend to take advantage of positive autocorrelations in the index 

returns, there is the danger that the models with own lagged enor tems could explain away 

the technical d e  profits simply because of the specification having lagged errors. In other 

words, it would be mistakeniy concluded that the equilibrium model couid explain the 

technical d e  profits even if the tirne-varying expected retum implied by the equilibrium 

model did not play any major role. Thus, this thesis proceeds to bootstrap tests with 

estimated standardized residuals, preserving oniy the unconditional distributionai features 

of the residuals. 

7.4 Resuits fiom the bootstrap tests 

The standard tests of trading d e s  explained earlier compare the conditional mean returns 

on the trading des with the unconditional mean return on the buy and hold. However, if the 

nsk of the buy and hold is ciiffixent h m  that of the trading rules and if the expected returns 

are not constant over t he ,  the use of unconditional mean return as a benchmark could be 

inappropriate. Mead, employing the bootstrap methodologies with equilibrium asset pncing 

models for the the-varying expected r e m ,  this thesis constructs the empincal 

distributions of the trading d e s  returns, which incorporate the risk-retum relation implied 

by the equilibriurn models. Then the trading d e s  are evaluated by comparing the empirical 

distributions of the trading d e  r e m  with the actual profits. 



Three dii3erent types of equilibrium w e t  pricing modefs corresponding to complete 

integration, mild segmentation and complete segmentation are used for the bootstrap tests. 

In addition, the random walk with a drift is also used for the bootstrap tests to examine 

whether ailowing for the-variation of expected returns makes any difference. Under each 

nul1 model, price series are simulated with estimated parameters and residuais, foilowing the 

procedure explained in Chapter 5. The empirical distributions of trading rule r e m  are 

obtained by applying the trading d e s  to each simulated price senes and repeating the 

procedure 500 times. Specincally, the empiricai distributions are comtructed for the mean 

buy retum, mean sel1 retum and ciifference between the mean buy and sel1 r e m  under a 

given nul1 model. The nul1 hypothesis is rejected at the z precent signincance Ievel if the 

returns obtained 60m the actual senes fa11 in the a precent critical region of the simulated 

distribution under the nui1 model. 

Table 22 - 3 1 report the results fiom the bootstrap tests. Simuiated pvalues defined as a 

fiaction of 500 simulations generathg a value greater than the actual conditionai mean r e m  

are computed separately for individual d e s  in each of the three trading d e  groups (Le., 

VMA, FMA and TRB). To save space, however, this thesis reports simulated p-values for 

the averages across individual d e s  in each of the trading d e  groups. As BLL discuss, the 

theoretical proof for the convergence in simulated pvaiues has not been provided for the 

GARCH model. Following B U  and Kho ( 1 W6), this thesis examines whether an increase 

of replication size would change bootstrap test results, taking Japan as an example case. The 

results for each country are explained briefly below. 

(a) Japan 

Table 22 reports the bootstrap test results for the penod 1980 - 1996 for the DataStream 

Japan index. When simulating r e m ,  dummy variables corresponding to the days of the 

market crash in 1987 are included for ail nul1 models, without changing the dates at which 

the crash occur. Since the actuai trading returns are exposed to such crash, the inclusion of 

durnmy variable for the market crash will form an appropnate base for cornparisons between 



the actual and simulated trading d e  renims. The sirnulateci pvalues, the mean of simulated 

distributions, and the acaial conditional mean returns are reported in the rows labelled P- 

value, Mean, and Actual, respectively, for each trading mie group and each nul1 model. 

In Table 22, the number in the first row labelled P-value under the column labelled Buy is 

0.034. This meam that using the random walk, only 3.4 percent of the 500 simulations 

generated mean buy retums greater than the actual mean buy r e m  for the average of the 

VMA des. This result indiCates tbat mder the random wdk, the simulated mean buy retums 

are significantly lower than the actual retum at the 5 percent level. Thus, the result is 

interpreted as evidence that the random wallc is inconsistent with the actual trading d e  

retums in terms of the mean buy retum for the VMA d e s .  The number in the fint row under 

the column labelled Seii is 0.994, which means that 99.4% of the 500 simulations generated 

mean sell rehuns greater than the actual one. in other words, only 0.6% of the 500 

simulations generated mean sel1 retunis lower than the actuai retum. Thus, it is indicated thai 

the simulated sell retums under the randorn wak are sigmficantiy higher than the actual 

rem.  This remit is interpreted as additional evidence that the d o m  waik is inconsistent 

with the actual trading d e  retunis. Finally, the number in the first row under the column 

labelled Buy-Sel1 is 0.004, which means that only 0.4% of the 500 simulations generated 

buy-sell spreads (differences between the mean buy and sell rehims) greater than the actual 

one. Thus, it is indicated that the simulated buy-sel1 spreads are significantiy lower than the 

actual one, and this d t  is interpreted as evidence that the random walk is inconsistent with 

the achial ûading nile rehuns. The overall results for the randorn walk indicate that the 

random waLk is uoable to explain the actual trading d e  retums. 

The world CAPM and domestic CAPM show only marginal irnprovements over the random 

waik. in particular, the world CAPM generates buy-seil spreads significantly lower than the 

actual buy-sel1 spreads for the VMA and FMA rules. The domestic CAPM generates sell 

rehvns sidcantly higher than the actuai ones for the VMA and FMA des.  In contrast, the 

rnild segmentation APM is able to explain the actual trading d e  rehrms reaçonably well for 



Table 22 
Bootstrap test results for technicai trading rule profitnbiüty for the Datasbeam 
Japanese eqaity market index (1980.1-1996.12)' 

Worid CAPM 

Mild segm. APM 

ûomtJtic CAPM 

Ruk 1 Scuistic 1 Mcan natni 

Ruk average VMA 

Rule FMA 

R u k m T R B  

P-valut 

Ruk average FMA 

RukawmgcTRB 

A c t d  (%) 
P-value 

Mcan (%) 

A d  (%) 
P-value 
M e n  (%) 

B ~ Y  
0.034 

(36) 
Acturil(%) 
P-value 

Mean (%) 

A d  (%) 
P-value 

Mean (%) 

Acmd (%) 

SeIl 
0.994 

0.0630 
O. 176 
0.0423 
0.0564 
O. 148 
0.0805 

-0.0267 
0.730 
0.0161 
-0.0 166 
03û4 
0.0342 

0.0573 
0.0630 

0.258 
0.0563 
0.0564 
0.200 
O. 1295 
O. 1360 

0.0469 
-0.0267 
0.996 
0.0455 
-0.0166 
0.898 
0.1071 
-0.0087 



Table 23 
Boobtmp test m u i b  using 1000 simulations oad results by subpenod for the 
Datastream Japrnese equity market index' 

Panel A: iOOO sirnuladaru (1980. Mg%. 12) 

Modd Ruk 

Random wdk Rukawnepe VMA P-value 
Ruk-FMA P-value 
Rule average TRB P-valw 

World CAPM Rule avcrngc VMA P-value 
RuleavaagcFMA P-value 
RukavaagcTRB P-value 

Mild xgm. APM Ruk average VMA P-value 
Ruk average FMA P-valu 
Ruk a v c q c  TRB P-value 

Domcstic CAPM Rule avcnep VMA P-value 
Rule avaage FMA P-valut 
Ruk average TRB P-value 

Rule average ïRB P-value 
Worid CAfM Rule VMA P-value 

Rule avwagc FM,4 P-value 

Rule avuagc FMA P-value 1 0.5 10 1 0.700 1 0.300 

Rule average ïRB P-valut 
Mild s q p .  M M  Ruk average VMA P-value 

Panci 8: Subpaiod 1980.1-1987.9 wiîh 500 simuiatiori~ 

Mcan rthYn 

0.000 
0.256 
0.294 

BW 
0.044 
0.078 
0.00 1 
0.053 
0.063 
0.054 
0.157 
0.167 
0.144 
0,208 
0.269 
O. 189 

0.094 1 0.460 
0.478 1 0.766 

RuleavcragtïEU P-due 
Domestic CAPM Ruk avaage VMA P-valut 

R n k a v a q c F M A  P-value 
R ~ ~ w w ~ ~ c T R B  P-Mhie 

0.264 
0.n0 
0.664 

0.398 
0.220 

Random wnik R u k a n n g e V M A  P-valut 
Ruk average FMA P-value 
Ruk average TRB P-value 

World CAPM Ruk avargc VMA P-value 
Ruk avuagp FMA P-value 
Rule rvcngc TRB P-vaIue 

Mild-MM Rukmmg~VM.4 P-value 
R u k v F M A  P-value 
R U l e . v a r g ~ T R B  P-dut 

DomesticCAPM R o k a v a q p V M A  P-vahre 
Ruk average FMA P-valut 
R u k a v t n g e l R B  P-villue 

Seil 
0.997 
0.99 1 
0.870 
0.94 1 
0.884 
0.686 
0.827 
0.758 

0.597 
0.998 
0.996 
0.893 

0.438 
O. 1 84 
0.232 

PMel C: Subpcriod 1987.1 149%. 12 with 500 simulations 

0.3 10 
0.502 
0.536 
0.358 

BuyScil 
0.002 
0.005 
0.005 
0.0 16 
0.024 
0.094 
0.060 
0.073 
O. 134 
0.044 
0.056 
O. LOS 

0.102 
O. 182 
0.078 
0.188 
0256' 
0.272 
0.542 
0.594 
0.602 
0.138 
0.230 
0.232 

0.534 
0.822 
0.756 
0.552 

0.408 
0.208 
0.282 
0.432 

0.%4 
0.900 
O. 876 
0.868 
0.744 
0.804 
0.812 
0.R6 
0.784 
0.954 
0.902 
0.902 

0.024 
0.060 
0.046 
0.040 
0.096 
0.170 
0.212 
0.3 14 
0.288 
0.030 
0.076 
0.106 



ail out of 9 mean retunis (the mean buy return, mean sell retum, and buy-sen spread times 

three trading d e  groups). The mild segmentation APM generates b u .  (sell) returns 

ùingnifïcandy lower Wgher) than the actual buy (sell) r e m  at the 5 percent level for ail 

the trading d e  groups; consequentiy, the simulated buy-sell spreads are insignifïcantly 

dif5erent h m  the actual spreads at the 5 percent level for ai i  three trading d e  groups. The 

mean of the simulated buy-sell spreads ranges f?om 3 1 percent to 36 percent of the actual 

s preads . 

Panel A of table 23 reports the bootstrap test results using 1000 simulations. Simulated p 

values closely resemble those reporteci in Table 22, and inferences do not change across 500 

and 1 O00 simulations. Panel B and C of table 23 report the resuits for two subperiods without 

October 1987. respectively. The tests based on subperiods without October 1987 are £ke 

from the effects of dummy variables for the market crash. Further, the second subperiod 

becomes a base for cornparison between the advanced and emerging markets because the 

sample p e n d  for the emerging markets starts in 1988. For the first subperiod, al1 nul1 

models seem to be consistent with the actuai trading d e  r e m ,  except that under the 

random wallc. the simulateci buy returns are signifïcantly lower than the actual retum for the 

TRI3 at the 1 percent level. Given relatively weak trading d e  results for the first subperiod 

in Table 4, this resdt may not be surprising. For the second subperiod, however, the 

bootstrap tests show much stronger power. That is, among al1 null rnodels, the miid 

segmentation APM perfom best and is able to replicate the achial trading d e  r e m  

reasonably well for al1 out of the 9 mean returns at the 5 percent level. 

Table 24 reports the resuits for the Nikkei index futures. AU null models are consistent with 

the actual mean retums for ali  trading d e  groups. There seerns to be no large difference in 

performance among the null models. nius, the bootstrap tests lack power. This reesult is not 

surpnsing because the standard tests do not detect any signifiant forecast power for the 

Nikkei index fùtures, as is reported earlier. 



Table 24 
Bootstrap test results for technical trading rule profitabiiity for the Nikkei index 

RMCIomwalk 

Worid CAPM 

Mild segm. APM 

Rule average FMA 

Ruk average TRB 

Ruk a m  VMA 

Rule average FMA 

Rule average ïRB 

Rule average VMA 

Rule average FMA 

Ruk average VMA 

Rule average fMA 

Rutc ~vcragc TRB 

Mcan (%) 

Mcan (%) 

' The r e m  s«jcs are simulatcd usmg d m a î d  parameten and standardizcd residuds for cach nuil modcl. N u m b  in the rows 
labelcd P-value arr the fractioa of the 500 simulations gcnerating conditionai mean m r n s  (the mean buy m m .  rnean sel1 retum. and 
buy-sefi sptcad) grwttr than those h m  the acnial series rcportcd kfom Mean refen to the mean of the smtuiatcd disüiiutions. 
AcNal rcfen to the rctrril mean rdums. 
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(b) U.S. 

Table 25 reports the bootstrap test results for the period 1980 - 1996 for the Dataseeam U.S. 

index. When simdating retums, dummy variables corresponding to the days of the market 

crash in 1987 are included in al1 nul1 models. Table 26 reports the results by subperiod for 

the Datastream US. index. 

AU null models are consistent with the actual mean rehirns for dl  trading d e  groups over 

the overall period. The similar result holds across both subperiods. This is understandable 

because the standard tests do not detect any signifïcant forecast power for the Datastream 

U.S. index. Thus, bootstrap tests M e r  confirm that the technical trading d e s  examined 

by BLL are not profitable for the U.S. market at Ieast during the recent period. 

(c) Canada 

Table 27 reports the bootstrap test results for the period 1980 - 1996 for the Datastream 

Canada index. When simulating rehuns, dummy variables corresponding to the days of the 

market crash in 1987 are included in al1 nuli models. 

The random wak  generates rehuns significantly different fiom the actual r e m s  at the 5 

percent level for 8 out of 9 mean rehrms. Fut.ttier, the world CAPM, mild segmentation APM 

and domestic CAPM show only margmal improvements over the random walk. Al1 three 

equilibrium models generate buy (sell) retums significantly lower (higher) than the actual 

trading d e  retunis at the 5 percent level for the VMA; consequently, ail three models 

generate buy-sel spRads sigdicantly lower than the actual spread at the 5 percent level for 

the VMA. Further, dl three equiiibrium models generate buy retums significantly lower than 

the actuai trading d e  rehims at the 5 percent level for the TRB. Table 28 reports the results 

by subperiod for the DataStream Canada index. For the first subperiod, al1 null models 

generate buy-seli spreads sigmfïcantiy lower than the actuai buy-seii spreads at the 1 percent 

level for the VMA and FMA rules. For the second subperiod, the random walk generate 

returns significantly different fiom the acîuai spreads at the 5 percent level for the VMA and 



Table 25 
Bootstrap test results for technical trading rule profitability for the Datastream U.S. 
equity market index (1980.1-1996.12)' 

Rute 

Rule average VMA 

Ruk avtrage VMA 

Rule a- fMA 

Rule average VMA 

Ruk average FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Rule average VMA 

Rde average FMA 

Rule avaagc ïR6 

Mcan (%) 0.0571 

M a n  (%) 0.0575 

Acfuai(%) 0.0575 
P-value 0.352 
Mcan (%) 0.0559 
Acnial (Yo) 

P-value 0.6 16 

Actuai (%) 0.0505 
P-value 0.570 
Mean (%) 0.0677 

Mean (%) 0.0568 
Actuai (%) 0.0603 
P-value 
Mcan (%) 1 0.0563 

Actuai (%) 1 0.0575 

' The r e m  series arc sünulated using estimateci panuneters and standardizcd miduals for tach ndl model. N u m M  in the mws 
lrbeled P - d u e  an the W i o n  of tbe 500 shulations generating conditional mean rctums (the mean buy rchim, mean seIl fctum, and 
buy-sel1 spread) greater than those h m  the acnial scrÏes reportcd bcfore. Mean nfcrs to the mean of dit simulateci distributions. Actual 
=fers to the a c d  mean ntunu. 



Table 26 
Bootstrap test results by subperiod for the Datastream U.S. eqnity market index' 

I Panel A: SubpcrÏad 1980.1-1987.9 

Model Ruk I Mean rcnirn 

Random waik Rule average VMA P-value 

Rule average TRB P-value 
Wodd CAPM Rule average VMA P-value 

Rule average FM. P - d u c  
Rule sv#agt TRB P-value 

Mild scgm. APM Rule avuagc VMA f -value 
RuIe average FMA P-value 
Rule a m a g c  TRB P-value 

Darne& CAPM Ruk  average VMA P-value 
Rule avaagc  FMA P-value 
Rule avaage TRB P - d u e  

BUY 
0.378 

Rule average IXB P-vaiue 
Mild segm. APM Rule average VMA P-value 

The rrtuni seria are simulatad using estimami parametas and standardiztd rcsiduals for each nul1 model. Numbcrs in the rows 
labelcd ?-value art the fraction of the 500 simuiations gcncrating conditional mean rrturru (the mean buy retum, mean sel1 rctum, and 
buy-sel1 sprtad) grratcr rhan dKwt h m  tbc actuai reportcd before. 

0.410 
0.320 

0.448 
0.428 
0.382 
0.518 
0.560 
0.404 
0.502 
0.534 

Rule average FMA P - d u e  
Rule average TRB P-value 

Domestic CAPM Rule average VMA P - d u e  
Rule average FMA P-value 
Rule awrapc îRB P - d u e  

Sel1 
0.858 

Pand 8: Subperiod 1987.1 1-1996.12 

0.740 
0.634 

Buy-Sell 
0.1 10 

0.164 
0.826 
0.638 
0.162 
0.904 
0.754 
0.234 
0.854 
0.702 
0.202 

Random walk Rule av- VMA P-value 
Rule average F M A  P - d u e  
Rule average TRB P-value 

Worid CAPM Rule average VMA P-value 

0.724 
0.776 
0.516 
0.620 
0.624 

0.814 
0.118 
0.268 
0.804 
O. 104 
0.250 
0.766 
O. 124 

0.288 
0.790 

0.216 
0.376 

0.502 
0.604 
0.654 
0.628 

0.834 
0.674 

0.U2 
0.2 14 
0.4 18 
0.250 
O. 180 

0.822 
0.850 
0.534 
0.770 
0.830 

0.300 
0.152 
O. 120 
0.468 

0.652 
0.882 
0.870 
0.584 



Table 27 
Bootstrap test resuits for technical trading rule profitability for the Datastrearn 
Canadian equity market index (1980.14996.12)' 

Random walk 

Warld CAPM 

Mild scgm. APM 

Domesic CAPM 

Rule 

Rule avtrsgc VMA 

Rule average FMA 

Ruk avuage V U A  

Rule average FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Rule average VMA 

Rule average FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Rule average VMA 

Ruk average FMA 

Ruk rvaage TRB 

SEitistic 1 Mcan mtum 

Actual(%) 0.0640 
P - d u e  O. 174 
Mcan (%) 0.0388 

ktU.l(%) 0.0495 
P-value 0.002 
Mean (%) 0.0402 
Acnial (%) O. 1101 
P-value 0.022 

' The ntum s u i e s  arc simulaicd using estirnatcâ paramctcrs and sfandardatd rcsiduals for =ch nul1 madel. Numben in the rows 
Iabclcd P-value an the fraction of ttie 500 simulations gentrathg conditional mcan etunis (ihc mcan buy remm. mean scll rctrirn. and 
buy-scil s p d )  greatcr than thme fibm the actuai series reportcd before. Mean refm to Ihc mean of  the simulatcd distributions. A d  
refm to the actual mean rctunu. 



Table 28 
Bootstnip test results by subperiod for the Datastream Canadian equity market 
index8 

Model Ruk 

Random waik Rule avuagc VMA P-value 

Rule avaagc fRB P-value 
World CAPM Rule average VMA P-value 

Rule svcragc FMA P-value 
RukavtrageTRB P-vaiuc 

Mild scgm. APM Rule average Vh44 P-value 
Rule average FMA P-value 

BUY 1 Sel1 
0.074 1 .O00 

Rule average TRE P-value 
Domcstic CAPM Rule average VMA P-value 

BuyScU 
0.000 

0.008 
0.034 
O. 100 

0.034 
0.074 
O. 122 

- I I 

Panel 8: Subpcn'od 1987.1 1-19%. 12 

0.076 
0.068 

Random waIk Rule avtrage VMA P-value 
Rule average FMA P-value 
Rule average TRB P-value 

WorId CAPM Rule average VMA P-value 
Ruk av#agc FMA P-value 
Rule average TRB P-value 

The rcturn series arc simulated using estimatecl puameten and srandardizcd rcsiduais for cach nuIl mode]. Numbm in the m m  
labeled P-value are the fiaaion o f  the 500 simulations gentr~ting anditionai mcan rchms (the man buy rtturn, mtaa stlt rcaim, and 
buy-sell s p d )  greatcr than those Erom the amad KlKs npORcd kforr. 

0.854 
0.996 
0.990 
0.818 
0.986 
0.944 

Rule average FMA P-value 
Rule average TRI3 P-value 

Domcstic CAPM Rule average VMA P-value 
Ruk avcragc FMA P - d u e  
Rule average ïRB P-value 

0.026 
0.004 
0.0 14 
0.074 
0.002 
0.016 

0.742 
0.998 

O. 128 
0.370 
O. 166 
0.078 
0.276 
0.224 

O. 102 
0.002 

Miid scgm. APM Rule avtragc VMA P-value 1 O. 132 
0.344 
0.224 
0.088 
0.286 
0.188 

0.926 
0.708 
0.970 
0.822 
0.636 
0.932 

0.024 
0.206 
0.020 
0.062 
0.254 
0.046 

0.702 
0.464 
0.9 10 
0.840 
0.636 
0.928 

O. 128 
0.394 
0.070 
0.066 
0.256 
0.042 
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TRB. The world CAPM and domestic CAPM show relatively marginal improvements over 

the random waik in contrast, the mild segmentation M M  performs best and seems to be 

able to explain the actuai trading d e  retilms reasonably weii for aii out of 9 mean retums. 

The mild segmentation APM generates buy (sd) retrrms insignificantty iower (higher) than 

the actual buy (sell) returns at the 5 percent level for dl the trading d e  groups; 

consequently, the simulated buy-seil spreads are insignificantiy different fiom the actual 

spreads at the 5 percent level for aii trading nile groups. 

(d) hdonesia 

Table 29 reports the bootstrap test resuits for the p e n d  1990.4 - 1996.12 for the Datastream 

lndonesia index. 

The redts indicate that none of the nuil models seem to be consistent with the actual trading 

d e  returns for the hdonesia index. In particdar, the results for the TRI3 mies are very 

strong; for al1 null models and al1 mean r e m ,  the sùnulated retunis are ~ i ~ c a n t i y  

different fiom the achial trading rule r e m  at the 5 percent level. 

(e) Mexico 

Table 30 reports the bootstrap test resuits for the p e n d  1 988.1 - 1 996.1 2 for the Datastream 

Mexico index. 

For the VMA d e s ,  some nuii models seem to be able to replicate the actual trading retums 

moderately. For the FMA d e s ,  al1 the null models seem to be consistent with the achial 

trading rule returns. For the TRB des, however, ai i  null modeis generate û d h g  d e  retums 

sipnincantly different h m  the actual rehms at the 5 percent level in ternis of the mean buy 

retum, mean sell r e m  and buy-sell spread. 

(f) Taiwan 

Table 3 1 reports the bootstrap test results for the penod 1988.1 - 1996.12 for the D a m a m  



Table 29 
Bootstrap test results for technical trading rule profitability for the Datastream 
Indonesian equity market index (1990.4-1996.12)' 

Modcl 

Random w a k  

Wodd CAPM 

Mild scgm. M M  

Domestic CAPM 

Rule 1 Statistk 1 Mean rrtum 3 

Rule avtragc VMA 

Rule âvaagc FMA 

Rule avcragc TRB 

RuL average VMA 

Rule avcrsgc F M A  

P-value 
Maur (%) 

Rule average TRB 

Rule average VMA 

' Tite m m  series are simulaacd using estimateci parameters and standardid rcsiduais for each nul1 model. Numbcrs in the mws 
labelai P-value are the fraction of the 500 simulations generatuig conditional mean rctums (the mean buy rciurn, mean sel1 rctum. and 
buy-sell s p d )  grrater than those h m  the achtal series reportcd bcfore. Mean niers to the mean of the simulated dismiutions. A c i d  
rcfcrs to the acfual mean rctums. 

L 

Buy 
! 

Scll BuyScU 
0.000 O. 894 0.006 

-0.0029 0.0121 4.0151 

A m d  (56) 
P - d u c  
Mcan (94) 
Achial(%) 
P - d u c  
Mean (%) 

A d  (%) 
P - d u e  
Mcan (%) 
Actual (%) 
P-value 

Rule average FMA 

Rule avaagc TRB 

Rule average VMA 

R U I ~  average FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Mean (%) 
~cnial(~/o) 
P-value 
Mcan (%) 

Actual (%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

Acfual(%) 
P-value 
Mcan (%) 

~cnial(o/o) 
P-value 
M ~ Z I ~ ( % )  
Actual (%) 

P-value 
Mcan (%) 
A c d  (%) 

P-value 
Mean (%) 

~chral(%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

AcNal(%) 

O. 1363 
O. 024 

6 .0  143 
0.0839 
0.000 

-0.0 184 
0.4926 
0.0 10 

4.0171 
0.1363 
0.054 

0.0988 1 -0.0376 

0.0049 
o.on9 
0.012 

4.0068 
0.2736 
0.0 14 

0.022 
-0.0024 
0.0779 
0.000 
-0.0044 
0.2736 
0.0 IO 
0.0028 
0.098% 
0.030 

0.0504 
0.0988 
0.024 
0.0504 
o.on9 
0.004 
0.0480 

0.2736 
0.022 

0.01 18 
0.0988 
0.062 
0.0135 
o.on9 
0.024 
0.0283 
0.2736 

0.670 
0.01 19 
-0.0060 
0.998 
0.0141 
-0.2 190 
0.894 
0.0199 
4.0376 
0.690 
0.0 ln 
-0.0060 
0.952 
0.0320 
4.2 190 
0.716 

4.0123 
0.0839 
0.002 

4.0389 
0.4926 
0.030 

4.0133 
-0.0376 
0.460 

-0.0133 
-0.0060 
0.992 

-0.0 12s 
-0.2190 
0.934 
0.03 15 
4.0376 
o .na  
0.028 1 
-0.0060 
0.986 
0.0667 
-0.2 190 

0.0637 
O. 1363 
0.078 

0.0637 

0.0839 
0.004 

0.0607 
0.4926 
0.0 12 

-0.0 197 
O. 1363 
0.046 

-0.0146 
0.0839 
0.0 10 

-0.0384 
0.4926 



Table 30 
Bootstrap test results for technical trading rule profitabiiity for the Datastream 
Mexiean equity market index (1988.14996.12)' 

' The rctum scriu ut simulaicd using csîimatcd parametcn and standardkl miduab for cach nuIl modcl. Nurnkn in the rows 
labelcd P-value are the fractian of the 500 simdatioru gencrating conditional mcaa ~ tu rns  (the mean buy rctum, mean seII mm, and 
buy-sel1 s p d )  grratff than those h m  the éctuat Kncs reportcd bcforc. Main rcfcn to the mcan of the simuiatal distributions. Acnial 
rcfm to the actual mean mum. 

Mode1 

Randorn walk 

- - - - - -. . - - 

World CAPM - 

Mild segm. M M  

Domestic CAPM 
1 

Ruk 

Ruk average VMA 

Ruk average FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Rule average VMA - '-  

Rule average FMA 

Rule average ïRE 

Rule average VMA 

Rule avaage FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Rule average VMA 

Rule average FMA 

R J e  average TRB 

BUY 
0.372 
0.1413 
0.1517 
0.492 
0.1415 
O. 1420 
0.002 

O. 1400 
0.3068 
O. 190 

O. 1249 
0.1517 
O. 274 

O. 1243 
O. 1420 
0.002 
O. 1293 
0.3068 
0.194 

O. 13 14 
0.1517 
0.272 
0.1310 
O. 1420 
0.008 
O. 1394 
0.3068 
0.248 

O. 1287 
0.1517 
0.340 

O. 1285 
0.1420 
0.002 
0.1339 
0.3068 

Statistic 

P-value 

Mcan (%) 

AstuIl (%) 
P-value 

M- (%) 
Acaial (Yo) 

P-value 

(%) 
Actual (Yo) 

.. - -  
P-duc  

Main (%) 

Actual(%) 
P-value 
M a  (9'0) 
Actual(%) 
P-vahe 
Mcan (Yo) 

A W  (%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

Actuai(%) 
P-value 
Mean (Yo) 

~~ (%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

A d  (%) 
P-value 

Man (%) 

A c n d  (%) 
P-value 
M m  (%) 

ActuaI (%) 

P-value 
Mean (Yo) 
A f t d  (Ym) 

Mam rrtuni 

Sell 1 

0.954 
0.1788 
0.04% 
0.918 

O. 1695 
0.07 15 
0.988 

0,1868 
-0.2123 o. m. . - - . . 

O. 1581 
0.0496 
0.834 
0.1519 
0.0715 
0.974 
0.1986 
4.2123 
0.892 

O. 1646 
0.0496 
0.8 14 
0.1557 
0.0715 
0.974 

O. 1702 
-0.2 123 
0.920 
0.1695 
0.04% 
0.876 
0.1609 
0.071 5 
0.980 

O. 1965 
-0.2 123 

BUY-Scll 
0.072 

4.0375 
0.102 t 
0.114 

4.0280 
0.0706 
0.006 

4.0470 
0.5191 

- . .. - - 

0.058 
4.0332 
O. 102 1 
0.1 16 

4.0276 
0.0706 
0.008 

-0.069 1 
0.5191 
0.060 

4.0333 
0.1021 
0.132 

4.0247 
0.0706 
0.010 

-0.0308 
0.5 19 1 
0.056 

4.0408 

0.1021 
O. 100 

4.0324 
0.0706 
0.008 

4.0624 
0.5191 



Tabte 31 
Bootstrsp tests for technical trading rule profitability for the Datastream Taiwanese 
equity market index (1988.14996.12)' 

Model 

Randorn walk 

Worid CAPM 

Mild scgm. APM 

Domestic CAPM 

' The rctum suies arc simulami ushg estimattd paramecm and standardittd rcsiduals for cach nuIl modcl. Numbm in the mws 
labelcd P-value are the ihdou of the MO sirnutrithns genaating conditional mean rctums (the mean buy return. mcan seII m m  and 
buy-sel1 s p d )  grcatcr than those bom thc actuai scrics reportcd bcfore. Mcan rcfcrs to the mcan of ihe simukted distributions. Acfuai 
rcfen to the acaial mcan rchuiu 

Rule average FMA 

Rule average 'IRB 

Ruk average VMA 

Rule nvuage FMA 

Ruk average TUB 

Rule average VMA 

RUIC average FMA 

Rule avaage TRB 

Rule average VMA 

Rule average FMA 

Rule average TRB 

Mean (%) 

A c t d  (%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

Aenial(%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

Achiai (%) 
P-value 

Mcan (%) 
Actual (%) 

P-value 
Mcan (%) 

A d  (%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 
Actuai (%) 

P-value 

Mean (%) 

A d  (%) 
P-value 

Mcan (%) 
Actual(%) 
P-value 
Mcsn (Yo) 
Actual(%) 
P-value 
Mcan (Yo) 
Actual (%) 

P-value 
Mean (%) 
Accuai(%) 
P-value 
Mean (%) 

Actual(%) 

0.0225 
0.0716 
0.254 
0.0234 
0.0668 
0.056 
0.0 199 
O. 1950 
0.164 

0.02 13 
0.0776 
0.2 IO 
0.02 18 
0.0668 
0.040 
0.0 135 
0.1950 
0.306 
0.04% 

0.0776 
0.3n 

0.0468 

0.0668 
0.072 
0.0540 
O. 1950 
0.214 
0.034 1 
0.0776 
0.266 
0.0337 
0.0668 
0.062 
0.0255 
O. 1950 

0.046 1 
-0.0629 
0.960 
0.044 1 
-0.0565 
0.986 

0.0502 
4.2084 
0.938 

0.0365 
-0.0629 
0.928 
0.036 1 
-0.0565 
0.954 
0.0359 
-0.2084 
0.776 

0.0006 

-0.0629 
o.no 
0.0038 

-0.0565 
0.842 
-0.0351 
-0.2084 
0.960 
0.0538 
-0.0629 
0.952 
0.053 1 
-0.0565 
0.966 
0.0626 
-0.2084 

-0.0236 
0.1406 
0.052 
-0.0207 

O. 1233 
0.006 
-0.0302 
0.4034 

0.038 
-0.0152 
0.1406 
0.046 
-0.0142 
0.1233 
0.014 
-0.0224 
0.4034 
O. 166 
0.049 1 
O. 1406 
0.204 

0.0430 

O. 1233 
0.080 
0.089 1 
0.4034 
0.022 
-0.0 197 
O. 1406 
0.038 
-0.0 194 
0- 1233 
0.0 14 
4.0371 

0.4034 



Taiwan index. 

The random walk generates buy-sel1 spreads significantly lower than the actual buy-sel1 

spreads for the VMA and W. The resuits for the world CAPM and domestic CAPM are 

similar to those of the random w a k  In contra* the mild segmentation APM perfom best, 

and the simulated buy (seli) retums are Uisignificantly lower (higher) than the actual buy 

(sell) rehims at the 5 percent level for al1 trading nile groups; consequently, the simulated 

buy-sell spreads are insignificantly d i f f in t  fiam the achial spreads at the 5 percent level for 

all three trading d e  groups. For the mild segmentation APM, the mean of the simulated buy- 

sel1 spreads ranges fiom 22 percent to 35 percent of the achial buy-sel1 spreads. 

The bootstrap test results are summarized as follows: 

Japan (Datastream index): 

For the overall period, the mild segmentation APM perfomis best to replicate 

the achial trading nile rehmis. Assuming the 5 percent significance level, the 

miid segmentation APM is consistent with aU achial trading rule rehims. For 

the first subperiod, di equiiibrium models are consistent with the achial 

trading d e  retums. For the second subpenod, only the mild segmentation 

APM is consistent with the actual trading d e  r e m  at the 5 percent 

significance level. 

Nikkei index futures: 

Al1 ndi  models are consistent with the actual trading d e  r e m  at the 5 percent 

significant level. 

U.S.: 

AU nuii models are consistent with the actual trading d e  rehvns for the overall 

period and across both subperiods at the 5 percent significance level. 



Canada: 

Assuming the 5 percent significance level, none of the nul1 models are 

completely consistent with the actuai trading &le rehims for the overall penod 

or the first subperiod For the second subperiod, the mild segmentation APM 

performs best to replicate the actual retums and is consistent with dl achial 

trading d e  retums at the 5 percent significance level. 

hdonesia: 

Assuming the 5 percent significance level, none of the nul1 models are 

completely consistent with the actual trading d e  r e m .  

Mexico: 

Assuming the 5 percent significance level, none of the nul1 models are 

completely consistent with the actual trading d e  r e m .  

Taiwan: 

The mild segmentation APM perform best to replicate the actual trading nile 

returns and is consistent with ail actuai rehinis at the 5 percent significance level. 

7.5 Discussion 

The results h m  the standard tests indicate that the technical trading rules examinai by BLL 

exhibit statistidy signincant forecast power for the Datastream Japan, Canada, hdonesia, 

Mexico and Taiwan indices. Since trades with a 1 -day lag still lead to significant forecast 

power for the indices, the spurious autoco~~elations due to the nonsynchronous trading are 

unlikely to explain the observed forecast power completely. On the other hand, despite the 

findings by BLL, the trading d e s  do not exhibit any s igdcan t  forecast power for the U.S. 

indices (the Datastream and Dow Jones indices). Finally, the trading d e s  do not have 



significant forecast power for the Nikkei index fiitures. 

This thesis examines the post-transaction cost profitability of the trading rules by calculating 

the break-even transaction costs which equate the r e m  on the doublesr-out strategy with 

the retum on the buy-and-hold sûategy. The resuits indicate that the break-even transaction 

costs for the emerging markets are high, compared with those of the developed markets. 

Further, the estimates of the actuai transaction costs which Hill (1993) and Elkins/McSherry 

(1 997) report indicate that the double-or-out strategy appears to be profitable relative to the 

buy-and-hold strategy for the Datastream Japan index, Nikkei index fbtures, and the three 

emerging markets. However, the estirnates of the achial transaction costs indicate that it may 

not be profitable for the U.S. indices. 

In contrast to the standard tests, the bootstrap tests indicate that some models among the 

equilibrium asset pricing models with the-varying expected returns corresponding to 

complete integration, mild segmentation, and complete segmentation are consistent with the 

actuai trading ruie renims for Japan, the second subperiod of Canada ( 1987.1 1 - 1 996.12), and 

Taiwan, assurning the 5 percent significance level. For the DataStream Japan index, the mild 

segmentation APM is consistent with the achial trading d e  retums for the overall period and 

second subperiod, while al1 three equilibrium models are consistent with the actual trading 

rule returns for the first subperiod. For the Canada (the second subperiod) and Taiwan 

indices, the mild segmentation APM is consistent with the actual trading d e  returns. 

Further, the result for the Datastream Japan index is supplemented by the result fkom the 

Nikkei index fiitures, which indicates that all three equilibriurn rnodels are consistent with 

the actual trading d e  retums. Thus, at l e s t  for these countries and periods, the technical 

rule profits seem to be expiained by the r isk-rem relation implied by the asset pricing 

models. In particular, the bootstrap tests tend to fail to reject the mild segmentation APM 

when some of the equilibrium models are consistent with the trading ruie profits which are 

found to be significant based on the standard test statistics. This result can be interpreted as 

additional evidence for the widely accepted notion that the worid financial market is not fully 



integrated, but not completely segmented. 

Some results for the Nikkei index futures appear to bring somewhat p d n g  questions to 

this thesis, but it is possible to answer them. First, when the standard test statistics are used, 

the technical trading d e s  exhibit sigdïcant forecast power for the Datastream Japan index, 

but they do not exhibit signincant forecast power for the Nikkei index fùtures. According to 

the cost-of-catry model, the Nikkei index fuhires pnce is expected to move together with the 

Datastream Japan index, which is likely to resembles closely the Nikkei stock index 

underlying the Nikkei index fitures.1° However, this puzziing result may be attributable 

to the measurement errors due to Wquen t  trading and bid-ask bounce as Miller, 

Muthuswamy, and Whaley (1994) show. Second, the transaction cost analysis indicates that 

the double-or-out strategy based on the trading d e s  is profitable relative to the buy-and-hold 

strategy under the estimate for transaction costs which is provided by Hill (1993) and 

Elkins/McSheny (1 997). However, when the time-varying expected r e m  and risk are taken 

into account by using the bootstrap methodologies, the apparent profits for the Nikkei index 

fùtures are consistent with the asset pricing models which this thesis examines. 

Although BLL find that the technical trading d e s  have signincant forecast power for the 

Dow Jones index over the 90-year period, the results in this thesis indicate that the same 

trading d e s  can not predict the fiiture retums on the US. indices when the trading d e s  are 

applied to the recent sample. Both standard and bootstrap tests unequivocally reject the 

hypothesis that the trading d e s  can generate abnormal r e m  for the US. market for the 

sample during 1987-1996. Of this result does not preclude the possibility that during 

the sample period of the BLL study (1 887-1986), the technical trading d e s  actuaily could 

predict the retums on the U.S. market and acquire abnomal profits. However, unless there 

is a convincing reason to beiieve that the U.S. sample of this thesis is biased against the 

'O The retums on the stock index and index futures contract are perfectly 
correlated if the dividend yield of the stock index and interest rate are constant (Stol1 and 
Whaley 1990b). 



technicai trading des, it may be concluded that an opportunity for such profits has already 

disappeared in the US. market, probably because of the ment  technological and institutional 

improvements in the processing of market-wide information as the Froot and Perold (1 995) 

study indicates. 

The r e d t s  in this thesis seem to shed some light on the issue of whether the Canadian 

market is integrated with the U.S. market The standard test results of the trading d e s  for 

both countries indicate that while the technical trading d e s  do not exhibit significant 

forecast power for the US. market, the same des have significant, strong forecast power for 

the Canadian market. As discussed earlier, this conhast can be interpreted as indirect 

evidence for either the joint hypothesis that under market efficiency, the Canadian market 

is segmented fiom the U.S. market or the hypothesis that the Canadian market is inefficient. 

The bootstrap test results indicate that at least for the ment period 1987.1 1 - 1996.12, the 

technical rule profits obsemed in the Canadian market are consistent with the hypothesis that 

the Canadian market is efncient and is mildly segmented nom the rest of the world. Thus, 

the inefficiency interpretation may be dismissed. Although the rest of the world includes both 

the U.S. and other markets, the asset pncing relation under mild segmentation highlights the 

importance of Canadian (local) risk premium. Thus, the results seem to be more consistent 

with segmentation of Canada fiom the U.S. than the integration for the penod 1987.11- 

1996.12. This interpretation of the redts for Canada is consistent with the study by Karolyi 

(1 995) who provides evidence for significant investment barriers between Canada and the 

U.S. by examining a bivariate GARCH rnodel similar to this thesis. 

This thesis obtains the remit which indicates that the trading d e  rehuns are consistent with 

the mild segmentation of the Japanese equity market relative to the rest of the world. 

Although Harvey (1991) rejects the integration of Japan with the world market by using a 

single factor model, some studies indicate that Japan is integrated. The results of Campbell 

and Hamao (1 992) are consistent with the integration of Japan with the U.S. in the context 

of a multi-factor model. Fenon and Harvey (1993) also present evidence that Japan is 



integrated with the world market by examining a muiti-factor asset pricing model. Thus, the 

previous snidies seem to suggest that Japan is integrated with other markets, but that a single 

factor mode1 is not appropriate. in the context of this thesis, it may be possible to interpret 

the empincal mode1 for the mild segmentation APM as a two-factor model where the 

domestic and foreign market retums correspond to two portfolios mimicking two different 

factors in the intemationaily integrated market. CKS present a similar interpretation. 

Both the standard and bootstrap tests F e  that the technical d e  profits are unusual for 

Indonesia, Mexico, and the first subperiod of Canada A possible interpretation for this result 

is that the Indonesian, Mexican, and Canadian equity markets were inefficient during the 

period of the sarnple. In particular, some institutionai feahues of emerging markets such as 

highly concentrated ownership and less &gent requirements for hancial disclosures rnight 

lead to a substantial degree of informationai efficiency in hdonesia and Mexico. As usual, 

however, the joint-hypothesis problem arises. in this thesis, the trading d e s  are tested with 

the joint hypotheses of market efficiency, a certain type of international market structure and 

the conespondhg asset pricing model. Therefore, the rejection of the joint hypotheses could 

be due to market inefficiency, more complicated internationai market structure, a a o n g  asset 

pricing model or any combinations of these component hypotheses. Thus, the question of 

what causes the un& technical d e  profits for hdonesia, Mexico, and the fust subperiod 

of Canada can not be definiteiy answered. 

When estimating parameters for the equilibrium asset pricing models, the likelihood ratio 

tests are conducted to test the restrictions corresponding to complete integration, mild 

segmentation and complete segmentation. It is of interest to compare the results fiom the 

likelihood ratio tests with those h m  the bootstrap tests. It seems to be demo~l~trated that the 

bootstrap tests tend to supplement the likelihood ratio tests by providing greater power. For 

the Datastream Japan index, the likeiihood ratio tests can reject only the world CAPM for 

the overaîi period and the second subperiod; the bootstrap tests can reject the world CAPM 

and domestic CAPM at the 5 percent signiscance level, leaving only the mild segmentation 



APM. Similady, the bootstrap tests exhibit greater power than the likelihood ratio tests for 

Canada (for the overd period and both subpenods), indonesia, Mexico and Taiwan. On the 

other hand, the two cases (the results for the first subperiod of Japan, and those for the 

overall period of the U.S.) lead to less power in the bootsûap tests than in the Uelihood ratio 

tests. In both cases, forecast power of the technical d e s  is very week when using the 

standard test statistics. Except for the two cases, however, the bootstrap tests can provide 

additional information relative to the likelihood ratio tests due to greater power. 



Chapter 8 Conclusions 

One of the primary conclusions of this thesis is that taking into account tirne-varying 

expected retums is important to evaluate the profitability of technicd trading d e s .  in this 

thesis, the expected retunis are constrained to Vary over time in a way consistent with an 

equilibriurn asset pricing model. Therefore, if the trading ruie retums are consistent with the 

patterns of the-variation in the expected retunis implied by the model, this implies that the 

trading ruie profits can be explained by the nsk-rem relation mggesteci by the aset  pricing 

theory. 

The technical trading d e s  which this thesis examines are the same as those used in BLL 

(1992). This thesis applies the trading d e s  to data on the equity indices for six countries 

(Japan, the U.S., and Canada as developed markets, and Indonesia, Mexico, and Taiwan as 

emerging markets). The results fkom the standard test statistics which compare the 

conditional mean retums on the trading d e s  with the unconditional mean retum on the buy- 

and-hold strategy are as follows: 

(1) The technical trading d e s  have considerable forecast power for friture retums for the 

Datastream Japan, Canada, Indonesia, Mexico, and Taiwan indices. However, the 

trading d e s  do not exhibit any significant forecast power for the Nikkei index 

futures traded in the U.S., the Datastrearn U.S. index or the Dow Jones index. In 

particular, the results for the Dow Jones index are in contrast of those of BLL who 

find a large spread between buy and sel1 rehinis for the Dow Jones index, using the 

data up to 1986. 

(2) The cross-sectional pattern of the results indicates that the technical trading d e s  

have stronger forecast power for the emerging markets than for the developed 

markets. For the buy-seil spread, the average values across ail trading d e s  and three 



emerging markets is 0.2302% per day or 77.8%on an annual basis; the averages 

across di trading d e s  and developed markets with significant forecast power of the 

trading d e s  (Le., the Japan and Canada indices) is 0.1030% per day or 29.4% on an 

annuai basis. 

(3) The results h m  trades with a May lag after the initial emissions of signais stiil lead 

to significant forecast power for the indices for which the trading rules can predict 

fùture r e m .  Thus, the spurious autocorrelations due to nonsynchronous trading are 

unlikely to explain the technical d e s '  observed forecast power completely. 

in addition, this thesis provides sorne information on the effects of transaction costs on the 

profitability of the trading d e s  by calculating the breakeven transaction costs which equate 

the return on the double-or-out strategy with the return on the buy-and-hold strategy. The 

results obtained are as follows: 

(4) The average break-even transaction costs across the trading d e s  for the emerging 

markets are considerably high; they range h m  3.27% to 4.64% for O-day lag trades. 

Arnong the developed markets, the average for the Datastream Japan index is the 

highest, 2.24% For Canada, the average break-even cost is of moderate size, 1 -6%. 

For the Datastream U.S. and Dow Jones indices, they are lower than those of 5 other 

countries (except for the Nikkei index futures), 1.06% and 0.65%, respectively. 

Finally, the average break-even cost for the Nikkei index fûtures is 0.73%. 

(5) The estirmîtes of the actuai transaction costs which HiU (1993) and EllllnslMcSherry 

(1997) report indicate that the double-or-out strategy appears to be profitable relative 

to the buy-and-hold strategy for the Datastrearn Japan index, Nikkei index tùtures, 

and the three emerging markets. However, the estimate for the U.S. index indicates 

that the double-or-out strategy may not be profitable for the U.S. indices. 



Next, a set of asset pricing models with the tirne-varying expected returns are estimated for 

each country. Specificdly, this thesis estimates the conditional asset pricing models 

corresponding to the complete integration, mild segmentation and complete segmentation. 

Using the bootstrap rnethodologies, the empincd distributions of the trading d e  returns are 

constructed under each asset pricing model as a nul1 model, and the actual trading mie 

retums are compared with the obtained empirical distributions. The results fiom the 

bootstrap tests are as follows: 

(6) Although the standard test results indicate that the trachg d e s  have significant 

forecast power for the five countries, the r e d t s  fiom the bootstrap tests show that 

the trading d e  profits for Japan, the second subperiod of Canada, and Taiwan are 

consistent with some asset pricing models at the 5 percent signincance level. Further, 

the result for Japan is supplemented by the result for the Nikkei index fiitures, which 

indicates that d l  three equilibrium models are consistent with the actual trading d e  

returns. Thus, at least for these three countries and periods, the trading d e  profits 

can be considered to reflect a fair compensation for the nskiness of the d e s .  

(7) None of the asset pricing models are consistent with the results for Indonesia, 

Mexico, and the fm subperiod of Canada at the 5 percent significance level. 

Although this result may be interpreted as an indication of inefficiency in the 

Indonesian market, the Mexican market, and the first subperiod of the Canadian 

market, the joint-hypothesis problem prevents the d e f ~ t e  answer to what would 

cause the result. 

This thesis investigates the issue of market integration and segmentation by focusing on the 

relationship between the technid trading rule profits and international market structure. The 

overall results on this issue fiom the bootstrap tests indicate: 

(8) Among the three asset pricing models corresponding to complete integration, mild 



segmentation and complete segmentation, the asset pricing mode1 under the rnild 

segmentation performs best to explain the actual trading rule retums for Japan, the 

recent sample of Canada, and Taiwan. 

Result (8) is consistent with the widely accepted notion that financial markets are not fully 

integrated, but are not completely segmented. The result that the actual trading nile retums 

are consistent with the mild segmentation of Japan is somewhat surprising. The interpretation 

of this result as a multi-factor model under the market integration may be possible, as 

suggested by the results of some previous studies (Campbell and Hamao 1992; Chan, 

Karolyi, and Stulz 1992; Ferson and Harvey 1993). 

Finally, the results fiom the bootstrap simulations indicate that additional information on the 

market structure characterizhg the equity markets examined in this thesis is provided, 

compared with the results fiom the likelihood ratio tests for the restrictions implied by the 

asset pticing models under various market structures: 

(9) For most cases, the bootstrap tests exhibit greater power in rejecting the nui1 rnodels 

than the likelihood ratio tests. 

Further research will be needed in the following directions: 

The models used in this thesis assume that the relative risk aversions for the worid and 

domestic CAPM, and the prices of risk for the asset pricing model under the rnild 

segmentation are constant over tirne. This assumption may be too strong. For example, 

the resdts of Harvey (1991) and Ferson and Harvey (1993) indicate the importance of 

tirne-varying risk premias as weii as tirne-vatying risk exposures. Relating to this, Bekaert 

and Harvey (1995) provide evidence for the tirne-varying integration of the emerging 

markets with the world market, which can be interpreted as the time-varying relative risk 

aversions or prices of risk in the context of this thesis. If the relative risk aversions or the 



prices of risk are dlowed to Vary over time, some of the asset pricing models examined 

in this thesis may be able to explain the results for Indonesia, Mexico, and the fust 

subperiod of Canada. 

This thesis assumes that the expected retums are not aff'ted by the exchange rate risk for 

the tract.bili@. However, the importance of the exchange rate risk is empincdly shown 

by ment  shidies (for example, Ferson and Harvey (1 993) and Dumas and S o m  (1 995)). 

Thus, the fuhue research may need to use an asset pricing mode1 which incorporates the 

exchange rate risk. 

The bivariate setting of the domestic versus foreign markets is used to estimate the asset 

pricing models and simulate retums, and the foreign market is assumed to be internaily 

integrated. However, the assumption of the integrated foreign market may not be 

appropriate. If the number of markets to be Uicluded in the system is increased, more 

complicated stnicture may be taken into account, with a cost of the increased number of 

paramet ers. 

This thesis examines only six coutries. Since the selected six countries are by no m e m  

a representative sample of the entire universe, M e r  examinations using data on other 

countries may be required to ensure the robustness of the results this thesis obtains. 
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